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This thesis extends existing literature by linking strategic competition and political 
economy analysis of global trade and environment issues when there are two levels of 
government. The economic setting is a strategic trade model in which two identical 
firms, located in different states and engaging in Coumot competition, produce a 
single good for export to a third market. Production generates pollution; this can be 
abated but at a cost. The only policy available to governments is an emission standard, 
which is set prior to firms' production decision. The level of damage costs is private 
information that becomes available only to national governments and only when 
elected. The institutional structure is that of a federation. The federal authority need 
not be an explicit government but can more generally be thought of as a supra-
national or intergovernmental agency. The policy can then be set non-cooperatively at 
the level of tlie nation state or cooperatively by the supra-national agency. The 
political model is one where two ideologically motivated parties (industrialists and 
environmentalists) compete for office. They differ in the weight they place on the 
environment. The election outcome is influenced by donations made by lobby groups. 
A similar process takes place at the federal level. Chapter 1, by way of introduction, 
provides an overview of the literature on trade and environment. Chapters 2 (without 
lobbying) and 5 (with lobbying) address some constitutional issues, (i) Should policy 
be set at the national or supra-national level ? It is shown that it is always better to set 
policy at a supra-national level - that is, the benefits of cooperation outweigh the 
problems of asymmetric information, (ii) Should politicians be allowed to set 
discretionary policies ? The benefit is that they can use the true level of damages; the 
drawback is that they are subject to political influence. The alternative is social 
pooling: mandating a policy based on ex-ante expected damage costs. It is shown that 
political discretion is pre&rable as the difference in states' damage costs diverge and 
social pooling is appealing when the political parties diverge, (iii) Should policies be 
harmonised at a supra-national level to overcome incentives to engage in 
environmental dumping ? It is shown that harmonisation is never worthwhile at the 
supra-national level if it is not also better at the state level. Chapters 3 (with purely 
domestic pollution) and 4 (with transboundai-y pollution) address the concerns that 
setting polity at a supra-national level brings with it a further set of problems. These 
include a democratic deficit if policy making shifts firom elected national MPs to un-
elected bureaucrats and the asymmetric power wielded internationally by industrial 
lobby groups and Northern countries. It is shown that this greater influence may 
actually make these groups or nations worse off if it encourages them to engage in too 
much wasteful lobbying. It is also shown that whatever the problems associated with 
the global coordination of policies, they are still outweighed by the benefits, 
fundamentally the elimination of environmental dumping. Chapter six concludes. 
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PREFACE 

Chapters 2-5 have been written have been written together with my supervisor Alistair 
Ulph. Chapter 2 has been submitted to the European Economic Review and is 
currently in the process of being revised. An earlier version of chapter has been 
released as a working paper for the University of Southampton, Department of 
Economics and also for Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattel. Chapter 3 has been published 
in volume 10, issue 3 of the Review of International Economics. Chapter 4 is to be 
included in the forthcoming volume "Global Environmental Governance, Political 
Lobbying and Transboundary Pollution", Recent Advances In Environmental 
Economics, Edited by John List and Aart de Zeeuw, Edward Elgar. Chapter 5 is to be 
included in the forthcoming volume "Limiting Political Discretion and International 
Environmental Policy Coordination vyith Active Lobbying" in M. Rauscher and C. 
Withagen (eds.) The International Dimension of Envirormiental Policy, Kluwer. The 
chapters have been presented at various conferences and seminars. 
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Chapter 1 

Trade and Environment: An Overview. 



1.1 The Issues Involved in the Debate on Trade and the Environment. 

Environmentalists have long argued that economic growth is bad for the enviroimient 

because the production process lends itself to harmful effects such as the use of fossil 

fuels, the depletion of natural resources and air and water pollution. Economists too, 

have long been interested in the environment'. The early to mid 1970s saw a number 

of papers analysing the exact nature of the relationship, both theoretically and 

empirically. The latter part of the 1980s witnessed a rise in environmental activism 

and awareness linked to a growing concern about global environmental problems such 

as global warming. Simultaneously, this period saw rapid progress in negotiations 

geared towards trade expansion and liberalisation. These came into effect most 

prominently with the creation of the Single European Market in 1992, the conclusion 

of the Uruguay Round and the creation of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 

1994 and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), also in 1994^. 

Under these parallel developments, the debate surrounding, trade and the environment 

evolved. Environmentalists argued that 'globalisation' was pursued without proper 

regard for its implications upon environmental quality. They felt that the pursuit of 

economic growth through the global expansion of production was being done without 

sufficient environmental safeguards. More specifically, the process of trade 

liberalisation - the reduction of trade barriers and international mobility of capital -

lowered the incentives of companies and policymakers to implement rigorous 

environmental regulations. In a world devoid of alternatives, strategic agents would 

' See the debate between Bhagvvati and Daly (1993). 
' Other regional agreements include, The Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR), The Association 
of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) and The Common Market of Eastern and Southern Africa 
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seek to gain a competitive advantage over foreign rivals by lowering environmental 

standards; a process often referred to as 'environmental dumping' (or eco-dumping). 

Similarly there is a concern that nations are encouraged to deliberately lower their 

environmental standards to attract companies to locate in their countries, creating so 

called 'pollution havens ' .These multinational companies (MNCs) often bring large 

amounts of jobs and revenue to some impoverished places but some fear that nation 

states are ceding too much control of their domestic policies to these global 

corporations. Protest groups have derided the whole process of globalisation as 

eroding democracy and the sovereignty of the nation state and increasing the 

influence of MNCs and intergovernmental agencies such as the EU, WTO and the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF). According to this line, trade issues carry a 

disproportionate weight in international negotiations relative to environmental issues 

and that the agenda is captured, or at least disproportionately influenced, by the 

powerfiil MNCs. Similarly, it is felt that intergovernmental agencies do not give 

environmental concerns sufficient balance in their regulations. 

This polarisation of views during the 1990s contributed to the growth of the anti-

globalisation movement, a loose coalition of protest groups whose many concerns 

include global environmental security. The WTO in particular has felt the v^ath of 

protest groups who see it as the symbol of the move toward freer trade, at the expense 

of the environment. Shrybman (1990) wrote that "nowhere is the failure to integrate 

the environment and the economy clearer than in the GATT negotiations in which, 

with only limited exceptions, evaluating the environmental implications of trade 

(COMESA). In addition, there have been a labyrinthine number of bilateral agreements and the 
opening up of huge economies such as India, China and Russia. 
' The arguments surrounding the new trade and environment debate are often mirrored in the debate on 
trade and labour standards. 
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proposals is not even on the table. To make matters worse, the negotiations are veiled 

in secrecy, and virtually no opportunity exists for public comment or debate. Since 

environmental organizations, in particular, are excluded Srom the process, trade 

proposals are routinely put forward without any consideration whatsoever of their 

potential envirormiental effects. The most likely outcome of such a process is trade 

agreements which enshrine economic principles that are often at odds with 

environmental objectives." A decade later, the Tuming-Point Project repeated the 

accusations. According to them, the WTO is "secretive" and '\mdemocratic" and has 

"been granted unprecedented powers" over national laws "concerning public 

health" and "food safety" if these are seen as barriers to trade and that they can 

"demand their abrogation, or enforce very harsh sanctions" in response. Protests 

reached a zenith during the Ministerial meeting of the WTO in Seattle in 1999 and 

have been a familiar sideshow at international occasions since. 

For its part, the WTO has certainly tried to take on board these issues. In 1996, the 

Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) was set up to evaluate the trade-

environment linkages and look at ways in which to proceed. Unsurprisingly, the WTO 

favours a multilateral approach and argues that trade restrictions may not be tlie most 

effective measure to enforce multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) (WTO, 

1996). They also point out that, as yet, there have been no conflicts between MEAs 

and WTO rules. Indeed, they cite increasing transparency and increasing cooperation 

with MEAs and envirormientally based bodies such as the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP) (WTO, 2002). As yet though, this has not extended 

The Turning Project is a Washington based non-governmental organisation. See iittp/www.turnpoint.org/. 
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to observer status for NGOs at the WTO/ The latest round of trade negotiations, 

implemented after the Doha ministerial meeting of 2001 placed trade and environment 

on the agenda and the EU in particular is pushing for more movement. Developing 

countries though, are wary of introducing any measures which they fear could be used 

for implicit protection and favour a multilateral approach.^ Even within developed 

countries there have been a number of contentious cases. When the EU banned the 

sale of all hormone treated beef it cited the precautionary principle, alleging that 

consumers were potentially at risk. However, one of the effects of the ruling was to 

drastically reduce beef imports from the United States. There have been a number of 

other product standard cases where the 'side-effect' has been to increase domestic 

firms share in a particular industry. 

This thesis looks into a number of these issues: the incentives to engage in strategic 

competition in environmental policies; the need for cooperation in international 

environmental policy-making; the capture of the policy-making process by special 

interest groups; the incentives for politically-motivated governments to deviate from 

first best environmental policies; the potential loss of national sovereignty and the 

possibility of creating a democratic deficit if ceding policy to a supra-national agency. 

The fbcus of this chapter is on the evolution of the debate surrounding trade and the 

environment and where this thesis sits within the literatuie. In section 2, we briefly 

overview some of the directions the trade and environment literature has taken in 

recent years. In section 3, we look at models based upon traditional trade theory 

before tracing out how the literature has developed with the use of imperfect 

Esty (1997) argues the case for non-governmental organisation participation in the WTO. 



competition models of trade. In section 4, we look at the role political economy 

models have .played in the literature. Section 5 summarises the contributions within 

this thesis and concludes. 

^ The most often cited example of this is the well-known tuna-dolphin case involving the United States 
and Mexico. See developing countries' submissions Co the CTE at http://www.wto.org. 
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1.2 Overview of the Literature. 

One of the problems faced by economists was that the new trade-environment debate 

could not be rationalised under traditional theory. All of the issues we raise relate to 

the incentives tor states, governments and firms to set environmental policies which 

differ firom the first best level in terms of social welfare. The standard response in a 

neoclassical model is that, for a small country, operating under perfect competition, 

the most efficient policy is for the government to set the first best environmental 

policy along with the first best trade policy. That is, to implement the Pigouvian level 

of environmental regulation by setting marginal abatement cost equal to the marginal 

damage cost alongside free trade. This is true whether using emission taxes or 

standards. The only change for the large country analysis is that optimal trade policy 

(from the perspective of an individual country) now consists of imposing an optimal 

tariff. In neither case can a country be better off deviating 6om the optimal level of 

environmental regulation. Models based upon perfect competition do not allow 

governments or firms to make strategic decisions. 

To make a rationale for concerns about environmental-dumping, economists moved 

towards the use of the imperfect competition models of trade developed in the 1980s. 

Brander and Spencer's (1985) model of strategic export policies was modified to take 

into account environmental pollution in the form of a production externality^. This 

allowed authors such as Barrett (1994) and Ulph (1992, 1996) to build models where 

governments had incentives to deviate from first best envirormiental standards in a 

second best world where trade policies were not available. These models were 

15 



straightforward variations of Brander and Spencer with two identical countries, each 

with one firm, selling to a third market under Coumot competition. They showed that 

the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium was for both countries to set environmental 

policies that were more lax than optimal. As with the strategic trade literature, these 

results aie not particularly robust^. 

An interesting and influential counter-argument is the so-called 'Porter hypothesis' 

(Porter 1991)^. He claimed that rather than being detrimental, stricter environmental 

regulations can yield dynamic benefits by promoting innovative business and 

production solutions. These can more than offset the initial, static, cost of compliance 

and enhance competitiveness and profitability by giving innovators a first-mover 

advantage'''. 

The introduction of capital mobility allowed scope for firms to relocate to gain 

maximum economic benefit. The fear of de-location to another country is another 

factor for policymakers to consider when setting environmental regulation. Hoel 

(1997) used a very simple two country model to show that governments would set 

lower than optimal environmental regulations to entice a single firm to locate in their 

country. This result is not at all robust though — if the damage cost were sufficiently 

high then the government would seek to deter location in its country by setting 

tougher standards. Markusen et al (1993) extend Hoel's model by adding transport 

costs. In this scenario, the firm must make its location decision based on the level of 

^ The Brander and Spencer model itself gave a rationale to supporters of export promotion whose 
beliefs prior to it could not be given theoretical credence. The authoritative survey of the strategic trade 
1 iterature is Brander (1995). An earlier treatment of the theory is in Krugman and Helpman (1989). 
^ See Grossman (1986) and Eaton and Grossman (1986). Ulph (1997a) provides a critique with regard 
to strategic environmental policy. 

See also Porter and van der Linde (1995a, 1995b). 
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environmental regulation relative to the transport cost of supplying the second market. 

Markusen et al show that when environmental regulation is sufficiently lax, the firm 

has an incentive to locate a plant in both countries to avoid the relatively higher 

transport cost but that when regulation is sufSciently high, it is worthwhile locating 

only in one country and paying the relatively lower transport cost. In this model 

though, the direction of the incentive path is that firms react to government policy 

rather than governments set policies to accommodate MNCs. Both theoretically and 

empirically, the concerns over 'footloose' firms and the creation of pollution havens 

do not appear to be sustainable. A WTO (1999) study argues that there is little 

evidence to show that MNCs will relocate to countries with laxer environmental 

regulations". This is perhaps not all that surprising since the proportion of total costs 

taken by environmental policies is usually small. 

The literature on multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) is principally 

concerned with the incentives of prospective MEA signatories and the ex-post 

incentive structure of the agreement using cooperative game theory. According to 

Finus (2000), the literature seeks to answer a number of questions: Under which 

conditions will a MEA be signed and ratified ? On which reduction target will the 

negotiators agree ? Howjuany countries will sign ? Which countries will sign ? Will 

the agreement be stable ? What measures can be taken to ensure or increase stability 

r,l2 

The Porter hypothesis has been challenged by, amongst others, Ulph and Ulph (1997). 
' ' The results of Levinson (1996) and Mani Pargal and Huq (1997) are consistent with this finding. 

The literature on MEAs is beyond the scope of this thesis. Good starting points for those who are 
interested are the books by Finns (2001) and Ulph (2001). 
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There is a clear relationship between the directions the literature has taken. They are 

all are concerned, to some degree, with the structure of global environmental policies 

when individual states have incentives to deviate from the environmentally optimal 

strategy. A natural progression 6om this is to introduce the use of political economy 

into the models, hi the past decade, a number of authors have attempted to integrate 

the various devices of political economy - voting, lobbying, constitutional design, the 

role of institutions and bargaining - into the trade and environment debate. Ulph 

(2000) pointed out that environmental policies might deviate from first best not only 

because of strategic competition but also for political economy reasons. 

The work in this thesis differs from the traditional approach in three ways, each of 

which alters the incentive structure of the analysis in crucial ways. The first, the use of 

imperfect competition, allows the rationalisation of the concerns outlined in section 1 

by providing players - most notably firms and politicians - the incentives to behave in 

a strategic manner and deviate from first best policies. It is natural to combine this 

with the second deviation, the use of asymmetric information, both between different 

countries and between firms and governments. The final deviation is in the use of 

political economy. Traditional neo-classical models simply assume the existence of 

some benign, benevolent policymaker who would set policy to maximise social 

welfare. Political economy models allow us to consider what happens when voters, 

firms, lobbies and politicians, all of whom have their own preferences, have a role to 

play in formulating policy. 
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1.3 Traditional Models of Trade and the Environment. 

Early models in the area were based upon the Ricardo or Heckscher - Ohlin models of 

trade or their various extensions. The focus of these papers was not just on how or 

whether trade was harmful to the environment but, more generally, what the linkages 

between the two were. Consequently, the question of how environmental policy could 

harm to the gains fiom trade became equally valid. The models were based upon the 

restrictive assumption of competitive markets, which did not allow analysis of 

strategic action when firms have market power. These models allow market power 

only to the governments. 

Consider a small country that, prior to trade, is capable of producing two goods, A 

and B, which both require capital and labour as inputs. Say that A is relatively more 

capital intensive and that the country is relatively capital abundant. Production of A 

causes pollution whilst the production of B is 'clean'. Assume that pollution is only 

from production (there is no pollution 6om consumption) and that it is purely 

domestic in nature. Pollution can be abated but abatement activity also involves the 

input of capital and labour, which have to be diverted from A and B. Abatement 

requires some level of government regulation. If the country moves from autarky to 

trade, we can ihimediately see that there will be a welfare trade off. The country will 

specialise in the production of A but this means that although there is a welfare gain 

fiom trade there is a welfare loss from additional pollution. Pethig (1976) and Siebert 

(1977) pointed out that when there are no environmental policies available then 

negative environmental externalities could reverse any gains from trade. However, if 
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an environmental policy was available then trade liberalisation must be welfare 

improving. 

What if the country was labour abundant ? Then trade would be unambiguously 

beneficial. By switching resources to the clean product, B, the country's welfare 

would increase from not only the gains from trade but also reduced pollution. So, if 

we assume that we are in a second best world where environmental regulation is 

disallowed then the overall welfare change is ambiguous if trade results in the 

increased production of the pollution intensive good but unambiguously positive if it 

reduces production of the polluting good. '"This type of analysis is particularly useful 

in identifying some of the linkages between environmental quality and the pattern of 

trade. Of course, if we assume that both goods are equally environmentally unfriendly 

then that will negate fiirther some of the gains from trade. Similarly, the negative 

effects of trade will be more pronounced if we introduce consumption externalities 

and transboundary pollution. 

If we begin fi-om a position that trade is already taking place and the only instrument 

available to the government is environmental regulation then it is clear that the same 

dilemma is present. Any .abatement activity will divert resources for A and B so that 

the welfare gain from an improved environment is tempered by welfare loss firom 

reduced production. 

We turn now to optimal policies. The analysis is straightforward in a first best world. 

Following on 6om Pigou (1920), Bhagwati (1971) and Grubel (1976), the first best 
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environmental policy is to set environmental regulation at the level of the marginal 

damage cost to the environment (e.g. Pigouvian tax) and the first best trade policy is 

6ee trade. 

Now let us return to the second best world where enviroimiental policy, in the form of 

an emission tax, is fixed and where the only available policy instrument is a trade tax. 

If pollution is still caused solely by production and if the environmental damage 6om 

this is excessive then there may be a case to deviate from &ee trade. In other words, 

trade policy can be used to partly internalise the production externality (see 

Panagariya et al, 1993). The optimal policy in our example would be a subsidy to 

imports. However, if envirormiental policy is not Axed at the first best level then it is 

unlikely that trade policies are even second best policies for dealing with failures in 

environmental policies. If the environmental policy is in the form of an emission 

standard, then the optimal trade policy remains free trade since there is no direct link 

between trade policy and environmental policy. Now consider the case where there is 

a fixed, non optimal, trade policy and the only instrument available to the govenmient 

is environmental policy. Once again, it is possible that welfare may be enhanced by 

deviating environmental policy &om the level that is optimal in a first best world. In 

the case where there is a positive tariff on imports, for example, tougher than first best 

regulation on domestic production may be justified if, as well as less environmental 

damage, it encourages a closer to first best level of imports. If the country is large and 

able to influence world prices, the second best analysis is along the optimal tariff 

lines. If trade policy is fixed, then a country can use emission taxes to exert market 

power. Krutilla (1991) showed that the equilibrium tax rate would be higher than the 

' ' If we had considered a consumption externality, it is straightforward to make the analogous argument 
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Pigouvian level when the country is an exporter, because of the desire to favourably 

influence the terms of trade. If the country is an importer then optimal regulation will 

be set below the marginal damage cost. 

that trade is unambiguously welfare improving if it induces less consumption of a polluting good but 
ambiguous otherwise. 
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1.4 Strategic Environmental Policy. 

The traditional analysis gave no real justification for the fears outlined in the opening 

section. To try to rationalise these arguments, economists turned to the advances in 

trade theory that took place in the 1980s. Tlie crucial difference in these models 

compared to the Heckscher - Ohlin and Ricardo models is that they were based on 

imperfect competition. This meant that gains from trade could come about not only 

&om the exploitation of comparative advantage but also from the profit maximising 

behaviour of firms attempting to benefit firom increasing returns to scale. 

Tlie Brander and Spencer (1985) model of strategic trade policy, or more specifically 

strategic export promotion, showed how, under certain conditions, a government 

subsidy to exporters could take market share firom a rival, foreign, producer and 

increase national welfare. Brander and Spencer used a partial equilibrium model of 

Coumot competition between two firms, located in different but symmetric countries 

and selling to a third market and without any domestic consumption. This meant that 

profits minus the cost of the subsidy were the only measure of national welfare. The 

government is aware that it can manipulate market conditions because of its ability to 

pre-empt the firms' production decision. By acting strategically, the government can 

offer a subsidy that effectively lowers the costs of the home firm's production relative 

to the foreign Hnn. This advantage enables the home firm to 'snatch' profits 6om its 

rival and in so doing so boost national welfare by shifting its reaction function and 

establishing an equilibrium closer to that of a Stackleberg leader. It is well known that 

these results are far from robust. Grossman (1986) and Eaton and Grossman (1986), 

for instance, pointed out a number of problems. The optimal policy under Bertrand 



competition becomes an export tax. This prevents excessive competition but is 

detrimental to consumers in the third country. By not considering general equilibrium 

effects, there is no analysis of the effects of diverting resources to one industry at the 

expense of others. The model assumes perfect information, which means that the 

govenmient not only knows the form of market competition but also the shapes of the 

firms' reaction curves. Horstman and Markusen (1986) extended the model by 

allowing for entry of firms. They showed that the rents available in the industry would 

attract new firms; the increased competition would dissipate the rents. Finally, there is 

assumed to be no foreign retaliation. If there were then, assuming that the countries 

are identical, the Nash equilibrium outcome would leave both countries worse off. 

Despite these weaknesses, the theory provided a rationale for government intervention 

that naturally appe^ed to industrial lobby groups. Some economists, whilst 

acknowledging the weaknesses of the model, argued that there was some justification 

for the targeting of certain, strategically important industries.'"* 

1.4.1 A Rationale Behind the Fears of a 'Race to the Bottom'. 

Another of the weaknesses of export subsidisation was its illegality under WTO mles 

or in the rules of other regional firee trade agreements. The debate began to centre on 

how implicit subsidisation took place. Amongst others, the setting of lax 

environmental standards became an issue. Objections to this came from both 

environmentalists and industrialists. Environmentalists feared a 'race to the bottom' in 

environmental standards in a bid to gain competitive advantage; industrialists wanted 

See, for example, Tyson's (1992) discourse on high-technology industries. 
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to be able to compete on a level playing field with their foreign rivals. A production 

externality was added to the Brander and Spencer model, although only in the 

producing country. The key references are Barrett (1994), Conrad (1993, 1996), 

Kennedy (1994) and Ulph (1992, 1996).'^ Trade policies are disallowed but 

environmental policies aimed at pollution abatement are available. National welfare is 

now measured by the firm's profits minus environmental damage. The early literature 

on strategic environmental policy was concerned mostly with establishing equilibrium 

results and showing how they differed &om the first best outcome. 

For the general case, consider the model as a three-stage game. In stage 1, the 

government chooses the type of environmental policy it wishes to employ. In stage 2, 

the government chooses the level of the policy and in so doing it influences the firms' 

output decisions, which take place in stage 3. The government seeks to maximise 

national welfare whilst the firms' maximise profits as normal. The game is solved 

backwards as normal to establish the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. 

If we take stage 1 as exogenous, then solving the model is reduced to a two stage 

process. If governments do not act strategically then we can establish that the first best 

equilibrium for emission standards is where the marginal abatement cost is equal to 

the marginal damage cost. The first best level of emission taxes is also equal to the 

marginal damage cost. However, governments are aware that the output of the foreign 

firm depends upon their actions at the prior stage. A government will take the policy 

of the other government as given and choose the level of its own policy to maximise 

national welfare. For emission standards, the Nash equilibrium will involve setting 

Rauscher (1994) looked at environmental dumping in a general equilibrium setting. 
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emission standards that are higher than the first best level whilst for emission taxes 

the equilibrium level will be below first best. In other words, in a situation where 

trade policies are fixed, then governments actively pursue laxer than optimal 

environmental policies to try and grant domestic firms a competitive advantage over 

its foreign rival - in short, environmental dumping. Bigano (1999) extends Ulph's 

model to include consumers and fuids that the results are not greatly affected. Of 

course, there remains the caveats concerning the lack of robustness of the model 

identified in the previous section. For example, under Bertrand competition, the 

incentive for the governments will be to set tougher than first best policies to reduce 

output and increase profits by moving closer to the monopoly (collusion) equilibrium. 

In effect, a 'race to the top'. 

Barrett (1994) pointed out that if other policies are available to the policymaker then 

the incentive to relax envirormiental policy can be removed. When export subsidies 

are also available then it becomes optimal to use those to support the domestic firm 

and set the first best environmental policy. An argument against this, of course, may 

be that export subsidies may break WTO rules. Walz and Wellisch (1997) look at a 

scenario where trade liberalisation is taking place in a world where eco-dumping is 

already taking place. They showed that it is possible to increase welfare via a 

negotiated reduction of export subsidies from the non-cooperative level. This is 

because the extent of implicit subsidisation, through environmental policy, is less than 

the level of direct export subsidisation. The reason is that there is a real social cost to 

Lilph (1996) analysed the case where producers also acted strategically. This involved a fourth stage, 
prior to setting output but after the government had set its policy, where producers choose strategies 
concerning their investment in R & D. In the second stage, the government must assess not only the 
effects of its policy on the rival f i rm's output in stage 4 but also its R & D decision in stage 3. In 
equilibrium, this does not reverse the incentive for governments to relax their environmental policies 
but it does reduce the incentive somewhat. 
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increasing production (pollution) while it is often assumed that there is no social cost 

to financing export subsidies. Sturm (2001) shows that this result is not particularly 

robust - for example if Bertrand rather than Coumot competition is used - and indeed 

that the reverse result is possible. The author speculates whether this provides some 

justification for the view that trade liberalisation may not be welfare enhancing if not 

accompanied by environmental rules designed to prevent strategic manipulation of 

environmental policies. 

1.4.2 Some Policy Choices. 

The next stage in the literature was to try to find improvements on the non-

cooperative outcome and ask how policymakers should deal with eco-dumping and 

the incentives to deviate towards laxer environmental standards. One way in which 

the incentive can be internalised is if states acted cooperatively. This involves the 

maximisation of a joint welfare function in stage 2 and it is straightforward to show 

that the cooperative equilibrium is an improvement in wel f^e terms on the non-

cooperative equilibrium. Whatever policy instrument is chosen, the cooperative 

equilibrium involves environmental policies that are tougher than in the non-

cooperative case, meaning not only lower pollution but also higher levels of profits. 

When setting policy cooperatively governments have an incentive to behave in a 

collusive manner. The strategic incentives that exist in the non-cooperative case result 

in not only4oo much output from a pollution point of view but also from a profit point 

of view. A lower level of output, in a Coumot setting, vyill increase total industry 

profits. Acting cooperatively then, governments will use environmental policy to 

restrict output by setting tougher standards. For this reason, whilst the non-
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cooperative equilibrium involves laxer than simple first best environmental 

regulation, the cooperative equilibrium involves tougher than first best regulation. 

Higher profits and lower pollution means that welfare is unambiguously higher. 

Many commentators, both environmentalists and industrialists, have put forward the 

notion of harmonised policies across states, which, it was argued, would both remove 

the commercial incentives to reduce standards and also allow rival firms to compete 

on a 'level playing field'.Harmonisation in this model requires the two governments 

to set identical policies, which can be either taxes or standards. For now, assume that 

the level of the policy is chosen exogenously. 

It is straightforward to show that a policy of harmonisation may not bring about a 

welfare improvement over the cooperative outcome. It is well established that if 

countries are different then their optimal environmental policies should also be 

different. However, if cooperative outcomes are not available, for whatever reason, 

then could a policy of harmonisation improve on the non-cooperative equilibrium? 

Kanbur et al (1995) and Ulph (1997b) showed that if the two states are sufficiently 

different in their damage costs then no harmonised policy could improve on the non-

cooperative equilibrium,-regardless of which policy instrument is used. Assume that 

one country has a low damage cost and that the other has a high damage cost. The 

low damage cost country can gain a Pareto improvement by moving from the 

harmonisation equilibrium to the non-cooperative equilibrium. This is because 

harmonisation requires the low damage country to reduce its output and pollution by 

imposing tougher standards than under the non-cooperative equilibrium. This allows 
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the high cost country to increase output and pollution and gain market share at the 

expense of the low cost country. 

The use of minimum standards has been proposed as an alternative to 

harmonisation.'^ The reasoning behind this is that it would be possible to toughen the 

policies of the countries with the weakest policies whilst countries whose polices were 

already tougher than the minimum standard would, at worst, leave them unchanged, 

and at best, would be motivated to stiffen their own policies. In this way the use of 

minimum standards was seen as a way to 'ratchet-up' environmental standards. 

In our two country model, the minimum standard can be set in three ranges. If it is set 

at a point higher than either country's emission standard under the non-cooperative 

equilibrium, then the original level would remain as the equilibrium. If the minimum 

standard is set below the emission standard of both countries under the non-

cooperative equilibrium, then both countries would emit up to that level and the result 

would be equivalent to the harmonisation equilibrium. So, it is only if the minimum 

standard is set below the high emitting country's level and above the low emitting 

country's level tliat it is distinct from the non-cooperative or harmonisation equilibria. 

In this intermediate range, the policy will only be binding on the high emitting 

country, tbe low emitting country will set its policy as a best response. 

As with hm-monisation, the key question is whether minimum standards can yield a 

Pareto welfare improvement over the non-cooperative equilibrium. The papers by 

Kanbur et al (1995) and Ulph (1997b) suggest that it depends upon the slope of the 

Harmonisation has been proposed at times by both the European Commission and the OECD (see 
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reaction functions. Ulph (1997b) uses emission standards to point out that the low 

emitting country will respond to the tougher policy of their rival country not by 

maintaining its current policy, or ratcheting up, but rather, by relaxing policy to gain 

market share. The high emitting country would lose profits from the reduced output 

but this will be offset by reduced pollution. The additional increase in output by the 

rival country though will leave it worse off. 

However, when emission taxes are used in Ulph's paper, it is possible that minimum 

standards can improve upon the non-cooperative equilibrium. This mirrors the finding 

of Kanbur et al. Although they use emission standards, the shape of their reaction 

functions is similar to the emission taxes case of Ulph. Again, there are three ranges in 

which the minimum standard (tax) can be set; once more, it is the intermediate range, 

where only the low tax country is affected, which is interesting. In this range, the 

minimum standard will be binding for the low tax country and the high tax country 

will set its policy as a best response. The rise in the tax level of the low tax country, 

up to a critical limit, will reduce output and profits but this will be offset by reduced 

pollution. The best response for the high tax country will be to follow suit since, vyith 

upward sloping reaction functions, the reduced level of output will move the firms 

closer to the collusion equilibrium, making both firms better off. Ulph suggests 

though that the gap between the low country's Nash tax level and the critical limit is 

not particularly wide, so that although a Pareto improvement is possible, 

informational requirements would make it problematic. 

their contributions to House of Commons (1996)). 



1.4.3 Asymmetric Information and Institutional Structure. 

Since non-cooperative behaviour, harmonisation and minimum standards are all 

inferior to a cooperative policy then why isn't the cooperative equilibrium not just 

imposed ? The first, obvious, answer is the lack of an appropriate incentive scheme. 

Cooperative behaviour would require some sort of constitutional or institutional 

arrangement. As we mentioned earlier, this could be in the form of a multilateral 

environmental agreement such as the Montreal Protocol on ozone depleting 

substances or the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). 

In these, countries sign up to a treaty and agree to act in a cooperative manner. 

Unfortunately, there are clear incentives to cheat. To avoid some of these problems, 

an alternative is to assume tliat there is a more formal devolution of power to a 

separate body in the way that the WTO implements trade law. In Europe, the various 

bodies of the EU could carry out this role. On a global level UNEP or a World 

Environmental Organisation (WEO) along the lines suggested by Esty (1994) could 

do this. Implicitly, it is assumed that the stability of any coalition is maintained - no 

insiders are better off not being in the group and no outsiders are better off being 

members. In addition, we need to assume that conditions for internal and external 

stability are met. This supra-national authority or, in the language of the literature on 

fiscal federalism, federal government, chooses the appropriate policy for individual 

countries and so removes strategic competition from the policy process. 

See, for example, the contribution of Oxfam to House of Commons (1996). 
" Throughout this thesis, we shall be using the terms supra-national authority and federal government 
interspersed. It should be pointed out that this need not be a government in the true sense but can be 
interpreted more loosely. Similarly, for individual countries we use the terms national authority and 
state government. 
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This brings us to the second reason why the cooperative equilibrium is not simply 

imposed - asymmetric information^'^. It is not unreasonable to assume that individual 

countries are better informed about their own damage costs than rival countries. It is 

also reasonable to assume some level of asymmetry betvyeen state and federal 

governments although the direction of this asymmetry is debatable. There is a sensible 

argument that there are large international institutions, such as the United Nations, 

which have access to large pools of information and expertise, enabling them to be 

better informed than individual states about their level of environmental damages. 

This may be especially true in the presence of transboundary pollution or a global 

pollutant. Tlie counter argument is that state governments are more aware of the 

importance given to environmental damage by the local population and have a better 

understanding of how much weight to place on environmental issues than overseas 

agencies. In this thesis, we assume that it is state governments that have private 

information although we accept that both points of view are defendable. Once this is 

established, the choice of cooperative policy levels becomes a problem of mechanism 

design. The federal government sets the appropriate policy by eliciting truthful 

declarations of damage costs 6om individual states.^^ This is also more in tune with 

the literature on regulation where it is the regulator who is uninformed. However, now 

that we have introduced the information asymmetry, it raises the separate question of 

whether policy should be ceded to a federal authority in the first place - the 

subsidiarity question. If individual states are better informed, the argument goes, 

should they.not set their own policies ? This adds a fourth stage to the model. Prior to 

Lewis (1995) presents an excellent survey of the literature on incentive regulation to make 
suggestions about how to deal with environmental when there is asymmetric information. 

tt is implicitly assumed that there is no informational asymmetry between state governments and 
individual firms. 



the three-stage game outlined earlier, there will be a constitutional decision whether to 

set policy at a state level or whether it should be devolved to a federal level. 

How does the introduction of asymmetric information affect the policy regimes we 

looked at in the previous section ? hi the models of Ulph (1997b, 2000) the damage 

costs of the two countries can take high or low values with a given probabihty. hi the 

non-cooperative game, state governments choose their emission policy knowing their 

type but not those of the other state. However, they are aware of the probabilities. 

Essentially, then, the solution concept of this game is that of a Bayesian-Nash 

equilibrium. The key result is that under asymmetric information, the equilibrium 

policy for a low damage country is tougher than under full information; for the high 

damage country the equilibrium policy is laxer than under full information. This is 

true for both emission taxes and standards. In other words, the two policies are closer 

together. 

Now, returning to the cooperative game under asymmetric information, Ulph (1997b) 

models the federal agency's problem as the maximisation of a joint welfare function 

subject to both incentive compatibility constraints (that states are at least as well off 

telling the truth as they would be when lying) and individual rationality constraints 

(that states are at least as well off as in the non-cooperative game). He finds that when 

tlie two states declare themselves as high damage cost then the agency can simply 

implement4:he full information cooperative equilibrium. This is because neither state 

has an incentive to lie about being high damage cost. When both declare themselves 

low damage cost then the federal agency will impose laxer policies than under full 

information. This is to punish high damage cost countries for lying - the extra 
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pollution will be particularly damaging for them. In the asymmetric case, if there are 

large differences in the damage costs then, once again, the full information 

equilibrium can be imposed. If the difference is less pronounced, then the policies for 

the two states will be much closer than under full information although this does not 

imply harmonisation. The intuition why, with asymmetric information, environmental 

policies for high and low damage cost countries are closer together than with full 

information is that now the high damage cost country has an incentive to pretend to be 

low damage cost to help its domestic firm gain market share. This incentive is reduced 

by narrowing the gap between the two policies that are set. In terms of welfare, both 

states are better off in the cooperative over the non-cooperative equilibria. 



1.5 Political Economy Models. 

In this section, we remove the assumption that policymakers are benevolent social 

welfare maximisers and instead ask how the dialectic changes as we introduce various 

interest groups into the model. There exists a large volume of literature on the 

political economy of trade policy and it is not the intention to go through this in detail 

but only to refer to those models that have been adopted in the environmental policy 

arena. The volume by Dijkstra (1999) provides a comprehensive treatment of the 

political economy of environmental policy in a non-trade setting. 

The chapter by Rauscher (1997) is a useful starting point. He analysed how various 

environmentally motivated policies would be received by industrial and 

environmental lobby groups and showed that there is much room for ambiguity. The 

setting is a partial equilibrium analysis of a small domestic economy producing a 

single good under constant returns to scale. This good is not traded. A second good is 

imported &om a foreign country. Pollution arises 6om both production and 

consumption of both goods but is not transboundary. An industrial lobby is concerned 

with maximising its income whilst an environmental lobby is concerned with 

environmental quality. . Lobbying only takes place domestically. The 

enviroimientalists are split according to whether they care about domestic pollution or 

about global pollution. In the language of Hilhnan and Ursprung (1992, 1994) these 

are 'greens-^ and 'supergreens' respectively. There are numerous policies available: an 

emissions tax on the domestic good, a consumption tax on either the domestic or 

foreign good and a quality standard on either good. We will only consider these being 
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used in isolation.. The welfare function consists of social welf^e plus lobbies' 

interests. 

For environmentalists it turns out that all of the policies lead to ambiguous effects. 

This is mainly because any policy that reduces either production or consumption of 

one good simply shifts it to the other good. For example, an emission tax on the 

domestic good raises production costs and prices that result in demand shifting to the 

foreign good. Although environmentalists gain from the reduced emissions, it is 

possible that there will be additional pollution 6om the consumption of the foreign 

good (this will depend on the parameters of the model). For supergreens, there is the 

additional burden of increased production emissions in the foreign country. For 

industrialists it is slightly more clear-cut. A foreign (domestic) consumption tax is 

unambiguously good (bad) whilst a quality standard for the foreign good is also 

unambiguously good. However, there remains ambiguity over the domestic emissions 

tax and the quality standard on the domestic good. The reasoning is that although 

there is the obvious downside of higher production costs and the feeding tlirough of 

these to Gnal demand, there is also a substitution effect. This will be in the form of an 

increase in demand for factors that are environmentally-Mendly or can be used for 

abatement purposes. This- leads to the interesting implication that industrialists may 

find it worthwhile lobbying for a tougher emissions policy. 

Important contributions to the political economy of trade policy include the collections by Magee, 



1.5.1 Small Country Analysis. 

The papers by Fredriksson (1997), Fredriksson and Gaston (2000), Aidt (1998), 

(2000), Sclileich (1999), Schleich and Orden (2000) and Conconi (2003) all employ 

the Grossman and Helpman (1994) model of lobbying which itself is based upon the 

common agency auction model of Bemheim and Whinston (1986). The idea behind 

the model is that policies are available for 'sale' in a menu-auction and that lobby 

groups offer the policymaker a list of contributions or 'gifts' they would be willing to 

make for each possible policy outcome. These 'gifts' can be thought of as political 

contributions to finance future election campaigns or alternatively simply as bribes. 

The policymaker takes these into consideration before making his policy decision. 

Foimally, this is a two stage non-cooperative game with full information. In stage 1, 

lobbies simultaneously choose an optimal schedule of contributions for every possible 

policy outcome, taking the contribution schedules of other lobbies and the 

government's actions in stage 2 as given. Lobbies choose their contribution schedules 

to maximise the joint welfare of its members. Individuals and unorganised groups 

make no political contributions. In stage 2, the government takes the political 

contributions as given and sets its policy. The government chooses its policy to 

maximise its objective Ainction, which is increasing in both the total levels of 

contributions but also aggregate social welfare.^" There are multiple equilibria in the 

model but, following Bemheim and Whinston, Grossman and Helpman focused on 

those involving only tmthful strategies. 

Brock and Young (1989), Hillman (1989), Rodrik (1995) and Grossman and Helpman (2002). 
Throughout, it is assumed that the free rider problem in lobby formation, as alluded to by Olsen 

(1965), can be overcome. 



Fredriksson (1997) considers a small open economy with two industries, one polluting 

and one clean, where pollution is entirely domestic. Both industries are perfectly 

competitive. He looks at how the introduction of two lobby groups affects the rate at 

which the government sets an emission tax. There is an industrial lobby which is 

made up of owners of an industry-specific factor used in the production of the 

polluting good, and who accrue all of the profits within the industry. Naturally, this 

group lobbies for a lower level of tax. The second group is made up of 

environmentalists representing those damaged by the polluting industry; they lobby 

for a tougher tax regime. The emission tax is the government's only policy 

instrument. Fredriksson shows that the equilibrium level of the tax will depend upon: 

the proportion of the population that has joined either group^'*, the weight the 

government attaches to social welfare and the absolute value of the inverse elasticity 

of pollution with respect to the emission tax. Most importantly, if the elasticity value 

is above (below) the value of one, then the equilibrium tax rate v/ill be lower (higher) 

than the first best Pigouvian level. Fredriksson then introduces a government 

abatement subsidy into his model and shows how its introduction may lead to higher 

levels of pollution. The subsidy, which is not subject to lobbying, allows the industry 

to increase production without increasing pollution. This in turn may allow a greater 

opportunity for the industrialists to expend greater lobbying effort; this may offset any 

benefit of the subsidy. 

Aidt (199i) looks at how competition between lobby groups can internalise 

environmental externalities. Once again, he extends the Grossman-Helpman model to 

include a production externality although this time with numerous sectors, each vyith 

A general result f rom Grossman and Helpman (1994) is that if the entire populat ion were members of 



constant returns to scale. A numeraire good is produced without pollution and with 

labour as its only input. The remaining sectors use two inputs - labour and an 

industry-specific capital tliat is in fixed supply - and production in each of these 

sectors generates pollution. The only policy available to the government is an 

emissions tax. All individuals own some capital but in only one sector. The return to 

capital is one of three forms of income; the others are the wage rate and a government 

transfer financed by the emissions tax. Consumers derive utility from the consumption 

of all goods, but disutility from the aggregate level of pollution, hi some, but not all, 

of the sectors, the capital owners form lobby groups and offer the government a 

schedule of contributions as before. The remaining industries do not organise. Lobbies 

reflect their members' interests so that they have multiple goals; they care not only 

about industry profit but also about environmental damage and government transfers. 

Consequently, they face a trade off between protecting theh profits (by lobbying for a 

low tax) and protecting the envirormient (by lobbying for higher taxes). It is this 

diversity that drives Aidt's main result that, in equilibrium, competition between 

lobby groups fiilly internalises the environmental externality despite the fact that not 

all individuals are members of lobby groups and that each lobby is only concerned 

with the damage suffered by its own members. Moreover, this result is independent of 

the weight the government places on social welfare.^^ However, this equilibrium is 

unlikely to be a social optimum because the organised sectors will tend to receive a 

tax discount at the expense of unorganised sectors. As with Fredriksson (1997), the 

equilibrium tax rate for the organised sectors will tend to be lower than the first best 

whilst that for the unorganised sectors will tend to be higher. This is because the 

lobby groups, then the effect of the lobbying would cancel out. This is because the weighted sum of the 
lobbies' utilities would be essentially the same as the social welfare function. 



organised sectors lobby also for taxes to rise in the unorganised sectors; they gain 

6om the reduction in emissions and the increase in government revenue that can be 

used for redistribution. 

The paper by Schleich (1999) allows for a richer set of policy alternatives. He 

considers environmental quality when the government is able to use both 

environmental and trade policies. The domestic environmental policies available are 

production taxes, consumption taxes and consumption subsidies; trade policies are 

taxes or subsidies to imports and exports. The economy is very similar to that of Aidt. 

The only tangible difference is that only production of one of the goods generates 

pollution. Individuals' utility is again increasing in goods and decreasing in 

enviroimiental damage. All lobbies are industry specific and they aim to induce 

policies that raise the domestic price in their industries but also take into account that 

environmental damages harm their members who are also consumers. 

Schleich's first result confirms the findings of Fredriksson and Aidt - that lobbying 

by an organised polluting industry can result in a lower than socially optimal level of 

environmental quality - in a more general setting whereby a sufficient condition is 

non-decreasing marginal disutility from environmental damages. However, decreasing 

marginal damage costs could lead to higher environmental quality than the Pigouvian 

tax. The second result is that when the government is restricted to either production 

policies or-trade policies then it is possible that trade policies can yield a higher 

environmental quality than environmental polices. The rationale behind this is that 

there are two distortions at work here - the externality and the lobbying behaviour -

The reason is that the distortionary effect on domestic prices and the environmental damage are 
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and the efkct of a production policy can be ambiguous. Whilst a production tax is 

more efficient than trade policy for addressing the externality, a production subsidy is 

more efficient than trade policy for addressing the demands of lobbying. For linear 

functions, it is shown that this result occurs either when the political strength of the 

polluting industry is large or when the marginal damage cost is low. 

1.5.2 Large Country Analysis. 

Schleich and Orden (2000) extend Schleich (1999) to allow for two large and similar 

countries with transboundary pollution. This enables the government to exert some 

market power when setting policy and means that it needs to take into account the 

actions of the other government. The economic structure is similar to the previous 

paper but now, when setting policy, the governments can either act cooperatively or 

non-cooperatively. 

In a first best world, with all policies available and governments behaving non-

cooperatively, it is shown that equilibrium production taxes are lower than the 

Pigouvian level. The reason is that there are conflicting demands on the production 

policy - it is used not only to address the pollution externality, but also to pacify the 

lobby groups with output subsidies, hi a second best world, where only production 

policies are available, then for an exporting country it is shown that the equilibrium 

tax rate can again be lower than the Pigouvian level. As in the previous paper, when 

only one policy option is available, trade policy can lead to higher enviroimiental 

quality than environmental policy. This is because the political support effect offsets 

proportional to the share of the population in each lobby group so that the two concerns have equal 
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the terms of trade effect so that inefficient trade policies can lead to higher 

environmental quality than efficient domestic policies when there is an externality. A 

final result is that cooperation between governments means that some lobbies can be 

satisfied at a lower cost to others; this gain may be used to buy additional political 

favours and this may result in lower environmental quality than non-cooperation. 

Conconi (2003) presents a very similar scenario and asks the question whether 

environmental lobbying strengthens or weakens the need for global environmental 

policy coordination. She focuses on emission leakage; this is the effect of domestic 

policy on foreign emissions. Making domestic policy tougher and reducing domestic 

pollution may result in shifting production and pollution to the foreign country. 

Unilateral tightening of environmental regulation may result in higher global pollution 

if the spillovers are large enough; with transboundary pollution, welfare maximising 

governments wUl set laxer than efficient policies. With emission leakages, the 

equilibrium policies will be even lower (Barrett 1998). The author shows that when 

governments behave non-cooperatively, then the impact of lobbying by 

environmentalists leads to a tougher policy. When free trade is in place and 

governments choose to unilaterally use environmental policy then the presence of 

emission leakages reduces and may reverse environmental lobbies' support for higher 

pollution taxes. The results tend to suggest that the effect of environmental lobbying 

on the need for coordination of policies depends to some extent on the degree of trade 

policy coordination - non-cooperative policies are more likely to be desirable when 

trade policies are also non-cooperative. From an institutional point of view, this 

suggests that with trade rules already in place, there may be an argument for the 

weight S-om society's point of view. 
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creation of a World Environmental Organisation (WEO) or at least more coordinated 

global environmental policy. However, if WTO rules do not bind then there may be a 

case for a non-cooperative environmental policy. 

1.5.3 Imperfect Competition. 

In the model of Hilknan and Ursprung (1994) there are two sectors, one of which is 

polluting, the other is clean. The polluting industry is characterised by imperfect 

competition between two firms in different countries. The pollution is entirely 

domestic and can be the result of either a production or consumption externality. An 

import tariff is the only av^lable policy instrument. There are three lobby groups. The 

first represents the owners of an industry-specific factor in the domestic country and 

the second represents a similar group in the foreign country. The third lobby group is 

made up of environmentalists. The authors further make a distinction between 

environmentalists who are solely concerned with domestic pollution ('greens'), and 

those who are concerned with global pollution ('supergreens'). Lobbying takes place 

in both countries. The approach to political economy in this model is something of a 

hybrid between the traditional rent seeking literature^^ and the work on electoral 

competition"^. It is similar to the approach of Magee et al (1989), which is concerned 

with trade policy. In stage 1 of the game, two political parties (or candidates) choose 

policy platforms to maximise their probability of electoral success. Parties are 

assumed te have some degree of ideological motivation and they are labelled as 

'protectionist' and 'liberal'. In stage 2, the lobbies observe this policy stance and 

choose their campaign contributions to maximise expected utility taking other groups 

See, for example, the collection by Buchanan et al (1980) or Mueller (1997). 
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contributions as given. There is no formal role for voters (or consumers) in this 

model. Instead, the electoral outcome is decided by the relative levels of contributions 

to each party that is expressed in a contest success function.^^ Once a party is elected 

it implements its platform policy. The political equilibrium is that the parties will take 

polarised positions - one a protectionist stance and the other a free trade stance.^^ 

The focus of this paper is not so much on the level of the tariff policy but rather the 

behaviour of the environmental groups. Industrial lobby groups in both countries will 

tend to favour protectionist parties but the behaviour of the environmentalists is not so 

straightforward. If pollution is caused by consumption then both greens and 

supergreens will support the protectionist party. The protectionist party will introduce 

higher domestic tariffs which will reduce consumption and with it pollution. If 

pollution is Caused by domestic production, greens in both countries would find that 

supporting the liberal party is a dominant strategy. A lower domestic tariff encourages 

foreign production at the expense of domestic production that lowers domestic 

pollution. Supergreens though, remain in favour of autarky. Indeed, on the whole, the 

model predicts that in most cases, environmentalists and domestic industry groups are 

aligned in their anti-6ee trade stance. 

This began with Downs (1957) and Black (1948). For a review, see Hin ich and Munger (1997) or 
Persson and Tabellini (2000). 

Austen-Smith (1991) has been very critical of this type of model since the structure lacks any 
microfoundation. It is true that voters play no active role, their views are s imply aligned with those of 
the interest groups. However, Mayer and Li (1994) have extended this type of model to include these 
microfoundations. Austen-Smith (1987) presents a mode! in which campaign contributions are used in 
a probabilistic voting model by candidates to help clarify voters' uncertainties about their political 
positions. 

The basic Downsian model predicts a convergence of candidates toward the centre of the voter 
distribution and also assumes that election winners implement their winning platform. From the 
literature on elections with ideologically motivated candidates (without lobbying but with voters), 
Alesina (1988), building on the work of Wittman (1983) and Calvert (1985), argued that, regardless of 
their policy stance, the only rational action for the winning candidate was to implement their preferred 
policy once elected. Osborne and Slivinski (1996) and Besley and Co ate (1997) build on this to provide 
a full rational choice explanation of the election process by endogenising the emergence of candidates 
and allowing for strategic voting. 
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Aidt (2000) extends the two country, intra-industry trade model of Brander (1981). 

The economies of the two countries produce two goods. One of the goods is tradable 

and is polluting. Pollution is transboundary and can take three forms - reciprocal, 

unidirectional and global. The markets are treated as segmented. The populations are 

divided into capitalists, consumers and environmentalists. The utility function is 

increasing in the consumption of the two goods and decreasing in environmental 

damage. Environmentalists though, suffer more from the damage because they 

internalise the environmental damage suffered by those in the other country 

(supergreens). All tliree groups receive a wage and a government transfer from 

pollution tax revenue whilst capitalists also get profits 6om their share in the domestic 

firm. The political model is Grossman-Helpman with all lobbying being domestic 

although, as already stated, environmentalists do take the level of global pollution into 

account. Government policy consists of an emissions tax and there is no cooperation 

in policies. 

The main result is that there are circumstances in which the introduction of 

environmental lobbying can reduce global environmental quality and induce a race to 

the bottom. The scenario is that pollution is reciprocal but relatively immobile across 

states. The domestic government cannot directly affect what the other firm does but 

tries to appease environmentalists who are concerned about pollution in the other 

country. The policy response is then to lower its own tax to encourage the domestic 

firm to produce more and shift production away from the other country and its lower 

pollution. However, domestic pollution is higher as is total global pollution. This 

result will disappear when pollution becomes more mobile. 
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1.5.4 Constitutional and Institutional Setting. 

The work of Boyer and Laffbnt (1999) comes from a different perspective to those we 

have been considering. Firstly, it does not consider trade; secondly, it concentrates on 

a single industry characterised by a natural monopoly; thirdly, it introduces 

asymmetric information between the firm and government. Boyer and Laffont use an 

incomplete contract approach to consider the constitutional design of policies where 

the choice is constrained by various imperfections. In particular, they assess why it 

may be desirable to limit the discretion allowed to an incumbent goverimient when the 

setting of environmental policy is subject to political influence. The natural monopoly 

undertakes a public project that creates pollution. The government aims to regulate the 

firm but is unaware of the firm's costs of abatement. 

When implementing optimal enviroimiental regulation under asymmetric information 

the firm retains an information rent that is increasing in the toughness of the imposed 

policy. This information rent has a social cost that can take two values and becomes 

knovm to the government only when in power. The population consists of 

shareholders in the firm and non-shareholders and the government aims to represent 

the interests of the m^ority. Both groups are harmed by environmental damage. If the 

shareholders are the majority then the government will reflect this by acting as if the 

social cost^is below its true cost. If the non-shareholders are the majority then the 

government acts as if the social cost is above its true level. At some prior 

constitutional stage, there is a choice of political institution, between allowing the 

government to set policy according to its discretion or by a process of social pooling. 
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A "sophisticated environmental policy is dependent on non verifiable variables which 

cannot be contracted upon in the constitution. Consequently it must be delegated to 

politicians, creating an incentive problem when politicians motivations are to stay in 

power by pleasing a m^ority of voters and not to maximise social welfare". If 

political discretion is chosen, the government can use its knowledge of the true value 

of the social cost when setting the policy but there is the potential drawback that it 

will be subject to political bias. If social pooling is chosen, then the policy will be set 

by maximising a social welfare flinction using the expected value of the true social 

cost to funds. The choice is made based on ex ante expected welfare, taken across 

both values of the social cost and both possible government types. The authors show 

that social pooling is more likely to be preferred when there is a higher variance in 

government types and that political discretion is more likely to be preferred when 

there is a higher variance in the social cost. As the two potential political platforms 

become polarised, then limiting the government's ability to set policy becomes more 

attractive. By contrast, as the two possible values of the social cost become polarised 

it becomes more appealing to allow the government to use its knowledge of the true 

value when setting policy. 

Fredriksson and Gaston (2000) adopt a political economy approach in a federal 

structure. The distinction they make between the state and the federal level is the 

presence of capital competition when there is de-centralised policy setting. They look 

at capital movements and environmental regulation and the standard argument that de-

centralised policymaking leads to laxer standards as states compete for capital. There 

are three distinct interest groups in their model. A lobby group representing labour 

seeks to increase the capital base in its own state by obtaining laxer regulation. There 
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is an environmental lobby group, which derives disutility &om laxer standards and 

prefers tougher standards. The third type of group is made up of capital owners, 

although these may not be present in every state. 

In their model, there are many states that produce goods in a perfectly competitive 

market. There are three inputs - capital, labour and a polluting emission. Labour is 

immobile, capital is perfectly mobile and the pollution is purely domestic. State 

policymakers are concerned with effect of standards on investment and capital flows 

whilst federal policymakers are not concerned with capital flight. Members of all 

groups gain utility from the production of the good but environmentalists gain 

disutility 6om pollution. Lobbying and the government's welfare function are a la 

Grossman-Helpman so that the political equilibrium is a two stage non-cooperative 

game with a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium. 

The authors find that when policies are set de-centrally the environmental policy is 

efficient although capital competition may influence policymakers to reduce the 

standard of regulation. A second result is that if the capital stock is immobile, and 

when policy is set at the federal level then the outcome reduces to the decentralised 

outcome. This means that it is essentially independent of institutional design. The 

reason is that the lobbying of capital owners affects environmental regulation in a 

similar way that capital competition affects policy when it is set at the state level. The 

result suggests that state level policymaking may be preferable if states are more 

heterogeneous. 
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1.6 Contribution of this Thesis. 

In this thesis we build upon a number of the models we have reviewed in this chapter 

and try and analyse some of the issues that have been raised. Fundamentally, we take 

a political economy approach to strategic environmental policy in a federal structure. 

This provides the two possible routes identified by Krugiman (1997) by which 

environmentalists' concerns about a 'race to the bottom' could be rationalised. The 

underlying economic model is that of Ulph (1997b), which is built upon a Brander-

Spencer model of trade and generates wasteful strategic competition between two 

national governments. Policy can be coordinated by a supra-national agency or set 

individually by nation states. Each state holds private information about its damage 

costs although governments only learn the true value when they come into power. The 

information is not available to either voters or the supra-national agency. 

In chapter 2, we adapt the model of Boyer and Laffont (1999) to a two country 

setting. The main aim of the chapter is to consider some constitutional issues. Firstly, 

the Subsidiarity question - is it welfare enhancing to cede environmental policy to a 

supra-national agency ? We find that it is overwhelmingly better to do so. The second, 

the decision is whether-to grant policymakers the discretion to implement their 

favoured policies or whether to limit their discretion. Politicians are captured by 

special interest groups so that they give too high or low a weight to environmental 

damages relative to the weight in social welfare. Limiting discretion is done via social 

pooling - setting policies by maximising welfare based on the ex ante expected value 

of damage costs. In this model social pooling implies harmonisation. The enables us 

to ask a related question - is harmonisation of environmental policies justified on 
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political economy grounds ? We 6nd that social pooling is more appealing as the 

political types diverge and that allowing discretion is more appealing as the 

differences in damage costs diverge. Social pooling or harmonisation is never 

worthwhile at the federal level if it is not also better at tlie state level. 

In chapter 3 we try and assess some of the concerns raised by environmentalists and 

anti-globalisation groups. Although there may be an acceptance that policies need to 

be coordinated at a supra-national level to overcome strategic competition this raises 

further concerns. In particular is claimed that a 'democratic deficit' is created where 

policies are set by un-elected and unaccountable 'technocrats'. Another issue is the 

concern that the policymaking process is captured by certain groups - developed 

countries and industrial groups (MNCs) - whilst other groups are excluded or ignored 

- developing countries and environmental groups. To capture these asymmetries in 

influence, we build on the model in chapter 2 to include lobbying. Lobbying is similar 

to Magee et al (1989) and Hillman and Ursprung (1992, 1994) in that a contest 

success function is determined by relative political contributions and that voters play 

no active role. Lobbying expenditure can be thought of as pure waste. By varying the 

costs of lobbying for different groups, we can address any asymmetries in influence. It 

is shown that having influence may lead to unexpected effects. For example, 

industrialists may be worse off having greater access to policymakers because they 

undertake too much costly lobbying. In addition, the major effects of asymmetries 

occur when policy is set at the national level. This is due to the effect on strategic 

competition between the two state governments. 
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In chapter 4 we introduce a further distortion into the model by including 

transboundary pollution. Now there are two motivations behind coordinating 

environmental policy at a supra-national level - to prevent damaging strategic 

competition and also to overcome transboundary pollution. It is shown that 

transboundary pollution increases the amount of lobbying that takes place and that the 

various asymmetries in lobbying we analyse have bigger effects in terms of groups' 

utility and national welfare. Despite all the distortions that take place, we show in 

botli chapters that it is still overwhelmingly desirable to set policy at a supra-national 

level. 

In chapter 5 we extend the analysis in both chapters 2 and 3. The aim is to address the 

constitutional issues we looked at in the model of chapter 2 and test whether the 

results remain robust when active lobbying is included. Broadly we show that they 

are. Chapter 6 concludes. 
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Chapter 2 

International Coordination of Environmental Policies, 

Harmonisation, and Limiting Political Discretion. 



Abstract. 

We consider a federal system where states face local environmental problems, but 

where, due to imperfect competition, if states set environmental policies non-

cooperatively they set laxer environmental policies than if a federal government set 

policies to maximise the joint welfare of states. It is often, argued that the federal 

government should "harmonise upwards" states' environmental policies, but, in 

general, harmonisation would not be optimal if states differ with respect to 

environmental damage costs. This remains true even if) as we assume, each state has 

private information about its damage costs. 

However this presumes welfare maximising governments, hi this chapter we assume 

that governments at state and federal level can be influenced by pressure groups, 

resulting in governments giving too high or low a weight to environmental damages 

relative to their weight in social welfare. There are two constitutional choices: (i) 

whether environmental policies should be set at the state or federal level; (ii) whether 

to allow govei-nments to set environmental policy using the information they acquire 

about damage costs, but giving these costs too high or low a weight (political 

discretion), or" to tie governments' hands by prescribing policies which maximise 

welfare, but based on the expected value of damage costs (social pooling). In our 

model social pooling implies harmonisation. We show that within our model expected 

welfare is higher when policy is set at the federal level. Social pooling is desirable 

when the difference in the weight given to environmental damage costs by different 

government types is large, relative to the potential difference in damage costs. 



However social pooling is less desirable when policy is set at the federal level than 

when policy is set at the state level. Indeed we show that it is never the case that one 

would want social pooling at the federal level but not at the state level. Thus the 

argument for harmonisation cannot be justified on the grounds that environmental 

policy needs to be coordinated at a supra-national level. 
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2.1 Introduction. 

It is widely accepted that there is a need for international co-ordination of 

environmental policies of nation states to tackle transboundary or global pollution 

problems. But in recent debates on trade liberalisation, some environmentalists and 

business interests have called for co-ordination and even harmonisation of the 

environmental policies of nation states to deal with purely domestic environmental 

problems. One rationale given by environmentalists for harmonisation is the feai" that 

in a more competitive trade regime, governments of nation states acting independently 

will compete by setting weak environmental regulations ('environmental dumping'), 

triggering a 'race-to-the bottom''. The rationale given by industrialists for 

harmonisation is a wish to preserve a 'level playing field' for international trade. 

There are many definitions of harmonisation of environmental policies^, but in this 

chapter we shall take the strictest definition, namely that nation states should set 

identical environmental standards (e.g. the same emission tax or the same emission 

standard). 

Conventional economic analysis provides little support for harmonisation or even co-

ordination of purely domestic environmental policies. Globally efficient allocations of 

resources are supported by free trade with national governments setting the usual first-

best environmental policies^. If countries differ in terms of endowments of 

environmental resources, tastes for a clean environment or abatement technology, then 

^ Bhagwati (1996) gives an elegant survey of a number of philosophical, polit ical and economic 
arguments advanced to support calls for harmonisation of environmental, l abour and other policies. 
" See Leebron (1996) for an excellent discussion. 
' By first-best environmental policies we mean policies which ensure that marginal abatement costs are 
equalised for all polluters and are equal to marginal environmental damage costs. 
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in general, efficient allocations will have countries setting different environmental 

standards. If markets are competitive, and there are no other distortions, then in a 

small country a welfare maximising government would wish to pursue free trade and 

first-best environmental policies, no matter what policies were pursued in other 

countries. So there would be no incentive for 'environmental dumping'. A welfare 

maximising government in a large country prevented &om setting trade taxes might 

wish to set environmental policies which differed from the first-best, but, for pollution 

related to production, this would involve net exporters setting environmental policies 

tougher than first-best, net importers setting policies weaker than first-best, so again 

there is no presumption of environmental dumping by all states'^. 

As Krugman(1997) notes there are two possible routes by which one might try to 

make sense of concerns about environmental dumping and the call for harmonisation^ 

- strategic trade considerations and political economy models. 

It is straightforward to construct models of imperfectly competitive trade where 

welfare maximising governments who cannot use trade instruments engage in 

environmental dumping^. As is well known from the literature on strategic trade, these 

See Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1996) and Ulph (1997a) for surveys of the l i terature on trade and 
environment where these standard results are presented. Verbruggen and Kuik (1997) also summarise 
the main welfare economic principles linking trade and environment in their repor t on the failure of the 
first Ministerial WTO Conference in Singapore in December 1996 to tackle t rade and environment 
issues, in part-because of the tension between calls for harmonisation of environmental policies as 
opposed to preserving environmental diversity. 

' Karp, Zhao and Sacheti (1997) use a second-best argument to provide a just if icat ion for 
harmonisation of purely domestic environmental policies; but this does not expla in why distortions arise 
in the first place, and, as with most second-best arguments, it requires a rather special model to justify 
harmonisation, rather than just co-ordination, of domestic environmental policies. 

Note that the literature employs two distinct definitions of environmental dumping: (a) national 
governments set environmental policies which are weaker than the first-best environmental policies 
described earlier; (b) national governments acting non-cooperatively set environmental policies which 
are weaker than they would set if they acted cooperatively. 
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results are not at all robust^, and it is also difficult to find any empirical support that 

differences in environmental policies between countries have significant effects on 

tiade or FDI^. However even if there was a significant problem of national 

governments setting weak environmental policies, what would the policy implications 

be? By the second definition of environmental dumping, it is possible to choose a set 

of cooperative policies that make all the states which engage in environmental 

dumping better off than when they act non-cooperatively. But, if countries differ with 

respect to the environment in the ways noted above, then both harmonisation of 

environmental policies and the imposition of niinimum environmental standards may 

fail to deliver even a Pareto improvement over the non-cooperative equilibrium^. 

This raises the question of how a cooperative set of policies might be implemented. In 

the context of regulatory competition it seems natural to consider a federal/state 

structure in which the setting of environmental policies at the state level corresponds 

to a non-cooperative equilibrium, while if environmental policies are set at the federal 

level this implies the choice of a cooperative policy"'. Then, if imperfectly 

competitive trade leads to significant environmental dumping when domestic 

environmental policies are set at the state level, the solution is to have such policies 

set at the federal level. This raises the natural question of whether the federal 

government may be less well informed about domestic environmental problems than 

^ Thus it is also possible to produce models in which there is a 'race-to the- top ' , e.g. NIMBYISM. 
Results depend upon the form of market competition ( e.g. Bertrand or Cournot) , whether producers are 
also able to make strategic investments in capital, R&D or location, the level of environmental damage 
costs, general equilibrium effects amongst others. See Wilson (1996) Rauscher (1997) Chapter 6 and 
Ulph (1997a) for surveys of the available results. 

" See, for example, Levinson (1996), van Beers and van der Bergh (1997). 
^ See Kanbur, Keen and van Wijnbergen (1995), Ulph (1997b, c). 

i.e. a policy which maximises a federal welfare Ainction, which is a non-decreasing function of the 
welfares of each state, subject to the condition that no state is worse off than in the non-cooperative 
equilibrium. 
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state governments, and some authors simply assume that such an asymmetry of 

information implies that when policy is set at the federal level it must be uniform 

across states". A more sophisticated analysis would analyse how the asymmetry of 

information affected the design of federal policy. Ulph (2000) showed that when each 

state has private information about its own environmental damage costs, then 

environmental policies for states with different damage costs will be more similar than 

would be the case if there was full information, but this falls far short of 

harmonisation of environmental policies' ̂ . 

In summary, strategic trade considerations can imply that governments may impose 

weak environmental policies, though this argument is neither theoretically nor 

empirically compelling, and while this could justify a need to co-ordinate domestic 

environmental policies of states, it cannot justify harmonisation of these policies. 

We now turn to the second route for rationalising environmentalists' concerns -

political economy models. There is now a small literature applying political economy 

models of electoral competition or political influence to trade and env i ronmentAs 

with strategic trade arguments, these models can explain why, even in a small country, 

a government .may not implement first-best environmental policies, or pursue free 

" See for example Emeny, Frederikson and Gaston (1997) who analyse the impact of political lobbying 
at state and federal level. Although there is no explicit analysis of asymmetric information, they 
explicitly assume that the federal government must set a uniform policy (rather than this being the 
equilibrium outcome when states are identical), and it is this inefficiency in federal policy which drives 
the difference between state and federal outcomes in their model. 

The rationale is that in a full information cooperative equilibrium where states have different damage 
costs, it is eflicient to have a lot of production take place in states with lower damage costs. To provide 
states with high damage costs with an incentive to truthfiilly reveal this information, they must be given 
a larger market share, and hence their environmental policies must move closer to those in states with 
lower damage costs. 

See Hiliman and Ursprung (1992, 1994), Frederikson (1997a, 1997b), Rauscher (1997); Ulph 
(1997d) provides an overview. 
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trade, but deviations 6om first-best could involve either too lax or too tough 

environmental policies depending on relative strengths of lobby groups. This literature 

also explains why environmentalists may support protectionist groups. However, this 

literature does not provide any support for a policy of harmonisation, for two reasons. 

First, even if it is true that envirormiental policies in some states are not 6rst-best, that 

does not provide a reason to co-ordinate reibrms of environmental policies; there have 

to be otlier reasons, such as those provided by strategic trade literature, for co-

ordinating environmental policies. Second, the literature is entirely positive, and does 

not address the issue of whether or how to limit political influence on environmental 

policies. 

Boyer and Laffbnt (1999) address the second concern by analysing whether it might be 

desirable to limit political influence over the setting of environmental policy. They 

consider a single government regulating a single polluter whose abatement costs are 

private information. Environmental policy must be designed to take account of this 

asymmetry of information, and this leaves the polluter with an information rent. 

Because there is a social cost to raising funds, leaving this rent with the firm is costly. 

The social cost of funds is unknown to voters, and becomes known only to a 

government when it comes into power. The rationale behind this is that only tlie 

government in power will have full access to confdential data or reports regarding the 

state of the national economy. Also because it is only the government in power which 

has use of the vast resources within the civil service. The government may be elected 

either by a party which represents the interests of shareholders in the regulated firm, 

and who attach too little weight to the social cost of the information rent (relative to 

its weight in a social welfare function), or by non-shareholders who attach too much 
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weight to the social cost of the information rent '̂̂ . At a prior constitutional stage, 

society can choose two ways to organise government. Society can opt for 

(f/j'crefzoM, i.e. the government in power can implement an environmental policy based 

on the true social cost of funds, but applying a weight to the information rent which 

may be too high or too low. Or society can select jocmZ in which the voters 

'tie the government's hands' to implement an environmental policy which maximises 

welfare, but based only on the expected value of the social cost of fimds. The choice 

between these two regimes is based on expected welfare, and Boyer and Laffbnt show 

that social pooling will be preferred when there is a relatively low variance of true 

social cost of funds, and a relatively high variance on the weight different parties 

attach to the social cost of funds. 

In this chapter we address both the limitations of the existing literature identified 

above, by combining the strategic trade analysis of Ulph (2000) with the Boyer and 

Laffont (1999) analysis of whether to tie governments hands. As in Ulph (2000) 

environmental damage costs in each state are unknovm a and are learned only 

by the state government once it gets into power. However, each government (at the 

state and federal level) is no longer assumed to maximise welfare, but to maximise a 

utility function which puts too high or too low a weight on environmental damage 

costs depending on whether they are a 'green' or an 'industrial' government. As in 

Boyer and Laffont, there is a constitutional choice between 

(allowing a government to set environmental policy knowing the true environmental 

damage cost, but attaching too high or too low a weight to environmental damages) or 

Paradoxically this will mean the 'shareholder government' will impose a tougher environmental 

policy than the 'non-shareholder government' . 
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j'oczaZ where a government is constrained to act to maximise welfare, but 

based on the expected value of environmental damages. In the simple model presented 

here, countries are identical, so that pursuing social pooling implies 

harmonisation of envirormiental policies across countries which, ex may have 

very different damage costs. 

There is a fourfold constitutional choice to be made: for each level at which 

environmental policy may be set, there is a choice between political discretion and 

social pooling; for each choice of social pooling or political discretion there is a 

choice between policy being set at the state or federal level. We show that it is always 

better to have policy set at the federal level. Whether policy is set at the state or 

federal level, social pooling will be preferred to political discrimination when the 

difference in weights attached to environmental damages by governments of different 

types is high relative to the potential difference in damage costs. 

The key question we ask is whether social pooling is more likely when policy is set at 

the federal level - i.e. does the need to coordinate environmental policies at tlie federal 

level, to overcome strategic policy competition, make it more likely that one will want 

to limit political discretion through social pooling and hence, in our context, 

harmonise policies? Our answer is unambiguously no. We show that social pooling is 

always more preferred when policy is set at the state level than at the federal level, in 

the sense that it is never the case that social pooling would be preferred to political 

discretion when policy is set at the federal level while political discretion would be 

preferred to social pooling if policy is set at the state level. In this sense, the need to 

have policy set at the federal level to counteract wasteful environmental policy 
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competition if policy was set at the state level, cannot justify harmonisation of 

environmental policies if those policies would not already have been harmonised at 

the state level. 
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2.2 The Model. 

We consider a partial equilibrium model of an industry with two identical firms each 

located in a different state. These two states form a federation. The two firms produce 

a good which is sold entirely outside the federation. The production of the good causes 

emissions of a pollutant, although these emissions can be abated, at a cost. The only 

instrument available to control pollution in each state is an emission limit. Each firm 

takes as given its emission limit and the output of the other firm and chooses its own 

output level and abatement to maximise profits (net of abatement costs). The 

equilibrium profit function for firm z is n(ey,ey) where e,. is the emission limit set by 

state z. 

Unabated pollution causes environmental damage, but only in the state in which the 

firm is located. The damage cost fimction in state z is denoted where is a 

parameter and D is a strictly convex function. Welfare in state z is thus given by 

To capture asymmetric information, we suppose that the damage cost parameter, 1$̂ ,, 

in each state is known only to the state government in power. To keep things simple, 

we suppose that in state z =1, 2, can take one of only two values, 

and with probabilities jo and 1- j;? respectively. Note that this implies 

that, ex both states are identical. We denote the expected value of damage costs 

by ^ = +(l-;7)(^^. 



To allow for governments which do not maximise welfare, we assume that there are 

three elections for governments in state 1, state 2 and the federal government. In each 

election there are two possible types of government that can be elected: an industrial 

government or an environmental govenmient. Governments have utility functions, 

which differ from welfare functions by the weight they attach to envirormiental 

damages. Environmental governments attach a weight > Ito environmental 

damages; industrial governments attach a weight < 1 to environmental damages. 

Thus, in state f = 1, 2, the state government maximises a utility function: 

thc federal government will maximise a utility 

function: + + We 

assume that in each of the three elections there is a probability ^ that the government 

elected will be an enviroimiental government, and that this probability is independent 

of the probability of electing an environmental government in any other election. We 

assume that the expected value of the political weight attached to environmental 

damage costs is: = so that, on average, governments are 

welfare maximisers. 

Finally, we assume that -there is a constitutional choice about how environmental 

policies in each state should be set. There are two aspects. The first is the standard 

question in a federal system of which level of government should be allowed to set 

environmental policy. Whatever level is chosen, there is a second choice, which is 

how to deal with the problem of governments being captured by interest groups, and 

for this choice we follow Boyer and Laffbnt (1999). To prevent governments being 

captured by special interest groups, society could decide to tie governments hands 
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through j'ocza/ jcooZmg, by which we mean that governments are mandated to 

maximise expected welfare. Since this choice is made before state governments have 

been elected, and before those governments learn the true value of damage costs, 

social pooling requires that governments set their policies to maximise expected 

welfare, using the expected value of damage costs, , which is public knowledge. 

Since we assume that both states have the same value of expected damage costs, 

social pooling implies harmonisation of envirormiental policies. However, social 

pooling means that governments will not be able to use the information they get to 

learn about the true value of damage costs. The alternative then is for society to 

choose in which environmental policies are not set by 

governments until after the state governments learn their true damage costs. But at that 

stage it is no longer possible to tie govenmients hands, and so goverrmients will set 

policies to maximise utility, but need to take account of the fact that the true value of 

damage costs in state : is private information to the government of state Which 

choice is made at the constitutional stage depends on the expected welfare of each 

state, taking expectations across the type of government that might be elected in each 

of the three elections and the level of damage costs that each state might turn out to 

have. At this constitutional stage, each state is a identical, so both states will 

agree on the best constitutional choice. 

The timing of events is as follows. At the first stage society chooses the level of 

government at which envirormiental policy should be set and whether to use social 

pooling or political discretion. There is then a random process which determines 

which type of government v^ll be elected in each state and at the federal level. Next, 

there is a random process which determines what level of damage costs each state has. 
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Governments then come into power and each state government learns the true value of 

damage costs in its state. Governments then set policies according to the choice made 

by society at the first stage. 

We now describe the outcome in each of the four possible constitutional choices. 

2.2.1 Social Pooling - Policy Set at the State Level. 

Governments in each state are mandated to maximise expected welfare based on the 

expected value of damage costs. Thus the government in state / = 1, 2 takes as given 

the emission limit set the other state, and sets its own emission limit g, to 

maximise for which the first-order condition is J ) = 0. In the 

resulting Nash equilibrium it is clear that since the two states are gjc identical, the 

equilibrium emission limits vyill be equal, gj. = gy = e . Expected social welfare for 

each state from this stage one choice is simply = PF(g,g,(^). 

2.2.2 Social Pooling - Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

The federal government is required to maximise total expected welfare based on the 

expected value of damage costs. Thus the federal government chooses g*,,g*2 to 

maximise [/(g|',g2,^,l) + [/(g2,gj',(^,l), for which the first-order condition is 

PFi(g',g2,(^) + ) y 2 ( ^ L ^ i - Again it is clear that since die two states are identical 
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gx anrg, Ae solution must require e *, = e = g *. Expected social welfare for each 

state &om this stage one choice is simply (g \g ' , J',1) . 

If we compare the two social choices involving social pooling, it is clear 6om the 

properties of the welfare function that e* < g, > ^ , so that if social pooling is 

chosen at the constitutional stage, then it always be better to have environmental 

policy set at the federal level. Note the important point that social pooling implies that, 

environmental policies will be Aar7M0»/.yg(f across the two states, no matter what the g% 

jCOj'r level of damage costs turns out to be in the two states. 

2.2.3 Political Discretion - Policy Set at the State Level. 

There are four possible configurations of government types in the two states. For any 

configuration (y , , / ; ) the emission limits in the two states are set as the Nash 

equilibrium of a game in which each state government knows its own damage costs 

but not those of its rival. Thus there are four equilibrium emission limits to be 

determined: and four first-

order conditions to detemiine tbem. For example, if state 1 has low damage costs, it 

will take as given the low damage cost and high damage cost emission limits of state 2 

and choose (/ , , ^2, ) to maximise expected utility: 

(;K,, Xz, ), g; (x,, ), ],+(! - ^ /2, ] 
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From the equilibrium emission limits we can define the equilibrium expected utilities 

for each state for each configuration of government types and each level of damage 

costs: [ / , ( ; / , W e then compute 

expected utility for each state z with configuration of government types 

(7̂ 1, /2) = , ?'2' + (1 - (̂ 1,X2 )- Similarly vye can evaluate expected 

welfare for state z : (;/], )-

Finally, we can evaluate expected utility and welfare for each state over the four 

possible configurations of government types in the two states: 

/ J + 9(1 - 9 ) [ ^ ( n , , X J ] + (1 - 9)^ , / / / ) 

Note tliat since the two states are identical ex expected utility and welfare must 

be the same for the two states, so we drop the subscript identifying the state. 

2.2.4 Political Discretion - Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

There are eight possible configurations of government types at the state and federal 

levels, (;K, ,X2 ,//r) - For any given configuration, the federal government has to solve a 

mechanism design problem in which it sets emission limits fbr each state contingent 

on the announced damage costs of both states so as to maximise expected utility of the 

federal government subject to incentive-compatibility constraints. The mechanism 

design problem is a reduced form version of that used in later chapters where we also 
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allow the government to use financial transfers to help induce truthfiil revelation and 

also include individual rationality constraints/^ However, those later chapters rely 

more on numerical simulations and since in this chapter we are seeking to explore 

some analytical results, for simplicity, it was decided to only adopt the incentive 

compatibility constraints. Note also that in the federal government's utility function it 

is the federal government's political weight for environmental damage costs that will 

be used, but that in the incentive - compatibility constraints the federal government 

must take account of the political weights in the individual states' utility fimctions. 

Formally, the federal government must choose the set of policy instruments'^: 

tomaxuiiise: 

subject to the incentive-compatibility constraints: 

" In chapter 5 we also allow for there to be a social cost of raising public funds to make the transfers. 
One interpretation would be to thinlc of the case in this chapter as one where the social cost of raising 
funds is sufficiently high that no transfers are made. 

To save notation we omit the dependence of these policy instruments on the configuration of 
government types. 
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The incentive compatibility constraints require that states with high damage costs 

have no incentive to pretend to have lovy damage costs in order to be allocated a 

higher emission limit and hence get a larger share of industry output. The mechanism 

design problem is solved for any configuration of government types above. Having 

obtained the optimal values of the policy instruments we can then calculate the 

expected utilities and welfares for the two state governments and the federal 

government: ( / , , ), ^ (/i, Z?, ^ f . 

Finally we take expectations over the eight possible configurations of government to 

calculate, expected utility and expected welfare for each state and the federal 

government. By the anfe identity of the two states expected utility is the same for 

both states, and so too is expected welfare, so we drop the state identifiers: 

2.2.5 Analysis of Constitutional Choice. 

We have now defined the expected welfare for each state for each of the four possible 

constitutional choices that can be made at stage one: . All we have been 

able to establish so far is that fF < so that if social pooling is selected, then it is 
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better to have policy set at the federal level, for the obvious reason that, since there is 

no information asymmetry between federal and state governments, having policy set at 

the federal level overcomes the mutually damaging policy competition between the 

states. To make further progress we will need to use particular functional forms, and 

we turn to this in the next section. 
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2.3 A Special Case. 

In this section we set out a special case of the model in the previous section, drawing 

on the special case used in Ulph (1997b). In that model, the two firms produce a 

homogenous good and face a simple linear inverse demand fiinction with intercept 4̂ 

and unit slope. There are no costs of production but there are quadratic abatement 

costs, 0.5a^ and the damage cost function is also quadratic: Z)(g)=:0.5g^. It is then 

straightforward to show that the utility Amction for state Ms: 

l7(e,,e,,(^,,y,) = 3 (2^ -g^y+18gX2^-g . ) - (37 + 6 4 ^ , y , X (1) 

We also assume that^ = 0.5, = (1 + and <5̂  = (1 - where 0 < %, <1, and A. 

is a measure of the dispersion of damage costs around expected value, g = 0.5, 

= 1 + u and = 1 - u where 0 < u < 1 and D is a measure of the dispersion of 

political weights for environmental damage costs. The three key parameters of the 

model are: expected damage costs, ^ ; dispersion of damage costs, /I; and dispersion 

of political weights attached to damage costs, u. 

We now analyse each of the four possible constitutional choices fbr this special case. 

2.3.1 Social Pooling - Policy set at the State Level. 

Setting in (1) and maximising with respect to state z's emission limit yields 

the first-order condition; 
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18(2y4-g,)-2(37 + 64(^X =0. 

In equilibrium, g, = e = g, so 

9^ 
e 

23 + 32(y 

Clearly < 0 , as one would expect. Substituting e into the welfare fiinction 

yields: 

^ ^ ^ ^ 1 9 2 ^ ' ( 3 7 + 64(^X1 + ^) 

(23 + 32(^)' 

and it is readily shown that (fPF/ < 0, again as one would expect. Note also that, 

by construction, both e and depend only on expected damage cost parameter, , 

and not on the dispersion of either damage costs or the political weight on damage 

costs, and u . 

2.3.2 Social Pooling - Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

Again substituting in (1) and maximising the sum of the welfare functions 

for states / ̂ d y yields the furst-order condition for e,.: 

18(2v4-e,)-2(37 + 64^)g, -6(2v4-g,.)-18g. = 0 . 

In equilibrium g, = g = g'; so 
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, 6v4 _ 
g " = < g . 

26 + 32(^ 

Again it is clear that g* is a decreasing function of . Substituting g into the welfare 

function yields: 

> y ( g ) . 
(I3 + 16<5) 

It is straightforward to see that ^ is a decreasing function of J . Again, note that both 

ĝ  and PF depend only on expected damage cost parameter, , and not on the 

dispersion of either damage costs or the political weight on damage costs, A and u . 

2.3.3 Political Discretion - Policy Set at the State Level. 

For any values of /,,X2 we wish to find for state / = 1,2 the emission limits it will set 

if it has high and low damage costs, defined by respectively. With high 

damage costs, ĝ ^ will maximise + 

Define ŷ ,/ =37 + 64;K,(̂ 2, ,^y^=37 + 64;Ky(̂ ,̂ /?.= 37 + 6 4 / , T h e n for the 

particular functional forms of our special case given in (1), the set of first-order 

conditions for state z, z = 1,2 are given by: 

18y4 - 9[/?g,ŷ  + (1 - = 0, 

18v4 - 9[;7g,., + (1 - ] - yĝ ĝĵ  = 0 . 
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These first-order conditions can be solved to yield: 

-

- 9 ^ 

U' = L 2 (2) 

It is easy to see that , so, for any configuration of government types, each 

state sets a lower emission limit if it leams it has high damage costs than if it has low 

damage costs. It can also be shown that < 0, > 0; whatever damage 

costs a state has, high or low, its emission limit is decreasing in the political weight its 

state government attaches to damage costs, and increasing in the political weight the 

other state government attaches to damage costs. 

We now want to calculate expected welfare with political discretion when policy is set 

at the state level: . For any configuration of govemment types, (2) shows 

that equilibrium emission limits are quite non-linear functions of the key parameters, 

, A and u , so expected welfare is going to be a more complicated non-linear 

function of these parameters. However, it is possible to derive some results for two 

limiting cases. 

(i) No Political Distortion: u = 0. 
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Suppose that both state govermnents are welfare maximising. Then, from (2) there are 

only two emission limits of interest: 

1 8 # ^ _ 18y4yg, 

— — — — GA-S 
where y^=37 + 64(^; /?^=( l -z) /? ; / ?^=( l + z)/7; z = , l .^and 

37 + 64(̂  

18 A 
Note that if z = /I = 0, then e, -e^ =e - ^ = e , where e is the equilibrium 

yg+9 

emission limit with social pooling when policy is set at the state level. Thus, not 

surprisingly, if both state governments are welfare maximisers, and both states have 

expected damage costs, then social pooling and political discretion at the state level 

are equivalent. Now if we ignore terms in , then, to an approximation, we have: 

g} =(l + z)e; e ^ = ( l - z ) g . Then, using these approximations, we have the 

following result'^ 
Re.ul, 1 / / „ = 0. ,he„ . 324X'^'(20 + 3 2 f ) ^ , 

(23+32(^)" 

In words, increasing the dispersion of damage costs increases expected welfare &om 

political discretion. The intuition behind this result is as follows. Increasing A has two 

effects. First, it increases the dispersion of emissions. For a g/ven welfare function, 

this effect unambiguously reduces welfare. But second, it changes the welfare function 

itself - reducing damage costs in low damage states, increasing damage costs in high 

" Proofs of all results which are not obvious fi'om the text are in an appendix. 
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damage states. But since emissions are higher in low damage states, the benefit of the 

reduction in damage costs in the low damage state outweigh the increase in damage 

costs in the high damage state, causing welfare to rise. This second, direct efkct 

outweighs the first, indirect effect, so that expected welfare is increasing in 1. 

(ii) No Difference in Damage Costs 1 = 0. 

Then from (2) there are only two emission limits of interest: 

A A - 8 1 A A - 8 1 

where /^,y=(l + u^)y^; /?y=(l-u^)y9. Note that if u = 0, t h e n e ^ = g g = g . 

Ignoring terms in , (3) can be written as: e} = (1 + = (1 - }/)e; where 

y = y?7 and n = — - . So an industrial government will set an emission limit 
28 + 64(y 

which is higher than the emission limit with social pooling, and an environmental 

government will set an emission limit lower than social pooling. Then using these 

approximations, we can derive the following result: 

Res„l,2 
du (23 + 323)' 

Ihcreasing the dispersion of political weights attached to environmental damage costs, 

reduces expected welfare. The reason is that, as with the increase in /l, an increase in u 
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increases the dispersion of emissions, moving them further 6om the welfare 

maximising level of emissions, and this unambiguously reduces expected welfare. 

But, since u does not affect the welfare function itself^ this is the only effect that an 

increase in v has, and so expected welfare is decreasing in u. 

Finally, for any given J , we will be interested in the slope of iso-welfare contours 

defined by points in (A, u) space s.t. is constant. Define the slope of such 

an iso-welfare contour by: 

8 ^ / 

Then from Results 1 and 2 it is straightforward to calculate that, close to the origin: 

(4) 
u[(37 + 64(^)"(34 + 64(^)] ^ ^ 

A A 
It is straightforward to show that > 0, lim = — and so F(A, u) < —. 

2.3.4 Political Discretion - Policy Set at the Federal Level. 
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It is worthwhile beginning with a special case of the general problem: the full 

information case, where the federal government knows the true damage costs of both 

states, and does not have to solve a mechanism design problem. 

(i) Full Information Case. 

The federal government has a political weight on environmental damage costs , 

and knows the true damage costs of states 1 and 2, - Ths federal government 

will choose g,,67 to maximise: + / J - Using the 

particular functional form for the utility function (1), it is straightfoiivard to show that 

the equilibrium emission limits are: 

' [(17 + 32^,/^X17 + 32J,x^)-81] 

If we now consider the possible combinations of damage costs in the two states, there 

are three possibilities: both states could have low damage costs, which we denote by 

ZZ; both could have high damage costs, which we denote by or one state could 

have high damage costs and the other low, which we denote by the pair 

Tlien, from (5) the corresponding emission limits would be: 

(6b) 
(13 + 16(^^X,,) 
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[(17 + 32(^,X^X17 + 32(^^X,.)-81] 

48^(1+ 
(6d) 

[(17 + 32^,X,,X17 + 32^^/^) -81] 

It is readily shown that , so that, in terms of market share, ± e 

worst outcome is to be a high-damage cost state competing with a low-damage cost 

state. It is useful to consider some special cases. Note first that if 

A = 0, so that , then (6) simplifies to yield a single emission limit which 

will be set in each state: 

If, in addition, u = 0 soy^ =1, then (7) simplifies to yield: e = — _ - e'. So 
' V ; r 13 + 16^ 

again, not surprisingly, if there is no uncertainty about damage costs, and the federal 

government is welfare maximising, then the emission limit the federal government 

sets with political discretion will be the same as with social pooling. 

(ii) Asymmetric Information. 

Now assume that the level of damage costs in each state is private information to the 

government of that state. The federal govemment has to set for each state a set of 

emission limits for each of the possible combinations of damage costs set out above, 

which will induce each state govemment to reveal its true damage costs, and in 

particular will induce a state with high damage costs not to pretend it has low damage 
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costs. Assuming that the incentive compatibility constraints bite, then the solutions for 

the various emission limits are as follows. 

There will be a pair of first-order conditions for state / = 1, 2 of the form: 

(1 + 2/,, )[18(2^ - )] - 2^;,^ [(37 + 64/,,^^) + 2//, (37 + )] -
, ( o ) 

- ( l + 2// ,)[6(2^-g;,^) + 18e^^] = 0, 

where //, is the Lagrange multiplier on state /'s incentive compatibility constraint. 

These first-order conditions can be solved to yield the optimal emission levels for 

each state when both have high damage costs, as (non-linear) functions of the political 

weights each of the three governments attaches to environmental damages and as 

functions of the Lagrange multiphers on the incentive compatibility constraints. Now 

suppose we consider the case where y, = all the governments have 

the same preferences. Then, by symmetry, and = //y = /z, and (8) 

simplifies to; 

(9) is similar to the result in Ulph (2000) (which assumed welfare maximising 

governments) that if both states are claiming to have high damage costs, then the 

federal government knows they cannot be lying, and so sets the efficient level of 

emissions, i.e. the same as with fiill information. 
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AafgJ ffovg Zow Damage 

There will be a pair of first-order conditions for state / -1,2 of the fbim: 

6.4(1-3^, +;/,)-9g;:,(l-/Y, - / / , ) - g ; ^ , [ ( 1 7 + 3 2 y ^ ^ J - / / , ( 3 7 + 6 4 ^ , ( 1 0 ) 

Again this pair of first-order conditions can be solved to yield optimal emission limits 

for each state when both have low damage costs. Again, it is usefiil to consider the 

special case where all governments have the same political weight. Then (10) 

simplifies to yield: 

> L - (11) 
[l3 + \6rrS,}-^l^6rr(S„-S,)] 

1 - 2 / / 

So with asymmetric information, if both states declare they have low damage costs, 

then the federal government will set them a higher emission limit than with fhll 

information. The reason is that if states were only pretending to have low damage 

costs, then being asked to produce more emissions than would be efficient would be 

particularly damaging to them, and this encourages truthful revelation of damage 

costs. 
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Suppose state / has low damage costs and state y has high damage costs, then there 

will be the following pair of first-order conditions to determine their emission limits: 

12/4(2 - 3//, - - 1 ( 2 - /y,. + //^.) -

[(34 + )-// , . (37 + 64%, - 3//̂ . ] 

12^4(2 + //, +3// )-18g[;^ (2 - / / , +/ / ) = 

2g^, [(34 + ) + //, (37 + 64/,.^^) + 3;/, ] 

Again we consider the special case where = ;K2 = - Then (12) becomes: 

6 / 4 ( 1 - 2 / / ) + 3 ) ] - 0 

6/4(1 + 2//) - [6);, + //(6)y_ + 3)] = 0 

where =17 + 32/,r(^^ anda;^ =17 + 32/,r(^,^ (13) can be solved for 6^^,e,:^^to 

yield: 

e,L, = 
6A[{cOff — 9 ) —/./(15 + 2(2)^ — cOj) + 2/.r (^cOf + 3 ) ] 

{(6)^6);/-81)-//[6),y(6)^+3)-6;^(A)^+3)]-//^(6)^+3)((y/^+3)} 

6v4[(&)^ — 9 ) 4- / . /(15 + 26)^ — CD^) — 2/./" {cDj^ + 3) ] 

{(6)^6)^ — 81)-//[6)^(<2)^ +3)-6)^(6)y^ + 3 ) ] - / y (a);, +3)(G)^ +3)} 

To make comparisons with it is helpful to simplify (14). Note that the 

Lagrange multiplier / / , which is a measure of the welfare cost of the information 

asymmetry, will be small, and it will be particularly small when the difference in 

damage costs is small (so there is not much of an information asymmetry) and when 

the difference in damage costs is large, because for large differences in damage costs 

it is possible to implement the full information outcome (see Ulph (2000)), simply 



because the cost to a high damage cost state of pretending to be low damage, and 

hence produce a lot of pollution, is too great. So in (14) we ignore terms in 

/z- and - 6)/,), z.e. ) , and we get the following expressions: 

-81) -81) 

; _6v4[(m^-9) + 32;/(l + X,r^J] - 9 ) ; 

So (15) tells us that to a first approximation, ± e difference in emission limits ibr low 

and high damage cost states will be smaller with asymmetric information than in the 

full information case, because it is this difference which provides the incentive for 

high damage cost states to want to pretend to be low damage cost, and to reduce this 

incentive it is necessary to narrow tlie gap in emission limits. 

Putting these results together shows that, for the case where all governments have the 

same political weight attached to damage costs, the relationship between emission 

limits in the asymmetric information case and the full information case is as follows; 

(16) 
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In principle we can solve the above expressions for emission limits as functions of the 

key parameters A and u . It is clear that these are going to be complex non-linear 

functions of these parameters, more so than in the case of political discretion at the 

state level, because vye also have to solve for the endogenously determined Lagrange 

multipliers. We then need to substitute these emission limits into the expressions for 

expected welfare, to compute Deriving closed formed solutions is going 

to be impossible, but we can derive analytical results fbr the same special cases we 

considered with political discretion at the state level. 

(iii) No Difference in Damage Costs: X =0. 

In this case there is no information problem to solve since the federal government 

knows that both states have damage cost parameter , so the federal government sets 

the same emission limit for each state. This emission limit will depend on whether the 

federal government is an environmental or industrial government, and 6om (5) the 

emission limit which each of these federal government types will set is given by: 

, (H) 
13 + 16^(l + u) 13 + 16^( l -u ) 

Note that e,,. < g* < e, , so that environmental governments set emission standards 

lower than with social pooling at the federal level, while industrial governments set 

emission standards tougher than with social pooling. Then we have the following 

result: 
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Result 3 If A. =0, then: 

m & W , 3 + , 6 5 ) [ _ ( L d ^ + _ (^' ] < 0, 
au 13 + 16^(l + u) 13 + 16^( l -u ) 

So, if there is no information problem, increasing the dispersion of the political weight 

that federal governments of different type attach to environmental damage costs 

reduces welfare. The reason is exactly the same as when policy was set at the state 

level: increasing u increases the dispersion in emission limits, creating a greater gap 

between the environmental policies which federal governments serving different 

special interest groups would set and the policy a welfare-maximising federal 

government would set. 

For later purposes, we use the kind of approximation analysis we developed for the 

case of political discretion at the state level. Thus we can approximate the emission 

levels in (17) by: 

e p 5 ( l - u ( y ) g ' ; g, =( l + uu/)g' where 
/ V r ; 13 + 16^ 

Then we have: 

Result 3' If A =0, then: 

< 0 . 

du (26 + 32Sf 

(iv) No Political Distortion: u - 0. 
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We now suppose that all three governments are welfare maximisers, i.e. x, = 

= 1. It is useful to begin with the full information case. 

We can approximate the full-information emission levels as follows: 

16^ 16^ 
where 1 > /? = =r > ^ - w/. 

4 + 16(̂  13 + 16,̂  

Result 4 « = 0 yivZ/ 

= 64Jle-'J(p + ^ „ 
8;i yy (26+ 32J)" 

So increasing the dispersion of damage costs around expected damages, increases 

expected welfare 6om political discretion at the federal level. Again the intuition is 

the same as when pohcy was set at the state level. The increase in ,1 has the indirect 

effect of increasing the dispersion of emission limits, which reduces welfare. But it 

also has the direct effect of reducing damage costs in low damage states, a benefit, and 

increasing damage costs in high damage states, a cost; since emissions are higher in 

low damage states, the benefit outweighs the cost. This direct effect out weighs the 

indirect effect. 
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From our earlier analysis, we can approximate the asymmetric information emission 

levels as follows: 

g/,/ s (1 - ^ = (1 - A = (1 + A (y)g'; = (1 + ; 

where /) > p . Note that /? and depend on the endogenously determined 

Lagrange multiplier, / / . hi principle, as 1 varies so will but in our welfare analysis 

we shall ignore this effect, since it is likely to be small. The dependence of and 

on // also means that we have not been able to derive closed-form solutions for 

p and ^ in terms of the key parameters (^, 1 and u . 

Then we have: 

Result 5 u = 0 

, 2 3 0 4 X ' ^ ( ^ y ) ^ g 
/V (26 + 32(^)" 

As with political discretion at the state level, for any given , we shall be interested 

in the slope of iso-welfare contours for political discretion at the federal level defined 

by points (,l,u) s.t. is constant. Denote this slope by F(A,u), from 

Results 3' and 4 it is straightforward to calculate that, with full information, close to 

the origin: 

= (18) 
u(16 + 64(y) 
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Similarly, with asymmetric information we have: 

19) 

As noted above, it has not . proved possible to derive closed form solutions for 

^ and ^ in terms of and u . However, we know that so we 

shall assume that, to a reasonable approximation, ,o + (̂  = /? + (y,so that (18) and (19) 

are approximately equal, and hence the slope of an iso-welfare contour close to the 

origin with asymmetric information is also given by (18). 

It is straightforward to show that 

limF = —,andsoF(,^,u)>—. 

Finally, we wish to compare the effects of variations in A and u on welfare when 

policy is set at the state and federal levels. We have the following result: 

9 ^ afF aPF 
Result 6 — > — > 0 ; — < — < 0 ; P'(A,u)>F(A,u). 

In words, an increase in either A or u has a bigger absolute effect on welfare when 

policy is set af the state level than when it is set at the federal level. This increased 

effect at the state level is relatively greater for an increase in u than for an increase in 

and so t^e slope of the iso-welfare contour in A-u space is greater at the federal 

level than at the state level. The intuition for why the welfare effects are greater at the 

state level tlian at the federal level, is that when the increase in A or u causes the 

increased dispersion in emission limits, a form of distortion, this is in addition to 
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distortions that are aheady in place: at the federal level it is the welfare loss caused by 

asymmetric information, at the state level it is the welfare loss caused by strategic 

competition. This latter distortion is greater than the former, so the marginal welfaie 

loss caused by the increased dispersion of emission limits is greater at the state than at 

the federal level. The fact that the distortion is relatively greater for an increase in u 

than for an increase in ,1 is because in the latter case there is the offsetting welfare gain 

of reducing damage costs in low states and increasing damage costs in high damage 

states; since emissions are greater when policy is set at the state than federal. 
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2.4 Constitutional Choice. 

hi the previous section we derived expected welfare for social pooling at the state and 

federal level, respectively and for political discretion at the state and 

federal level, respectively. We now assess which constitutional 

choice society should make. 

2.4.1 Social Pooling or Political Discretion. 

(i) Policy Set at the State Level. 

For any given value of , we want to compare and So consider the 

iso-welfare contour for political discretion at the state level such that: 

= We call this society's curve between social pooling 

and political discretion when policy is set at the state level, or for brevity, the state 

indifference curve. Now we know that = so that when there is no 

dispersion in damage costs or political weight attached to damage costs, then social 

pooling and political discretion are equivalent and yield the same expected welfare. 

We also know that y(/l,u) > 0, so the slope of the state indifference curve is upward-

sloping and passes through the origin (see Figure 2.1). Since 

a^ (^ ,o ,u ) 

in the region of (1, u) space lying below the state indifference curve (when 1 is high 

and u is low), expected welfare from political discretion will be higher than expected 
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welfare with social pooling, while in the region above the state indifference curve 

expected welfare 6om political discretion will be lower than expected welfare with 

social pooling. So society will prefer political discretion when there are significant 

benefits 6om learning the true value of damage costs before setting policy and 

political influence does not move governments too far from welfare maximisation. 

Society will prefer social pooling when there is not much to be learned about damage 

costs and political influence takes governments quite far from welfare maximisation. 

This is consistent with the findings of Boyer and Laffbnt (1999) for a single state. 

(ii) Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

A similar analysis can be done when policy is set at the federal level. For any given 

value of , we want to compare fF ' (^ )andfF(^ , , l ,u ) . Again define the particular 

iso-welfare contour with political discretion at the federal level such that: 

. We call society's indifference curve between social pooling and 

political discretion when policy is set at the federal level, or for brevity, the federal 

indifference curve. We know that == fF((^,0,0), i.e. social pooling and political 

discretion are equivalent-when there is no dispersion in either damage costs or the 

political weights special interest groups attach to damage costs. We also know that 

K(A,u)>0, so the federal indifference curve is upward-sloping and passes through the 

origin (see Figure 2.1). At points (A,u) lying below the federal indifference curve 

political discretion is preferred to social pooling, while at points above the federal 

indifference curve social pooling is preferred to political discretion. 
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(iii) Comparison of State and Federal Level. 

How do the preferences between social pooling and political discretion compare 

between having policy set at the state and federal levels? From Result 6 we know that 

F(A,u) > > 0, so that the federal indifference curve is steeper than the 

state indifference curve. The situation is shown in Figure 2.1. Thus there are only 

three possible regimes: Regime I: for high values of u and low values of 1, social 

pooling is preferred to political discretion at both state and federal level; Regime H: 

for high values of ^ and low values of u political discretion is preferred to social 

pooling at both state and federal level; Regime IH: for an intermediate range of values 

of 1 and u political discretion is preferred at the federal level but social pooling is 

preferred at the state level. We can summarise this conclusion in the following result: 

Result 7 /r f j' Mevgf f/zg .yoczaZ fAg ygâ graZ Zgvg/ 

M pr^rrg<^ or rAg f/a^g Zevg/. 

Now recalling that social pooling implies harmonisation of environmental policies, 

what Result 7 implies is that if, say, globalisation called for environmental policy to 

be set the federal level to overcome the environmental dumping that would occur if 

policy was set at the state level, that could not justify harmonisation of environmental 

policies between states unless harmonisation had already occurred when policy was 

set at the state level. Indeed there would be cases where policies had been harmonised 

at the state level where it would be desirable not to have harmonisation if policy-

making was switched to the federal level. 



2.4.2 Policy Set at State or Federal Level? 

(i) Social Pooling. 

From sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 we know that >0, so with social 

pooling it is always preferable to have policy set at the federal level, to overcome 

environmental dumping. 

(ii) Political Discretion. 

We want to compare PF(^,,i.,u)and We argue that with political 

discretion, it will always be desirable to set policy at the federal level. To see the 

argument, consider all the points lying on the welfare contour 

= For all such points it must the case that 

< ^ (^) = (see Figure 2.1). A similar argument would 

apply to any other pair of iso-welfare contours for political discretion at federal and 

state level passing through the same point on either axis. Thus we have: 

Results 

Thus, the welfare gains 6om policy coordination at the federal level outweigh any 

losses due to asymmetric information between state and federal level, or welfare loses 

due to governments being captured by special interest groups. 
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2.4.3 Some Numerical Results. 

The analytical results derived so far have depended on a number of approximations, 

and in particular the arguments in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 depended on comparisons 

of the slopes of iso-welfare contours with political discretion at the federal and state 

levels v/hich strictly only applies to points close to the origin. So it may be useful to 

check whether our conclusions hold outside such approximations. To do this we have 

taken a range of values for the three key parameters , and Ibr each set of 

values we have calculated exact values for emission limits for political discretion at 

the state and federal levels (solving exactly the full mechanism design problem for the 

federal government), and hence calculated exactly the expected welfare levels for the 

four constitutional choices: fF(^),^*(<^),ff(<^,A,u),PF((^,/t,u). We chose = 0.1, 

0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9; as noted in Ulph (1997b), if ^ = 0.3 then environmental damages in 

the absence of any govenmient policy would constitute about 40% of profits. We 

chose A =0.025, 0.05, ...,0.975, and similarly for u. 

For all these values, we confirm Results 5, 6, 7 and &: i.e. the state and federal 

indifference curves are always upward sloping; the federal indifference curve always 

lies above the state indifference curve; and vyith political discretion expected welfare 

is always higher when policy is set at the federal than at the state level. Figure 1 shows 

tlie computed indifference curves for the value of ^ = 0.5, and similar pairs of 

indifference curves were computed for the other values of J . Table 1 shows the 

proportion of (,^,u) space that lies in each of the three Regimes I, II, HI defined earlier 

for values of from 0.1 to 0.9. As increases. Regime H (social pooling preferred 
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at state and federal level) becomes bigger while the other two Regimes decline. This is 

not quite what we would have expected 6om the approximation results. Since, close 

to the origin, 9 ^ / < 0 , > 0, it would have been expected that as increases 

Regimes I and 11 both increased while Regime EI got smaller. 

In summary, the numerical results show that all the key results of the chapter proved 

using approximations go through more generally. 
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2.5 Conclusions. 

In this chapter we have taken seriously the frequently expressed concern that 

globalisation may lead states acting independently to set too weak environmental 

policies, which provides a rationale for a federal government (supra-national agency) 

to co-ordinate the environmental policies of individual states. We have been 

concerned with the means by which such co-ordination might take place, and 

specifically the suggestion that environmental policies might be harmonised. It is well 

known that such a proposal is inefficient if countries differ in significant ways in their 

environmental characteristics, raising the question why such an obviously inefficient 

policy is proposed. Ulph (2000) showed that appealing to asymmetric information 

between federal and state governments did not provide an answer, because a federal 

government could use more sophisticated policies to induce state governments to 

reveal their information. 

In this chapter we have considered an alternative explanation: govenmients at state 

and federal level may be captured by special interest groups, and a simple way of 

limiting the influence of such groups is to require governments to implement policies 

which would maximise welfare based on the expected value of the damage costs states 

might face. There is then a simple trade-off between the benefit of allowing 

governments to use their better information about the true level of damage costs in 

different states and the costs of governments pursuing policies which are in the 

interests of only a subset of society rather than the whole of society. Not surprisingly it 

is better to constrain governments in this way when the variance in government types 

is large relative to the variance in potential damage costs. 
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However, the case for constraining governments apphes whether pohcies are set at 

state or federal level, and what we have shown is that while it is always desirable to 

set environmental policies at federal level rather than state level to overcome policy 

competition between states, it is never the case that it would be desirable to constrain 

governments when policy is set at the federal level, but not to constrain governments 

if policy is set at the state level. So having policy move from state to federal level to 

overcome policy competition cannot justify harmonisation of environmental policies 

if they had not already been harmonised at the state level. 

Of course our model of political behaviour is very simple. For example we have no 

explicit welfare costs of lobbying behaviour by special interest groups, nor have we 

captured many of tlie allegations made about the behaviour of supra-national agencies 

like WTO, that they are less democratic than nation states, that they are biased 

towards the interests of multi-national companies or the developed world. In the 

following chapters we extend the analysis by incorporating richer political behaviour 

with better micro-foundations. 
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Table 2,1. Relative Incidence of Different Regimes 

Parameter Regime I Regime II Regime III 

0 . 1 (1637 0135 &227 

0 . 3 0.598 0J.74 0.227 

0.5 &586 0J^7 0216 

0 . 7 0.581 0214 0205 

0.9 0.571 0.224 0204 
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Figure 2.1. Constitutional Choice: Social Pooling or Political Discretion ( (5 = 0.5 ). 

Regime I: 
Social pool ing 

at both state and federal 

Regime 
Political discretion 

at federal 

social pooling 

at the state level . , 

Regime 
Political discretion 
at both state a n d federal 

State Indifference 
Socia l P o o l i n g = Pol i t ical 

Federal Indifference 
Social P o o l i n g = Poli t ical 

A 
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Appendix 

Proof of Result 1 

,1,0) = - D where: 

TT = 0.25[;r(g;^, e J + ;7r(g;., ) + ;r(g^, )]; D = 3 2((^^ ) 

\2A^ — — 

^A) = {(^ - 9z) ̂  + 54(1 + z)(yg - 9z) - 999(1 + z) ̂ } 

with similar expressions for ; r ( e ^ , ) etc. 

it is straightforward to show that; = - 1 8 3 6 z . z=r— and hence: 

ck (9+,^y 

-1836;i(z)' 
9/1 (9 + /?) ' 

D = 3 2 ^ ' {(1 - ;i)(l + z)" + (1 + ;i)(l - z)"} 

— = -128^U( ! ) (2 -^ ) 

= -1836A(Z)" + 128^';i(z)(2 - <%)) == J (2 - (Z)) - 17(z)} 
9;i (9 + /?)' (9+/gy I ^ v'; v'; 

_ 1296v4U(z)"(20 + 32^) _ 324v4";i(z)"(20 + 32^) 

(9 + ,^)- (23 + 32(^)' 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Result 2 

Following similar lines to Result 1 it is straightforward to see that: 
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D = 3 2 ^ ' { ( l - j x ) ' + ( ! + :>;)"} so — = 128^'u(g" 
9u 

# 324,42^%: (17+ 322) 

gu (23 + 32^y 

Proof of Result 3 

Q.E.D. 

PF((^Au) = ^F = O . W ( g J + ^ ( e J ] so ^ = + 
du OGg du 6g; 9u 

3 ^ = 8 a 3 + 1 6 f ) ^ * - e X 
6g 9u 13 + 16^(l4-u) 9u 134-16(^(l-u) 

^ . - 6 4 f (13 + 16f)[ Q^E.D^ 
dv 13 + 165(l + u) 13 + 16<5{l-u) 

Proof of Result 3' 

Using the approximations for e^., i j yields: 

ou okg 9^ 

.. — = -8u((^"(13 + 16^)g*" =-128uy/&*" Q.E.D. 
9u 

Proof of Result 4 
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fF((y,A,0) = PF = 0.25{;r-D) where 

= ;r(e^^, G/f//) + ;r(g^^, ) + ;z-(g^, ) 

D = 64[^^^^,, + 4 ^ 1 ] 

and ^(Sj ,6j) = 3(2A — £j) +18s^(2A — s^) — 376j~ 

Ayr ^TT 
- ^ = 24^-104g^^; = 24.4-104g^; 

9;r 
= 24^-- 3 6 L - 68e^^; 

6^ 
24^4 -36e^^ -68e^^; 

9A 
= 

' a;i 
• = i//e*; 

a;i 
==pg*; 

.. — = * [24^ -104g^ - 2 4 ^ + 104g^^ ] 
ox, 

+ /% * [24v4 - 36e^, - 68g^ - 24^4 + 36g^^ + 68g^, ] 

= -208A(^e*)^ - 64/l(/%*)^ 

D = 64& {(1 + A)[(l - ;i (y)" + (1 - A/))" ]+ (1 - A)[(l + A ̂ ) - + (1 + A/))" ]} 

™ = - 2 5 6 & •= 1[2(,// + p ) - (11/' + / , ' ) ] 
9/1 

— - — = 256;i&*"((^ + /)) 
aA JA 

- 1 
— = 64A&*'(y/ + y9) Q.E.D. 
gA 

Proof of Result 5 

Follows from proof of Result 4'substitutuig / ? f o r (y, / ? . 

Proof of Result 6 

Working with absolute values we can write: 
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1327104^U(y'(20 + 32(^) gfF 1327104y4"u^^(17 + 32(^) 

aA " (23 + 32^)^(28 + 64^)^ ' " (23 + 32^)^(28 + 64^)" 

a # 36864y4U^"(17 + 32^) 73728v4"u^" 

aA (26 + 32^)"(4 + 16^)(13 + 16(y)' gu (13 + 16(^)(26 + 32(^)' 

9(17+ 32(^) 2 

au au 2(23 + 32(^)"(14 + 32(^)" (26 + 32^) ' 

*:> 9(17 + %)(26 + %)" > 4(14 + %)" (23 + %)" where % = 32(^ 

Inequality true since:9(17 + %) >4(14 + %); (26 + %)̂  >(14 + %)(23 + %)' 

a f a # 36(20 + 32^) (17 + 32^) 
0 0 . ..1^x2 > a;i aA (23 + 32^)"(37 + 64(^)" (26 + 32(^)"(4 + 16^)(13 + 16(^) 

<=>9(40 + }')(16 + }')(52 + }')^>4(34 + };)(46 + }')"(37 + }')" where j / ^ 6 4 ^ 

Inequality holds since (52 + }")" >(46+ }')", (40 + )/) >(3 7 + }/) and 

9(52 + :,/)(16 + }/) > 4(37 + )/)(34 + ;/)<= 2(52 + y)(16 + jx) > (37 + }')(34 + jx) 

c*1664 + 136;)/ + 2 / > 1 2 6 8 + 71}/ + ;)/" 

(m) F ( ^ , u ) > - > F ' ( ; i , u ) QED 
o 
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Chapter 3 

Globalisation, Political Lobbying and the Design of 

International Environmental Governance. 



Abstract. 

Recent anti-globalisation protests have focussed on a perceived failure of international 

bodies to mitigate its harmful effects such as the impact on the environment. One of 

the concerns is that nation states may engage in a 'race-to-the-bottom' in setting 

environmental policies to gain a strategic trade advantage, in particular to prevent 

transnational companies from delocating. To counter this it is argued that 

environmental policies need to be co-ordinated at a supra-national level, perhaps in a 
) 

body such as the WTO. This in turn raises concerns about the way such agencies 

operate, with fears of a 'democratic deficit' and that certain groups, such as 

developing countries and environmental lobbies are excluded. We develop a model in 

which environmental policy can be set at a national or supra-national level. 

Governments (or agencies) at each level act in the interests of the group they 

represent, and interest groups can use lobbying to influence the probability of getting 

their type of government elected. By varying the costs of this lobbying we can address 

some key questions. If there is indeed a democratic deficit or if developing nations and 

environmentalists do exert less influence then what are the effects in terms of national 

welfare ? Our main conclusions are: (i) these asymmetries may not always have the 

expected effect (e.g. industrialists may be worse off having greater influence); (ii) the 

m^or effects of these asymmetries occur when policy is set at the national rather than 

supra-national level; (iii) any negatives in the political process are far outweighed by 

the benefits of international coordination of environmental policies. 
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3.1 Introduction. 

Recent anti-globalisation protests have highlighted perceived concerns that 

supranational bodies, primarily WTO, have failed to address some of the negative 

effects of globalisation such as its impact on the environment'. In particular there is a 

concern that globalisation may lead nation states acting independently to engage in 

'environmental dumping' in order to compete for market share or FDI. To counter this 

alleged 'race-to-the-bottom' in environmental standards it is argued that there is a 

need for policy intervention at the supra-national level. One proposal is that the WTO 

should allow trade measures to be taken against countries with lower environmental 

standards. Another proposal is setting up a World Environment Organisation (WEO) 

to co-ordinate or even harmonise environmental policies to prevent policy 

competition. Such co-ordination though, raises two further concerns. 

Constructing imperfect competition models of environmental dumping is 

shaightfbrward^ but, as noted in the fiscal federalism literature, there may be an 

information asymmetry in that a supra-national body may be less well informed about 

a nation's domestic environmental problems than its own government. (For 

convenience, we will adopt the fiscal federalism language and refer to the supra-

national agency as a 'federal government' and nations as 'state governments'). Ulph 

' Deardorf (2000) discusses concerns about globalisation and the operation of the WTO, and Ulph 
(1997a) surveys the literature on trade and environment. In this chapter we ignore transboundary 
environmental problems, so the need for international environmental governance arises solely through 
strategic trade considerations. Transboundary pollution reinforces the strategic incentives to weaken 
environmental policies (see Ulph (1997a)), so we believe that our conclusions would carry over to a 
more general setting. 

- These results, as is well known in the strategic trade literature are not at all robust For example, it is 
possible to produce models in which there is a 'race-to the-top' if we introduce Bertrand competition. 
See Wilson (1996 Rauscher (1997) Chapter 6 and Ulph (1997a) for surveys of the available results. 
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(1997b, 2000) showed that when each state government haa private information about 

its environmental damages, then environmental policies set at a federal level for states 

with different damage costs will be more similar than if the federal government had 

full information, but this falls far short of harmonisation/ A second concern is that 

agencies like WTO may lack democratic accountability and are prey to powerful lobby 

groups. Moreover it is argues there are significant asymmetries in the ability of 

different groups (e.g. environmental groups and developing countries) to influence 

policy making. 

In this chapter we develop a model to address these concerns and ask whether it is 

appropriate to vest responsibility for environmental policy-making at the federal level 

when, as well as asymmetric information, policy-makers are influenced by special 

interest groups. The model adds lobbying behaviour to the model in chapter 2. 

Our main conclusions are: (i) the effects of asymmetries can be counter intuitive: 

industrialists may lose out despite a producer bias, the North may be worse having 

more political influence; (ii) the m^or effects of the asymmetries occur when policy is 

set at the state rather than federal level; and (iii) the benefits of international co-

ordination far {)utweigh any asymmetries in the political process. Thus, while there 

may well be arguments for reforming supra-national agencies to make them less 

susceptible to asymmetric influence, these would appear to be less important than 

ensuring that appropriate international coordination takes place. 

' Harmonisation or a minimum environmental standards is optimal if nation states differ in endowments 
of environmental resources, tastes for a clean environment or abatement technologies. See Kanbur, 
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3.2 The Model. 

We start from the basic Brander-Spencer (1985) framework with a partial equilibrimn 

model of an industry with two identical firms located in different states, denoted z = 1, 

2. The two firms produce a good, which is sold outside the two states. Firm z has total 

revenue and cost functions: ^(%.,% ), C(x.)respectively, with standard properties. 

The production of the good causes emissions of a pollutant, although these emissions 

can be abated, at a cost. By appropriate choice of units, emissions by firm are: 

- 6, where 6, is its abatement level; total abatement costs are the strictly convex 

function ^(6, ). The only instrument available to control pollution by each firm is an 

emission limit, denoted g, Firm / takes as given its emission limit and the output of 

the other 6rm and chooses its own output (Coumot competition) and abatement to 

maximise profits, net of abatement costs: ;r(a;y, % ̂ , g,.) s (%., % ̂ ) - C(x,) - ^(x,. - g,) . 

Assuming that bodi emission limits bite, the resulting equilibrium profit function for 

firm z is denoted n(g,.,gy). 

Unabated pollution causes environmental damage, but only in the state in which the 

firm is located: The damage cost fiinction in state z is denoted <$';Z)(g;) where Jy is a 

parameter and D is a strictly convex fimction. Welfare in state z is given by 

PF(g , ,g , , (^ , ) = n ( g , , g , ) - , ^ ,D(g , ) . 

Keen and van Wijnbergen (1995), Ulph (1997b, 2000). 
While the use of different environmental policy instruments can produce somewhat different results in 

models of strategic policy competition (see Ulph (1997a for a discussion) these differences are not 
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To capture asymmetries of information between state and federal level, we suppose 

that the damage cost parameter, J, , in each state is known only to the state 

government in power. To keep things simple, we suppose that in state z =1, 2, can 

take one of only two values, and with probabilities ^ and 1- jp 

respectively, independent of what happens to damages in the other state. Note that this 

implies that, ex oMfe, both states are identical^. We denote the expected value of 

damage costs by ^ s + (1 - . 

We now introduce special interest groups. There are four special interest groups, 

indexed g = 1,. .,4; groups 1 and 2 are eMwoM/MenW special interest groups in states 

1 and 2 respectively; groups 3 and 4 are special interest groups in states 1 

and 2 respectively. The wrz/zVy of group g in state z is given by: 

(e,, , /g ) = n(gy, ) , 

where y is the weight which the special interest group g attaches to environmental 

damage. can take two values: >1 i f g = 1,2; while =%, <1 i f g = 3 , 4 . 

In other words, environmentalists attach more weight to environmental damage than 

the weight it has in the welfare function, while industrialists attach less weight to 

environmental damage than in the welfare function. 

relevant for the issues being discussed here. So we do not believe that our results would be significantly 
different with different instruments. 
^ We assume underlying symmetry of states simply for analytical convenience so that we can focus on 
the main asymmetries in this chapter, namely lobbying asymmetries; note that we allow environmental 
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Finally, we describe the political process. We assume that there are elections^ for three 

governments, the two state governments and a federal government. There is 

competition between the two types of special interest groups to have governments 

elected which represent their interests. Since there are only two types of interest 

groups, only two types of governments can be elected. State government z will set its 

policy to maximise its '^utility function": 

^(e, , 6;, = n(g,., ) - x,.^,D(e,) , 

where again the parameter can take the values or depending on whether the 

state government represents the interests of environmentalists or industrialists. 

Similarly, a federal government will set policy using its utility function: 

(e,, g;, ) = n(e , , ) + n(e2, e,) - )) -

Whether the outcome of an election produces an environmental or industrial 

government is a random process, but the probability of electing, say, an environmental 

government is influenced by the amount of lobbying done in each election by each 

special interest group. We assume that each group can lobby in each election^, but the 

environmental special interest groups lobby only for an enviroimiental government 

policies to be state specific, so if there were underlying asymmetries between countries these would be 
reflected in differences in policies even if there was symmetric lobbying. 

Given our general interpretation of governments, especially at the federal level, we interpret elections 
as some process by which special interest groups attempt to capture governments. 
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and similarly for industrial special interest groups. We denote by Z the amount of 

lobbying done by group g in election z = 1 , 2 , ^ , and assume that the probability of 

electing an environmental government in election z is given by: 

^ ^ where I , = . (1) 

Note that in the absence of lobbying the probability of electing an environmental 

government is 0.5. It is straightforward to show that that 0 < g,.<l and that g, is an 

increasing, concave function of lobbying efforts by environmental groups and a 

decreasing convex function of lobbying efforts by industrial groups. Finally we 

assume that if group g expends lobbying effort in election / then it incurs a cost 

0.5A:̂ , where is a parameter which, as we shall see, can be varied to allow for 

the three asymmehies referred to in the introduction. Special groups choose their 

lobbying effort to maximise their expected utility net of the costs of lobbying. We 

shall need to distinguish between and ner utilities of special interest groups, 

where net utilities are gross utilities minus the costs of lobbying, hi a similar way we 

shall distinguish between gross and net welfares of states. 

To complete our broad description of the model, we assume that prior to any of the 

above activity taking place there will be a comrffwfzoMaZ decision about whether 

environmental policy should be set at the state level, in which case pohcy will be set 

by the state governments acting independently to maximise utility, so we will have a 

^ This assumption reflects the fact that lobby groups sometimes work outside their own national 
boundaries; however we assume they act non-cooperatively and an interesting extension of this chapter 
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non-cooperative equilibrium and environmental dumping; or whether it is to be set at 

the federal level, in which case the federal government acts to maximise its utility, but 

there will be no environmental dumping. This constitutional decision will be based on 

the expected which each state expects to derive &om the subsequent political 

process. We assume that policy will only be set at the federal level if both states 

derive higher expected net welfare 6om this constitutional choice. ^ 

Formally we have a six stage game: in stage 1 there is a constitutional choice whether 

to set policy at state or federal level; in stage 2, lobby groups decide how much 

lobbying effort to undertake in each election; in stage 3 elections are held; in stage 4 

state governments learn their true damage costs; in stage 5 either state or federal 

governments set emission limits; finally in stage 6 firms set their levels of output and 

abatement. 

3.2.1 Stage 6: Firms Choose Outputs and Abatement. 

would be to explore what happens if lobby groups co-operate, perhaps especially at the federal level. 
^ Note that if policy is set at the state level, then we need to track the types of governments elected in 
the two states. There are four configurations of state government types which we denote by 

r v = ( y i , / 2 ) , ^1 , . . , 4 , where: with 

probabilities: f = I,. . . ,4, where & = 0 - 9 i ) 9 2 ; 

) ( ! - % ) - If policy is set at the federal level then we need to know the configuration of 

government types elected in the two states and the federal government. There are eight configurations 

denoted: f y = ( y , , y 2 , y F ) , / = l , - , 8 , where = ( / / / , e t c . with 

probabilities: G / , / = I,...,8 where g , =9 i929F,G2 = 9 i 9 2 0 " 9 f ) » 
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Firm z takes as given its emission limit, e,, and the output of the other firm, % , and 

chooses its own output, , and hence abatement, 6, = - g., to maximise proGts, net 

of abatement costs: , g,) = , Xy) - C(A:,) - - e,). The first-order 

condition is: - C - ^ = 0, i.e. marginal revenue equals marginal cost plus marginal 

abatement cost. Solving the pair of Srst-order conditions for the two firms yields the 

equilibrium outputs ^(g, ,gy), y = l,2, y, and substituting back into the profit 

fimction yields the equilibrium profit function: n(e, ,gy). From the equilibrium profit 

function we derive the equilibrium (gross) welfare fimction for each state 

^ F ( g , , g y , ( ^ , ) = n ( g , , g y ) - ( ^ , Z ) ( e y ) . Similarly, it is possible to define the 

equilibrium (gross) utility fumctions for each interest group: 

(g,, g y, ) 5 n(g,, g y) - D(g,) and for each government; these have similar 

properties to the equilibrium welfare fimction. 

3.2.2. Stages 4 and 5: State Governments Learn Their Damage Costs And Set 

Emission Limits. 

We take these stages together since at the end of stage 4 each state government knows 

only its own damage cost parameter and this affects how governments set their 

emission limits. We consider separately the cases where policy is set at the state and 

federal levels. 

(i) Policy Set at the State Level. 
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For any given configuration of government types j' = 1,.. .,4 the emission hmits in 

the two states are set as the equilibrium of a Nash game in which each state 

government knows its own damage costs but not those of its rival. ;3o each state has to 

take as given the emission limits set by the other state depending on whether it has 

high or low damage costs. This means there are four equilibrium emission limits to be 

determined: (F,, ), ej (F,, ), (F^, ^ (F,, , and correspondingly four 

first-order conditions to determine them. For example, if state 1 has low damage costs, 

it will take as given the low damage cost and high damage cost emission limits of 

state 2 and choose e, (F,, ) to maximise expected utility: 

There will be three other similar first-order conditions: for state 1 with high damage 

costs, state 2 with low damage costs and state 2 with high damage costs. 

Knowing the four equilibrium emission hmits we can now calculate for configuration 

j' expected (gross) welfare of each state fFj,, and expected utility for each group g, 

. For example, for environmentalists in state 1, we have 

Where [ / , , , ) = p [ / (e, (F, , ). S; ), , y , / ) + ( ! - ; ' ) [ / (e, (P, , ),^2 (F.., ), )and 
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(ii) Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

For any configuration of three government types, f ^ , / =1,...,8, the federal 

government needs to provide incentives for the state governments to reveal their 

private information. These incentives consist of both the choice of emission limits and 

the use of financial transfers, M Thus the federal government solves a standard 

mechanism design problem in which it asks state governments to announce their 

damage cost parameters, and depending on their announcements it will set each state 

an emission limit and a financial transfer. These are chosen to maximise the expected 

utility of the federal government, subject to both a set of incentive compatibility 

constraints, to ensure the state governments reveal their true damage costs, and a set of 

individual rationality constraints, that no state government v\dth its given political 

weight and damage cost parameter would be worse off than in the case where 

environmental policy was set at the state level. It is because these incentive 

compatibility constraints and individual rationality constraints are expressed in terms 

of the utilities of the state governments, and hence depend on the type of state 

governments elected, that the choice of emission limits depends on the types of all 

governments rather than just the type at the federal level. 

Formally, the federal government must choose the set of policy instruments'"^: 

^ ^ t o maximise: 

[/,, (g, (r,, ), (r,, (y,), )+ (!-;,)[/ (g, (r,, ), (r , , ). 
To save notation we omit the dependence of these instruments on the configuration of government 

types 
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- {^M j + (1 - + (1 - }, 

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints: 

> 

, / ] ) + (̂  " (^////' , ̂ 6, / i ) + 

> 

(^L, , 7^1)+(1" , %i)+ 

, el,, , X]) + (1 - c , X2) + M f > 

, ;̂ 2) + (1 - , g)/,, , ;'2) + 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

and the individual rationality constraints:^' 

[/(g;,., g , y,) + (1 _ , X,) + > [7,, ) (6) 

, X J + (1 - jp)[/(gL, e L , , / , ) + M ) , > [7,, ( ) (?) 

, g;,, ^ J + (1 - ;,)[/(gL/, ej,,, ^ J + Mf > [7,,, ) (8) 

Our justification for imposing these constraints even though a prior constitutional stage has decided 
that policy should be set at the federal level is that it may represent less formal structures such as the 
EU. Here, even at the implementation stage, state governments may have an incentive to defect from the 
constitutionally agreed decision. 
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The utihties on the right-hand side of the individual rationality constraints are derived 

from the solution to the model when policy is set at the state level; the configuration 

r ,̂ of types of state governments whose utilities are used on the RHS of (6) - (9) is 

the same as the configuration of state government types found in conSguration for 

which the mechanism design problem is being solved. 

Incentive compatibility constraints (2) and (3) are for state 1 with low and high 

damage costs respectively, while (4) and (5) are for state 2 with low and high damage 

costs respectively. Similarly individual rationality constraints (6) and (7) are for state 

1 with low and high damage costs, while (8) and (9) are for state 2 with low and high 

damage costs respectively. 

So for any configuration of government types, we solve the mechanism design 

problem above. We can then calculate expected welfare for each state / =1,2, , and 

expected utility for each group g =1,...,4, (7^. The calculation of the expressions is 

straightforward, but we omit the details because they are cumbersome to write out. 

3.2.3 Stage 3: Elections. 

If policy is set at the state level, then, from the earlier stages of the game there will be 

given probabilities Q,., s= 1,...,4 for each possible configuration of state government 
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types, f , . For each such configuration, the previous section allows us to calculate 

expected (gross) welfares and utilities . So we can now take expectations over 

all possible configurations T, to derive the expected gross welfare and utility for each 

state and group as follows: 

.v=4 j'=4 

.s=l .V=I 

Similarly, if policy is set at the federal level we can calculate expected (gross) 

welfares and utilities across all configurations f , , / = 1 , . . 8 : 

/=8 /=g 
/\ . A •- • /V A 

/ = ! / = ! 

3.2.4 Stage 2: Lobbying. 

We now determine the levels of lobbying eHbrt by each special interest group in each 

election, and hence the probabilities of different types of government being elected. 

(i) Policy Set at the State Level. 

It is clear that since the type of federal government has no influence on utilities or 

welfare, and since lobbying is costly, each interest group g will not lobby at the 
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federal level. Denote by / = the vector of eight lobbying efforts 7̂ , 

by interest group g =1,...,4 in the election in state / = 1,2. Denote by 8 , (7) the 

probability of electing configuration F,. of state governments, given Z . Then each 

special interest group will take as given the lobbying efforts by all other groups and 

choose 7̂ 1 and to maximise 

/=2 

/ = ! 

There will be a set of eight first-order conditions, where for example, the Grst-order 

condition for is: 

- ! ? , , ) + ( I - 9 . = (10) 

(10) has a standard interpretation. The RHS is the marginal cost of lobbying by group 

o- in state i and the LHS is the marginal benefit, where the term in square brackets is 

the difference in expected utility to group g from having an environmental rather than 

industrial government in State /, and the remaining term is just the marginal effect on 

the probability of having an environmental government elected in state 1 &om a bit 

more lobbying by group g. / is the solution to the eight first-order conditions (10). 

We can now define the equilibrium lobbying costs of special interest group g as: 

^ ^ '=2 ^ 
A7^(Z) = %]0.5A:^,.(/g,)^. The outcome A'om this stage of the game, then, is that we 

/=1 
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can define the equihbriuni levels of gro^s welfare for each state and utility for 

each interest group by: 

and the equilibrium levels of ner utility for each interest group and welfare for 

each state: 

[7; = [ 7 ^ - ^ / 0 , ^ = 1,...,4; 

(ii) Policy Set at the Federal Level. 

We proceed in a similar way when policy is set at the federal level, f = (f .) is the 

vector of lobbying efforts by groups g = 1,...,4 in elections i = 1, 2, F. is the 

probability of electing configuration 1 , . . . , 8 of governments types given 

lobbying efforts / . Interest group g takes as given the lobbying efforts by all other 

groups and chooses 7̂ ,̂  jg, and to maximise 

t e A i ) v „ - t i o - s i ' . & h 
/ = ] / = F 

There wilH]e 12 first-order conditions to determine Z where, for example, the first-

order condition for Z is: 

[9l92(̂ ,L,.| -(^yji) + 9,0-92)(^y2 -^g6) + G-9l)92(^,^'3 
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+ ( l -9 lXl -92X^g4 (11) 

Equation (11) has exactly the same interpretation as equation (10). We solve these 12 

first-order conditions simultaneously to determine the equilibrium vector of lobbying 

effort / . From this we can define the equilibrium level of lobbying costs for each 

group by 

\2 

Finally we can define the equilibrium levels of g ro f j welfare for each state and gro/fj' 

utility for each interest group by: 

A a ^ A A A /* /-, m , A A 
K = ES,('W„;i = 1,2; = ZeAOU,, 

/=' /-I 

and the equilibrium levels of utility for each group and welfare for each state 

by: 

3.2.5 Stage 1: Constitutional Choice. 
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States will decide to vest responsibility at the federal level iff for both 

states z = 1,2, with a strict inequality for at least one state; i.e. they will only agree to 

give up responsibility for environmental policy if no state expects to be made worse 

off, and at least one state expects to be made better off. Note that the ex 

individual rationality constraints defined in (6) - (9) do not guarantee that these ex 

individual rationality constraints will be satisfied, because the gx constraints 

are expressed in terms of government utility, while the ex constraints are 

expressed in terms of expected welfare. 

Given the complexity of this six-stage game it has not been possible to determine 

closed form solutions to the full model; in the next section we set out a special case of 

this model, for which we then report numerical results. 
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3.3 A Special Case. 

In this section we follow our earlier chapter and set out a special case of the model in 

the previous section, drawing on the special case used in Ulph (1997b). hi that model, 

the two firms produce a homogenous good and face a linear inverse demand function 

with intercept 4̂ and unit slope. There are no costs of production but there are 

quadratic abatement costs, 0.56^ and the damage cost fimction is also quadratic: 

Z)(e) = Q.5e'. It is then straightforward to show that the utility function for state i is: 

[/(e,,e^.,^,,/,) = 3(2v4-gyy+I8g,(2v4-g^.)-(37 + 64(^,/,X" (12) 

3.3.1 Choice of Parameter Values. 

There are four key parameters in our model, andA:. We use three values of 

expected damage costs, ^ =0.1,0.3 and 0.5, implying that in a completely unregulated 

economy, expected pollution damage costs would lie between 7.5% and 37.5% of 

GNP. For the measure of dispersion in damage costs, u, and Ae dispersion in political 

weights, ,1, we use the values 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The final figure, say in the case of u, 

implies that damage costs in the high cost country are seven times greater than in the 

low cost country.'^ The main qualitative results reported are not sensitive to variations 

in pai-ameter values, so we report detailed results only for the mid-point case where 

=0.3, u = 0.5, and A = 0.5 and indicate which results do not carry over to other 

and yean then be used to calcidate =(]-u)(^, =(]+u)(5', / /=(] -A) and 
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parameter values'^. For the cost of lobbying parameter we have chosen the two values 

= 1 and A: = 10. By varying these we can capture the asymmetries of influence which 

are the focus of the chapter. 

3.3.2 Results of the Numerical Experiments. 

In Table 3.1 we present results for a number of 'experiments' using different 

assumptions about lobbying costs for the central case set of parameters: 

J = 0.3;K = A=:0.5. For each experiment, whether policy is set at the state or federal 

level, we present the following results: the equilibrium lobbying efforts by the four 

interest groups, /11,...,Z4F; the equilibrium probabilities of electing a green 

government in each election: ql,...,qF; the gross and net expected utilities for each 

group, GU1,...,GU4, NU1,...,NU4; and the gross and net welfares for each state, 

GW1,GW2, NW1,NW2. 

The effects of variations in lobbying costs on net utilities and welfare can briefly be 

described as follows. Changes in lobbying costs will affect lobbying effort. This in 

turn will affect the probabilities of different conGgurations of government types, and 

consequently, expected gross utility and welfare. Combining these various effects 

enables us to calculate the changes on expected net utilities and welfare. 

These produce welfare losses when policy is set at the federal level between 0.8% and 1.3% of GNP, 
which is within the range found by Katz and Rosenberg (1994) who calculated the costs of rent seeking 
as a percentage of GNP for a number of countries, and showed that this varied from 0.19% to 5.43%. 

Probability, p, is simply set as 0.5. A simply denotes the level of demand for the product and is just 
set equal to 10. 
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When changes in lobbying costs affect only some groups, the changes in lobbying 

behaviour will have a on the behaviour of groups whose costs have 

changed, and an on the response of other groups. In simple 

terms we could say it depends on whether lobbying effort by different groups are 

strategic substitutes or strategic complements. 

In terms of expected utilities there are going to be two types of effects. First, for a 

given level of output by the rival producer, an interest group is going to be better off 

with a government of its own type setting environmental policy, at bodi the state and 

federal level. Second, though, there are the effects of strategic competition. When 

policy is set at the state level, profits are always higher when the other state's 

government is enviroimiental. The simple reason is that an environmental government 

will restrict the rival firm's output, allowing the domestic Arm to expand its output. 

Moreover, having two environmental governments may be better than two industrial 

governments if the environmental governments set emission limits which take outputs 

closer to the level which maximises joint profits. Differences in state government 

types are obviously less important when policy is set at the federal level, but they do 

have some influence through the impact of the incentive compatibility and individual 

rationality constraints. Of course having policy set at the federal level eliminates 

environmental dumping, which is harmful not just to the environment, but also to 

profits, since it leads to too much output being produced. 
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3.3.3 Symmetric Cases. 

Experiments 1 and 2 in Table 1 show the results for the two symmetric cases when 

lobbying costs are 1 and 10 respectively. Before comparing the results of the two 

experiments, it is worth noting the pattern of lobbying. When policy is set at the state 

level, environmental groups lobby their own and the other state, and in fact lobby the 

other state more intensively, while industry groups lobby only their own state. 

Environmental groups spend more on lobbying than industrial groups so there is a 

greater than 50% chance of an environmental government being elected. When policy 

is set at the federal level, environmental groups lobby only in the rival nation state 

while industrialists lobby only in their own state; both groups lobby the federal 

government. Industrialists do more lobbying at the state level than at the federal level, 

while environmentalists lobby more than industrialists at the federal level, so the 

probability of electing an environmental government is less than 50% at the state level 

and more than 50% at the federal level. The rationale for these patterns follows from 

the point made above, that, whether policy is set at state or federal level, domestic 

profits are always higher when the other state government is environmental. To 

encourage this outcome, domestic environmental groups lobby for the rival state 

environmental.party, but domestic industrialists desist &om lobbying for the rival 

industrial party. The fact that with both state and federal decision-making 

environmentalists put in more lobbying effort than industrialists reflects the fact that 

having environmental governments can be beneficial to industry if that results in 

industry output which gets closer to the monopoly level. This basic pattern of 

lobbying behaviour persists across all the experiments we have conducted. 
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We now compare the results of Experiment 2 with Experiment 1 to assess the effect of 

increasing lobbying costs symmetrically. When policy is set at the state level, all 

groups reduce their lobbying in both state elections, and the probabilities of electing 

environmental governments falls towards 50%. This is because the increase in costs 

causes a greater reduction in lobbying by environmentalists than by industrialists, 

which reflects the fact that at the lower level of costs environmentalists were doing 

more lobbying, so the same increase in A: means a greater increase in marginal 

lobbying cost for environmentalists. The expected gross utilities of all groups fall; 

both groups are worse off because increasing the likelihood of two industrial 

governments increases the likelihood of states with higher output, and hence lower 

profits, and this is reinforced for environmentalists by increased pollution. When we 

consider net utility, the first point to note is that the reduction in effort induced by the 

increase in lobbying costs, more than compensates for the increase in the parameter of 

the lobbying cost fimction, so the costs of lobbying for each group falls. Thus, there is 

an offsetting benefit for both groups of lower lobbying costs, and in the reported case 

this is sufficient to cause net utility for industrialists to rise, while for 

environmentalists net utility is still lower than in experiment 1; however both these 

results for net utilities can be reversed for low values of ,1. Gross welfare in both states 

falls, because -of the increased likelihood of outcomes with low profits and high 

pollution, while net welfare rises because of the reduction in lobbying costs. When 

policy is set at the federal level, the increase in lobbying costs causes all groups to 

reduce lobbying in all elections, but the probability of environmental governments 

rises (slightly) at the state level and falls at the federal level. Because there is no 

environmental dumping, gross utility now falls for environmentalists and increases for 

industrialists, reflecting the change in probabilities of electing their types of 
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governments at the federal level. The reduction in lobbying costs is an additional 

benefit for industrialists, so their net utility always rises, while the reduction in 

lobbying costs is usually sufficient to also cause net utility for environmentalists to 

rise, except when ,1 and u are high. Gross welfare always falls but net welfare 

always rises. 

Finally note that in both experiments, all interest groups and both states are better off 

when policy is set at the federal level. 

3.3.4 The 'Democratic Deficit' Problem. 

We now try to capture the notion that decision-making is less democratic, when policy 

is set at the state rather than federal level. The way we capture such a difference in our 

model is to vary the cost of lobbying at state and federal level and so vary the 

probabilities of electing governments (or more generally 'capturing' agencies) that 

pursue policies in the interest of a particular group. Now even in the international 

relations literature it is not clear whether a 'democratic deficit' is consistent with more 

or less lobbying at the federal than state level (McGrew (1998)). A broad definition of 

democratic deficit is that it occurs whenever institutions, be they national or supra-

national, fall short of the general principles of democracy. Of course some of these 

principles may be quite subjective but others such as participation and accountability 

are widely accepted. 

One view of the 'democratic process' would be that it consists of elections in which 

lobbying plays no influence (so there is an equal probability of electing an 
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environmental or industrial government, reflecting the underlying distribution of 

environmentalists and industrialists in the population). A second view would be that, 

provided there were no asymmetries between interest groups, lobbying is part of the 

democratic process and a 'democratic deficit' arises at the federal level if there is less 

scope for lobbying at the federal than state level, so that at the federal level decisions 

are taken by 'technocrats' with no consideration for the views of different groups in 

society. It is reasonable to ask whether it is truly more democratic if policy decisions 

are taken under the influence of lobbying pressure. Certainly, this is a view put 

forward both in the debate over the European Union and its implications for national 

sovereignty and also in the globalisation debate. In the latter, development and 

environmental NGOs consistently refer to bodies such as WTO of being undemocratic 

since they do not take enough account of the views of civil society (which the NGOs 

believe to be representative of ordinary citizens). There is some support for this view 

in the political competition literature where it has been shown how competition 

amongst lobby groups can lead to optimal policy outcomes. 

It is this second view of the 'democratic deficit' that we shall examine, but the other 

view of the democratic deficit leads to precisely the opposite effects of those we report 

here. Thus we^hall take as our base case Experiment 1, where there are low costs of 

lobbying (A = 1 ) for all groups in all elections, and compare this with Experiment 3 

where Vg = 1,...,4, =1, / = 1,2; =10, so all groups now face higher costs of 

lobbying at the federal level. Obviously we are interested only in comparing the 

results of Experiments 1 and 3 when policy is set at the federal level. 

See for example, Becker (1983) and Wittman (1989). 
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Tlie effects can be summarised in three stages. First, lobbying efforts of all groups in 

all elections are reduced, slightly at the state level, most markedly at the federal level, 

so the probabilities of electing environmental governments fall slightly at the state 

level and more sharply at the federal level. Second, expected gross utilities of 

environmentalists (industrialists) fall (rise) reflecting the lower (higher) probability of 

having a federal government with the same utility Ainction. Expected gross welfare 

also falls, again reflecting the fact that outcomes with all industrial governments are 

bad fbr the environment without necessarily benefiting profits. Finally, the reduction 

in lobbying costs reinforces the increase in gross utility of industrialists, but fbr 

environmentalists the benefit of lower lobbying goes in the opposite direction to the 

change in expected gross utility. For the central parameter values used in Table 3.1, 

net utility of environmentalists falls. But, when A. is low (so difference in government 

types does not matter so much), then the reduction in lobbying costs is sufficient to 

cause the net utility of environmentalists to rise. However, net welfare rises, so that 

the reduction in lobbying is overall a good thing. This result does not go through when 

both A and u are high. 

Thus when 'democratic deficit' is interpreted to mean too little lobbying at the federal 

level, this is generally good fbr industrialists but not environmentalists, although net 

welfare usually rises. However these effects are all rather small. As noted, the other 

inteipretadon of 'democratic deficit' as leading to too much influence of lobby groups 

at tlie federal level has exactly the opposite effects. Note again that, despite the 

democratic deficit, all interest groups and both states are better off when policy is set 

at the federal level than at the state level. 
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3.3.5 Producer Bias. 

We now explore the implications of the claim that industrialists exert more influence 

than environmentalists, by assuming that environmentalists face higher lobbying costs 

than industrialists. We begin with the case where this is true for all elections, so in 

Experiment 4 we assume that Vz = 10,g = 1,2; = 1, g = 3̂ 4 and compare the 

results with those for Experiment 1. 

When policy is set at the state level, we get the obvious direct effect that by raising the 

costs of lobbying for environmentalists, they reduce their lobbying in both elections. 

This leads industrialists to somewhat reduce their lobbying efforts (strategic 

complements) but the net effect is a substantial reduction in the probability of electing 

enviroimiental governments in each state. Expected gross utility of all groups falls, 

because the configuration with two industrial governments has significant 

environmental dumping, which reduces joint profits. Obviously environmentalists lose 

more than industrialists because of the increased pollution. Expected gross welfare 

also falls, and despite the reduction in lobbying, expected net utilities and welfare also 

fMl. So when policy is set at the state level, increasing the influence of industrialists is 

undesirable even for industrialists. 

When policy is set at the federal level, the increase in lobbying costs for 

envirormientalists again leads to a shai-p reduction in lobbying by enviroimientalists in 

all elections. But now while industrialists respond by also cutting theii' lobbying at 

state level, they raise it slightly at federal level, though when there is a large difference 
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in government types (1 large) they also reduce lobbying at the federal level. In total, 

lobbying by industrialists falls. Probabilities of electing environmental governments 

fall sharply in all elections. Now, while the expected gross utility of environmentalists 

always falls, that of industrialists usually rises, (unless the difference in damage costs, 

u, is large), because, when policy is set at the federal level, the conGguration of having 

all governments industrial does not lead to environmental dumping, and so what 

happens to gross utility generally reflects the change in probability of electing the type 

of federal government. Expected gross welfare always falls. Finally, the reduction in 

lobbying costs again reinforces the increase in gross utility of industrialists so that 

their net utility always rises, and the reduction in lobbying costs is sufficient to cause 

net utility of environmentalists also to rise, except when 1 is large, i.e. the effect of not 

having its own type of government is particularly high. Net welfare always rises. 

Thus there are sharp diSerences between the efTects of producer bias when policy is 

set at the state or federal level. When policy is set at the state level, giving too much 

influence to industrialists is undesirable 6om everyone's perspective because of the 

impact of environmental dumping, but when policy is set at the federal level, then all 

paities can be better off^ though for environmentalists this is only because they no 

longer incur as high lobbying costs, and environmentalists do not gain when the 

difference in government types is very large. It should also be noted that the effects of 

producer bias on net utilities and welfare are quite marked when policy is set at the 

state level, but very much less so when it is set at the federal level. 

In Experiment 4 we assumed that environmentalists faced higher lobbying costs than 

industrialists in all elections. But the concern about greater influence by industrialists 



arises particularly in the discussions about supra-national bodies like WTO, so in 

Experiment 5 we model a variant of producer bias in which environmentalists face 

higher lobbying costs than industrialists only at the federal level. In comparing this 

with the base case. Experiment 1, we are obviously interested only in the case where 

policy is set at the federal level. The story is similar in many, but not all, respects to 

that in Experiment 4. Environmentalists reduce their lobbying in all elections, very 

slightly in state elections, almost as much in federal elections as in Experiment 4. 

Industrialists now reduce their lobbying efforts in all elections, except when there are 

high values of both ,1 and u . Probabilities of electing environmental governments 

fall slightly in state elections, but markedly in the federal election. Expected gross 

utility of environmentalists falls, and of industrialists rises, except again for the case 

where there are high values of both A and . The reason for this is the same as in 

Experiment 4, though it is less likely that industrialists have lower gross utility in 

Experiment 5 than in Experiment 4, because the probabilities of industrial state 

governments is lower in Experiment 5. Expected net utilities of environmentalists 

now always fall, because their reduction in lobbying costs is lower (because the 

reduction at state level is small), while the increase in net utility for industrialists may 

not go through when there are high values of A and u . Gross welfare falls, and net 

welfare rises, again except when there are high values of A and u . So when there is 

producer bias only at the federal level, this now always reduces the net utility of 

environmentalists, and, with large differences between government types and between 

high and low damage costs, may also reduce the net utility of industrialists. 

Thus having producer bias only at the federal level makes it certain that 

environmentalists are worse off, and raises the possibility that industrialists can be 
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worse off. It is important to note again that in both Experiments 4 and 5, all interest 

gioups, even environmentalists, and both states are better off when policy is set at the 

federal level. 

3.3.6 'North-South Divide'. 

Finally, we study the effect of introducing significant differences between states in the 

costs of lobbying, which we shall take to characterise the differences between the 

'North' where lobbying is relatively cheap (perhaps reflecting longer-established 

interest groups, easier access to fiinds etc) and the 'South' where lobbying is relatively 

expensive for the opposite kinds of reasons. We shall take state 1 to be the North and 

state 2 to be the South. In Experiment 6 we begin with the case where the Soutli has 

higher costs of lobbying in all elections - so we assume that 

V( = 1,2,7^ ^ ,̂ = l , g = l,3; =10, g = 2,4; again we compare the outcomes of 

Experiment 6 with those of the low cost symmetric case in Experiment 1. 

We begin with the case where policy is set at the state level. We start with the obvious 

effect that both interest groups in the South (state 2) now do significantly less 

lobbying than' in the symmetric case, with Southern industrialists cutting their 

lobbying in the South, and Southern environmentalists cutting their lobbying in both 

the South and, more sharply, in the North. This triggers a complex reaction by 

Northern lobby groups. In the North, the sharp reduction in lobbying by the Southern 

environmentalists causes Northern environmentalists to raise their lobbying in the 

North, to partially compensate for the reduction by Southern environmentalists, 
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although overall lobbying by environmentalists in the North falls; Northern 

industrialists generally increase their lobbyirig, but only slightly, and not for all 

parameter values. In the South the marked reduction in lobbying by both Southern 

industrialists and Southern environmentalists leads to a small reduction in lobbying by 

Northern environmentalists. The net effect of all these changes is that the probability 

of electing environmental governments falls quite sharply in the North and rises quite 

sharply in the South. So there is now a much higher probability of getting a 

configuration of an Industrial government in the North and an Environmental 

government in the South. This outcome is one which is bad for profits in the South 

and good for profits in the North. It is the effect which dominates what happens to 

expected gross utilities. So both groups in the North have higher expected gross 

utility, and this is true for environmentalists despite the fact that the probability of an 

environmental government in the North has fallen. Similarly, both groups in the South 

are worse off^ and again this is true, usually, for environmentalists despite the 

increased probability of electing an environmental government, except in the case 

where there are high values of both and u . Expected net utilities follow the pattern 

of expected gross utilities, except that when there are high values of X the reduction in 

lobbying costs by Southern environmentalists can make net utility of 

environmentalists in the South rise. Expected gross welfare rises in the North and falls 

in the South, and this is mostly true for expected net welfare, except in the case when 

there are high values of both A and u , when the reduction in lobbying costs for 

Southern environmentalists can cause expected net welfare in the South to rise. 

We now turn to the case where decisions are set at the federal level. Again both 

groups in the South cut their lobbying sharply in all elections, but recall that, at the 
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state level, the Southern environmentalists are lobbying in the North, the Southern 

industrialists in the South. The groups in the North cut their lobbying in the state 

elections (the pattern of lobbying at the state level makes them strategic 

complements), but it is more complex at the federal level where there is a mixture of 

strategic complements and substitutes; Northern environmentalists increase their 

lobbying (though overall environmental federal lobbying falls) while the Northern 

industrialists generally cut their lobbying (except when there are high values of 

A and u). The net effect of this is that, as when policy is set at the state level, there is 

sharp decrease in the probability of electing an environmental government in the 

North, and a sharp increase in the South, while at the federal level the probability of 

electing an environmental government rises somewhat, except when there are high 

values of A and u , and Northern industrialists increase lobbying at the federal level. 

The probabilities of electing different conSgurations of state governments changes in 

the same way as when policy is set at the state level, and despite the increased 

probability of electing a federal environmental government, these very sharp changes 

in probabilities at the state level feed through the incentive compatibility constraints 

and individual rationality constraints to generate the same pattern of changes in 

expected gross and net utilities, gross and net welfare, as when policy was set at the 

state level; i.e.-both groups in the South are worse off, both groups in the North are 

worse off, welf^e rises in the North and falls in the South; moreover, this is true for 

all parameter values. So, the pattern is very much the same as when policy was set at 

the state level, except in more extreme form: the North is always better off, the South 

always worse off, and this is very largely driven by the strategic competition between 

states when policy is set at the state level. It should be noted that these 
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This comes across quite sharply when we consider our final experiment, 7, where the 

higher lobbying costs for the South are incurred only in federal elections. So again we 

ai e compai e the outcomes of Experiments 1 and 7 only for the case where policy is set 

at the federal level. All the action now takes place in the federal elections. Both 

groups from the South reduce their lobbying sharply, while both groups from the 

North increase their lobbying (strategic substitutes effect dominates strategic 

complements). There is a general reduction in lobbying at the state levels, but to a 

trivial extent. So the probabilities of electing enviroimiental govemments at the state 

level are almost unchanged, while there is a small reduction in the probability of 

electing an environmental government at the federal level. It is this effect which now 

drives what happens to expected gross utilities. Environmentalists are made slightly 

better oH^ industrialists slightly worse off. But because these effects in terms of 

expected gross utilities are slight, what affects expected net utilities is dominated by 

the change in lobbying costs, so that, paradoxically, net utilities of both groups in the 

North fall, net utilities of botli groups in the South rise. While expected gross welfare 

falls slightly in both states, net welfare falls in the North and rises in the South. So 

when the asymmetry between the North and the South occurs only at the federal level, 

our analysis shows that because there is no great change in the balance of lobbying 

between envimimientalists and industrialists, and hence no great change in the 

probabilities of different configurations of government types, the main effect on net 

utilities and welfare comes from the change in lobbying costs, and this benefits the 

South and harms the North, although these effects are small. 

Thus a North-South divide only causes significant effects when the asymmetry is at 

the state as well as federal level. Tliis is because the very asymmetric pattern of 
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lobbying at the state level (environmentalists lobby mainly in the rival state, 

industrialists in the home state) that emerges in our model causes marked changes in 

probabilities of electing environmental governments between states. In turn, this 

increases the likelihood of asymmetric state governments - industrial in the North, 

environmental in the South - with asymmetric effects on profits (higher in the North 

and lower in the South) and this drives the effects on utilities and welfare, even when 

policy is set at the federal level. When this state-level effect does not arise, groups 

benefit from having higher lobbying costs because their reduction in lobbying effort 

reduces total lobbying costs. Finally, we note again that in both Experiments 6 and 7, 

all interest groups and both states, even in the South, are better off when policy is set 

at the federal level. 
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3.4 Conclusions. 

This chapter has been concerned with the design of international environmental 

governance to deal with problems of strategic competition in environmental policies 

between nation states where, due to globalisation, trade policy instruments are 

disallowed. We have used a simple model of imperfectly competitive trade between 

countries, which results in environmental dumping when nation states set their 

policies independently. Consequently there is a need for coordination of the 

environmental policies of nation states, which we have assumed takes place through a 

supra-national body ('federal government'). We have been concerned with two issues 

that have arisen in debates about ceding responsibility 6om nation states to a supra-

national agency: asymmetry of information between the supra-national agency and 

nation states, and asymmetries in the influence exerted by special interest groups in 

political processes, between national and supra-national levels of authority 

('democratic deficit'), between environmentalists and industrialists ('producer bias') 

and between nation states ('North-South divide'). 

There are three broad messages that emerge. First, the asymmetries don't always 

produce expected results. For example, industrialists can lose 6om having a producer 

bias and the North can be worse off and the South better off even if the South has less 

political influence. Second, by far the most significant effects come when the 

asymmetries occur at state level. The main factor behind this is the effect on strategic 

competition between state governments. If asymmetries occur in lobbying costs occur 

only at the federal level, then their effects are modest. Finally, all interest groups and 

states are better off when policy is set at the federal level rather than the state level. 
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This suggests that whatever asymmetries exist in the operation of influence in the 

political process are far outweighed by the benefits of international coordination of 

environmental policies. So, while there may well be arguments for reforming supra-

national agencies to make them less susceptible to asymmetric influence, these would 

appear less important than ensuring that appropriate international coordination takes 

place. 

To incorporate all the above elements we have obviously had to simplify many aspects 

of the model. In chapter 4 we extend the model by allowing for transboundary 

pollution, providing a further incentive to engage in strategic competition in 

environmental policies. 
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E x p e r i m e n t 1 

Table 3.1. Numerical Simulations 
E x p e r i m e n t 2 E x p e r i m e n t 3 E x p e r i m e n t 4 E x p e r i m e n t 5 Expe r imen t 6 E x p e r i m e n t 7 

State symmetricJ symmetriclO dem deficit prod bias prod bias fed n-s n-s fed 

/ II 1 3 1 3 0 3 5 3 L313 0 3 2 5 1.313 2 3 7 0 1.313 

12\ 4 ^ 6 7 L235 4 J 6 7 1190 4 .567 0.799 4.567 
/31 3 ^ 3 6 &843 3.436 3 3 8 8 3 .436 3.522 3 4 3 6 
/41 &000 &000 0.000 0.000 OXWO 0 000 0.000 

/12 4 J 6 7 L235 4.567 1 1 9 0 4 J 6 7 4 3 2 5 4.567 

122 1J13 0 3 5 3 1.313 0.325 1 3 1 3 0 J 2 1 1.313 
/32 0 000 &000 &000 0.000 0 .000 0 000 0.000 

142 3 4 3 6 0.843 3 4 3 6 3 388 3 .436 0.686 3 4 3 6 

q i &608 &584 &608 0 3 6 4 0 .608 0 4 8 0 0.608 

q2 &608 0.584 0.608 0 3 6 4 0 .608 0.764 0.608 

GUI 1245.572 1241.517 1245J72 1204.853 1 2 4 5 J 7 2 126L007 1245^72 

GU2 1245.572 1241.517 1245J72 1204.853 1245.572 1234339 1245J72 
GU3 1381.891 1379.927 1381.891 136L933 1381.891 1412.803 1381 891 
GU4 1381.891 1379.927 1381.891 136L933 1381.891 1353184 1381891 

NUl 1234.280 1233.267 1234.280 1197 JW7 1234.280 1248.848 1234.280 
NU2 1234.280 1233.267 1234.280 1197JU7 1234.280 1231.071 1234280 

IVU3 1375.989 1376.372 1375.989 1356J95 1375.989 1406.603 1375^89 

NU4 1375.989 1376.372 1375.989 135&195 1375.989 1350.831 1375.989 

G W l 1313.732 131&722 1313.732 1283.393 1313.732 1293.762 1313.732 

GW2 1313.732 1310.722 1313.732 1283.393 1313.732 1293.762 1313.732 

N W ] 1296.538 1298.917 1296.538 1270.049 1296.538 1288.140 1296.538 

NW2 1296.538 1298.917 1296.538 1270.049 1296.538 1275.403 1296.538 

Federal symmetricl symmetriclO dem deficit prod bias prod bias fed n-s n-s fed 

/II &000 &000 &000 &000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 
/2] 3 ^ 5 6 0 896 1 6 4 9 &725 3.531 0 804 3.655 
/31 4 ^ 8 1 1.023 4.075 1 5 3 6 3 .985 3.649 4.080 

Ml 0 000 &000 &000 0.000 0 .000 &000 0.000 

112 1 6 5 6 &896 3.649 0.725 3.531 3.363 3.655 

122 &000 &000 0 000 &000 0 .000 0.000 0 000 

G2 &000 &000 0 000 0.000 0 .000 &000 &000 

/42 4.081 1.023 4 1 ^ 5 1 5 3 5 3 .985 &940 4.080 

/ IF 1173 &259 0 2 5 9 0.243 0 .239 1.946 1.489 

/2F 1173 &259 0 2 5 9 0.243 0 . 2 3 9 0 050 0 1 4 9 

OF 0 990 &209 0 2 0 9 0.941 0 . 9 3 0 0 3 2 4 1.245 
/4F &990 &209 0 2 0 9 0.941 0 .930 0 2 5 7 0 1 2 5 

qi 0 4 7 8 .4 .484 0 4 7 8 0 2 7 6 0 .476 0 2 8 0 0 4 7 8 
q2 0 4 7 8 0 4 8 4 0 4 7 8 0 2 7 6 0 .476 0.692 0 4 7 8 
qF 0 J 2 9 0 J 1 7 0.517 0 3 4 0 0 3 4 1 0.627 0.527 

GUI 1372.190 1372.020 1372.005 136&946 1369.221 140L989 1372156 
GU2 1372.190 1372.019 1372.005 136&946 1369.220 1344.889 1372155 

GU3 1427.915 1428.062 142&054 1430.032 1430.140 146L996 1427.941 

GU4 1427.914 1428.062 1428.053 1430.031 1430.139 1391258 1427.940 

NUl 1 3 6 4 818 1367.671 1365.014 1366.021 1362.702 1394440 1364369 

NU2 1364.818 1367.671 1365.013 1366.021 1362.701 1341.649 1365.365 

l \U3 1419.098 1422.613 1419.534 1423339 1421.767 1455.203 1418.843 

NU4 1419.098 1422.612 1419.533 1421338 1421.767 1386 514 1419.541 

G W l 1400.053 1400.041 1400.029 1399.489 1399.680 1431.993 1400.048 

GW2 1400.052 1400.040 1400.029 1399.488 1399.680 136&074 1400.048 

IXWl 1383.864 1390.243 1384.518 1389.871 1384.789 1417.650 1383.164 
NW2 1383.863 1 3 9 & 2 # 1 1384.517 1389.871 1384.788 1360.089 1384.859 
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Chapter 4 

Global Environmental Governance, Political Lobbying and 

Transboundary Pollution. 



Abstract. 

Nation states acting independently may set environmental standards, which are too 

weak 6om a global perspective either because of strategic trade reasons or because of 

transboundary pollution. In such circumstances it is argued that environmental policy 

should be co-ordinated at a supra-national level. But this raises a concern that 

agencies which may do this, such as WTO or WEO, are alleged to suffer &om lack of 

democratic accountability and are liable to capture by powerful groups such as 

transnational companies or northern governments, hi chapter 3, we developed a model 

to encapsulate these considerations, and showed that, despite such political 

shortcomings in decision-making at the supra-national level, all parties would still be 

better off if policy was co-ordinated at the supra-national level. However, in that 

chapter the only rationale for supra-national coordination of environmental policy was 

to overcome strategic trade incentives to set weak environmental policies. In this 

chapter we extend our earlier model to allow for transboundary pollution. We show 

that transboundary pollution increases the amount of political lobbying and increases 

the magnitude of the effects of the various political shortcomings we modelled. 

However, only two results do not carry over at high levels of transboundary pollution, 

and our main conclusion — that it is desirable to set environmental policy at the supra-

national level despite political shortcomings at that level - is strengthened by the 

introduction of transboundary pollution. 
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4.1 Introduction. 

Recent 'anti-globalisation' protests, have fbcussed on the perceived harmful effects of 

globalisation, especially on the global environment. One aspect of this concern is that 

in a more competitive global market, nation states, acting independently, may engage 

in a 'race-to-the-bottom' in setting vyeak environmental standards in order to gain a 

strategic trade advantage, and in particular to respond to possible threats of delocation 

by transnational companies. Another reason why nation states acting independently 

may set enviroimiental standards which are too weak 6om a global perspective is 

when they are dealing with transboundary or global pollution. In both cases, to 

counter such weak standards, it is argued that environmental policies of nation states 

should be co-ordinated at a supra-national level, perhaps through bodies such as WTO 

or the proposed World Environmental Organisation (WEO). But this in turn raises 

concerns, also expressed in the protests, about the way such supra-national agencies 

operate. First there is a concern that supra-national bodies may not be as well 

informed about environmental conditions in different states as national governments. 

Second there is a concern that there is a 'democratic deficit' in decision-making at the 

supra-national level, with bodies such as WTO being unaccountable and prone to 

being captured by special interests of transnational companies or northern 

governments, rather than by environrnentalists or southern governments. The protests 

can thus be seen as a sign of frustration arising from the realisation of a need to move 

international environmental governance beyond the nation state level, but with a 

distrust of the existing supra-national agencies that might accomplish this. 
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In chapter 3 we addressed the question whether deficiencies in pohtical processes at 

the supra-national level were sufficient to call into question the desirability of 

coordinating environmental policy at the supra-national level. To answer the question 

we set up a model in which there was strategic environmental policy competition 

between nation states, policy could be set at national or supra-national level, there was 

asymmetric information about environmental damage costs between state 

governments and the supra-national agency, and both state governments and the 

supra-national agency could be influenced by lobbying activities by both 

environmental and industrial special interest groups. By allowing for asymmetries in 

lobbying costs, we could vary the level of political influence between national and 

supra-national levels (the 'democratic deficit' problem), between different nation 

states (the 'North-South divide') and between environmentalists and industrialists 

('producer bias'). We analysed what effect these biases might have, and showed they 

were not always straightforward (e.g. environmentalists might be better off with a 

democratic deficit, the South could be better off with less influence). More 

importantly we showed that no matter what asymmetries in political influence there 

might be, all parties were always better off when policy was set at the supra-national 

level. 

However, in chapter 3 the only rationale for wanting to coordinate environmental 

policy at the supra-national level was to overcome strategic trade considerations. In 

this chapter we extend that model to also allow for transboundary pollution. We show 

that transboundary pollution increases the extent of political lobbying and magnifies 

the effects of the various asymmetries in lobbying costs. However, it only changes a 

couple of our previous results: at high levels of transboundary pollution 
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environmental groups are made worse off by a democratic deficit, and net welfare 

falls if there is producer bias. Our main result - that supra-national coordination of 

environmental policy is desirable despite asymmetries in political influence - is 

strengthened by the introduction of transboundary pollution. 
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4.2 The Model. 

4.2.1 The Economic Setting. 

We consider a partial equilibrium model of an industry with two identical firms each 

located in a different state, denoted z = 1, 2. These two states form a federation. The 

two firms produce a good, which is sold outside the two states. Firm z has total 

revenue and cost functions: , % ), C(%.) respectively, with standard^properties. 

The production of the good causes emissions of a pollutant. These emissions can be 

abated but only at a cost. By appropriate choice of units, emissions by firm z are: 

- 6, where 6, is its abatement level; total abatement costs are the strictly convex 

function 5(6,). The only instrument available to control pollution by each firm is an 

emission limit, denoted g,. Firm i takes as given its emission limit and the output of 

the other firm and chooses its own output (Coumot competition) and abatement to 

maximise profits, net of abatement costs: , Xy, g J s , Xy) - C(x,) - - e.). 

Assuming that both emission limits bite, the resulting equilibrium profit function for 

firm z is denoted n(e, , e ̂ ) . 

Unabated emissions cause environmental damage in both states. Total pollution, 7], 

in state z consists of domestic emissions plus some proportion ae (0 , l ) of the other 

state's emissions: 31 = e/ + a = 0 corresponds to the non-transboundary pollution 

case considered in chapter 3, while a = 1 would correspond to a global pollutant like 

C02. The value of or is common to both states and is public information. The damage 
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cost function in state ; is denoted ) where is a parameter and D is a strictly 

convex function. Welfare in state z is given by 

To capture asymmetries of information between state and federal level, we suppose 

that the damage cost parameter, in each state is known only to the state 

government in power'. To keep things simple, we suppose that in state / =1, 2, (f. can 

take one of only two values, and with probabilities ^ and 1- ^ 

respectively, independent of what happens to damages in the other state. Note that this 

implies that, gjc both states are identical. We denote the expected value of 

damage costs by ^ + (1 - -

4.2.2 The Political Setting. 

In each country there is an environmental lobby group and an industrial lobby group; 

we denote the environmental lobby groups in states 1 and 2 by g = 1, 2, respectively, 

and the industrial lobby groups in states 1 and 2 by g = 3, 4, respectively. The two 

types of lobby group are distinguished by the importance they attach to environmental 

damage. This is represented by a parameter in the utility fimction which can take 

two values^ Environmentalists attach greater weight to environmental damage than in 

' In some cases it may be inappropriate to assume that a federal government is less well informed than 
a state government about damage costs even if pollution is local. However even if that were true, there 
remains the issue of whether the information could be made verifiable in cour t . If not then the federal 
government will still need to design its environmental policy to be self-enforcing. This may change the 
formulation of the problem but not we believe the basic results of this chapter . We are grateful to Joe 
Swierbinski for this point. 
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the welfare Amction 1, g = 1,2) whilst industrialists attach less weight than 

it has in the welfb-e function^ < L g - 3,4). The utility of group g in state z is 

given by 

Elections are held to elect the policy makers in both states and at the federal lever and 

electoral competition takes place between two parties that are representatives of the 

interests of the lobby groups It follows that the policy maker will be biased towards 

greater or less environmental protection than represented in the welfare fiinction. So, 

state government z will set its policy to maximise its "utility function" 

[/(g,,g,,^,,X,) = n(e,,g,)-xA.D(7:.) , 

where once again can be either high or low depending on whether the govenmient 

of state z is environmentally or industrially biased. Similarly, a federal government 

will set policy using its utility fimction 

(g,, g;, ) = n(g,, 6;) + n(g2, e,) - Z)(r,) + (̂ ^ D(7^)). 

' We could think of the weight attached to environmental damages in the welfare function, 1, as the 
weight that might be attached by a utilitarian welfare function which added the utilities of all groups in 
a state, and if preferences are symmetrically distributed this would be the same as the utility of the 
median voter, 
' Although we refer to there being governments at state and federal level, we have in mind that the 
"federal government" may refer more generally to some supra-national agency such as N A C E C or a 
putative WEO which is unlikely to be "elected". In this more general context we interpret "elections" 
as some process by which special interest groups try to "capture" the agency; this process is uncertain 
and depends on lobbying efforts by special interest groups just as described in the electoral process. 

Having a government in power, which acts solely in the interests of the group that it represents, 
corresponds to what Roemer (1999) calls the "militant" view of how special interest governments 
behave. 
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Whether the outcome of an election produces an environmental or industrial 

government is a random process, but the probability of electing, say, an environmental 

government is influenced by the amount of lobbying done in each election by each 

special interest group. We assume that each group can lobby in each election, but the 

environmental special interest groups lobby only for an environmental government 

and similarly for industrial special interest groups. Groups choose their lobbying 

effort to maximise their expected utility net of the costs of lobbying. We shall need to 

distinguish between and ne/ utilities of special interest groups, where net 

utilities are gross utilities minus the costs of lobbying. In a similar way we shall 

distinguish between gross and net welfares of states. 

To complete our broad description of the model, we assume that prior to any of the 

above activity taking place there will be a decision about whether 

environmental policy should be set at the state level, in which case policy will be set 

by the state governments acting independently to maximise utility, so we will have a 

non-cooperative equilibrium and environmental dumping; or whether it is to be set at 

the federal level, in which case the federal govenmient acts to maximise its utility, but 

there will be no environmental dumping. This constitutional decision will be based on 

the expected which each state expects to derive &om the subsequent political 

process. We assume that policy will only be set at the federal level if both states 

derive higher expected net welfare from this constitutional choice.^ 

^ Note that if policy is set at the state level, then we need to track the types of governments elected in 
the two states. There are four configurations of state government types which we denote by 

r , = where: with 

probabilities: = 1, where g , = g , ( l - 9 2 ) ; 6 3 = ( l - 9 i ) g 2 ; 6 4 - If 

policy is set at the federal level then we need to know the configuration of government types elected in 
the two states and the federal government. There are eight configurations denoted: 
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4.2.3 The Game. 

Formally we have a six stage game: in stage 1 there is a constitutional choice whether 

to set policy at state or federal level; in stage 2, lobby groups decide how much 

lobbying effort to undertake in each election; in stage 3 elections are held; in stage 4 

state governments leam their true damage costs; in stage 5 either state or federal 

governments set emission limits; finally in stage 6 firms set their levels of output and 

abatement. We now describe each stage in more detail. 

(i) Stage 6; Firms Choose Outputs and Abatement. 

Firm z takes as given its emission limit, g, , and the output of the other firm, Xy, and 

chooses its own output, jt,., and hence abatement, 6, = - e,, to maximise profits, net 

of abatement costs: , e,) s , jCy) - C(jc,.) - — e,) . The first-order 

condition is: - C - ^ ' = 0, i.e. marginal revenue equals marginal cost plus 

marginal abatement cost. Solving the pair of first-order conditions for the two firms 

yields the equihbrium outputs ^(gy,ey), y = 1,2,; y , and substituting back into the 

profit function'yields the equilibrium profit function H{e.,e . From the equilibrium 

profit function we can derive the equilibrium (gross) welfare function for each state 

^ (g, , = n (g, , gy) - ) . Similarly, it is possible to define the 

equilibrium (gross) utility functions for each interest group: 

= where = ( / / / , e t c . with probabilities: 

2 / > . / = 1, where f ^Qi 9192 (̂  " 9 F ) » etc. 
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[/(e.,ey,(y,,/^)3n(g,,ey)-Xg($',D(7].)aiid for each government; these have similar 

properties to the equilibrium welfare fimction. 

(it) Stages 4 & 5: State Governments Learn Damage Cost And Set Emission 

Limits 

We take these stages together since at the end of stage 4 each state government knows 

only its own damage cost parameter and this affects how governments set their 

emission limits. We consider separately the cases where policy is set at the state and 

federal levels. 

For any given configuration of government types F, , = 1,...,4 the emission limits in 

the two states are set as the equilibrium of a Nash game in which each state 

goverrmient knows its own damage costs but not those of its rival. So each state has to 

take as given the emission limits set by the other state depending on whether it has 

high or low damage costs. This means there are four equilibrium emission limits to be 

determined: and correspondingly four 

first-order conditions to determine them. For example, if state 1 has low damage 

costs, it will take as given the low damage cost and high damage cost emission limits 

of state 2 and choose to maximise expected utility: 

pu\e, (r, ,S,)X(T„S,),S„r]+(\-p)u{i;, ( f , ,S,). e, (r, . <5„), S,, y, 
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There will be three other similar first-order conditions: for state 1 with high damage 

costs, state 2 with low damage costs and state 2 with high damage costs. 

Knowing the four equilibrium emission limits we can now calculate for configuration 

6' expected (gross) welfare of each state z, fFj,, and expected (gross) utility for each 

group g, [/ . For example, for environmentalists in state 1, we have 

f o/zcy 5'gr rAe Zevg/. 

For any configuration of three government types, f ^ , y =1,...,8, the federal 

government needs to provide incentives for the state governments to reveal their 

private information. These incentives consist of both the choice of emission limits and 

the use of financial transfers, M Thus the federal government solves a standard 

mechanism design problem in which it asks state governments to announce their 

damage cost parameters, and depending on their armouncements it will set each state 

an emission limit and a Gnancial transfer. These are chosen to maximise the expected 

utility of the federal government, subject to both a set of incentive compatibility 

constraints^ to ensure the state governments reveal their true damage costs, and a set 

of individual rationality constraints, that no state government with its given political 

weight and damage cost parameter would be worse off than in the case where Where (e, (F, , S; (P, ), )+ (1 - (e, (F, , ), S] ( r , , , y , / )and 
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environmental policy was set at the state level. It is because these incentive 

compatibility constraints and individual rationality constraints are expressed in terms 

of the utilities of the state governments, and hence depend on the type of state 

governments elected, that the choice of emission limits depends on the types of all 

govenmients, and not just on the type of the federal government. 

Formally, the federal government must choose the set of policy instruments^: 

to maximise: 

+ 77(1 - /)) I [ / , (5"̂  , %;/ ) + M } + [ / ( g ^ , 

- + (1 - + (1 - } 

subject to the incentive compatibihty constraints: 

Xi) + (1 - (4 , / , 
(la) 

k (r,, ), ̂ 2 (r,, ). )+ (i - ( m (r,. ), ( f , , J ; , ) . 

(lb) 
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(Ic) 

(Id) 

and the individual rationality constraints: 

;7:/(gL., , /]) + (1 - , X i ) + ^ ) (2a) 

+ + (2b) 

; ) ^ ( g L , ^ L , ^ f f , / 2 ) + ( i - ; ) M g L , ^ L , ^ f / , % 2 ) + ^ ^ ^^2.,(^,f) (2d) 

The utilities on the right-hand side of the individual rationality constraints are derived 

from &e solution to the model when policy is set at the state level; configuration f , 

of types of state governments whose utilities are used on the RHS of equation (2) is 

' To save notation we omit the dependence of these policy instruments on the configuration of 

government types f y . 

Our justification for imposing these constraints even though a prior constitutional stage has decided 
that policy should be set at the federal level is that it may represent less fo rma l structures such as the 
EU. Here, even at the implementation stage, state governments may an incent ive to defect from the 
constitutionally agreed decision. 
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the same as the conGguration of state government types found in configuration f for 

which the mechanism design problem is being solved. 

Incentive compatibility constraints (la) and (lb) are for state 1 with low and high 

damage costs respectively, while (Ic) and (Id) are for state 2 with low and high 

damage costs respectively. Similarly individual rationality constraints (2a) and (2b) 

are for state 1 with low and high damage costs, while (2c) and (2d) are for state 2 with 

low and high damage costs respectively. 

So for any configuration of government types, ^ we solve the mechanism design 

problem above. We can then calculate expected welfare for each state z =1,2, , and 

expected utility for each group g =1,...,4, The calculation of the expressions is 

straightforward, but we omit the details because they are cumbersome to write out. 

(ill) Stage 3: Elections. 

Let 7̂ , be the amount of lobbying done by group g in election z = 1, 2, F, and assume 

that the probability of electing an environmental government in election z is given by: 

9, = where! , (3) 

Note that in the absence of lobbying the probability of electing an environmental 

government is 0.5. It is straightforward to show that that 0 < g, <1 and that: 
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(2 + Z,) ' (2 + 2 , ) ' ' 

4^/ _ 9/ . (^^9/ 2^, 

^ = 1 , 2 , 

(2 + Z,) (2 + Z,)' 
g = 3, 4. 

So g'y is an increasing, concave function of lobbying efforts by environmental groups 

-and a decreasing convex function of lobbying efforts by industrial groups. 

If policy is set at the state level, then, firom the earlier stages of the game there will be 

four possible configurations of state government types, T, each with probability g,,, 

s= 1,...,4. For each such configuration, the previous section allows us to calculate 

expected (gross) welfares and utilities So we can now take expectations over 

all possible configurations F, to derive the expected gross welfare and utility for each 

state and group as; 

.Y=1 

Similarly, if policy is set at the federal level we can calculate expected (gross) 

welfares and utilities across all configurations Fr, / = 1,..., 8 : 

/=8 /=.8 V A /V V——1 A 

/=! /=! 
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(iv) Stage 2: Lobbying. 

Assume that if group g expends lobbying effort in election / then it incurs a cost 

0.5A: where is a parameter which, as we shall see, can be varied to allow for 

the three asymmetries referred to in the introduction. We now determine the levels of 

lobbying effort by each special interest group in each election, and hence the 

probabilities of different types of government being elected. 

f o/zc}' "̂6̂  or /Ae Zevg/. 

It is clear that since the type of federal government has no influence on utilities or 

welfare, and since lobbying is costly, each interest group g will not lobby at the 

federal level. Denote by / = vector of eight lobbying efforts 

by interest group g =1,...,4 in the election in state z = 1,2. Denote by ths 

probability of electing configuration F, of state governments, given Z . Tlien each 

special interest group will take as given the lobbying efforts by all other groups and 

choose Zg, and Ẑ^ to maximise 

, v = l / - I 

There will be eight first-order conditions, where e.g. the first-order condition for Z , 

is: 
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{9. (n(U„ - C,,) + (!-?, - U„ (4) 

(4) has a standard interpretation. The RHS is the marginal cost of lobbying by group g 

in state z and the LHS is the marginal benefit, where the term in square brackets is the 

difference in expected utility to group g from having an environmental rather than 

industrial government in state z, and the remaining term is just the marginal effect on 

the probability of having an environmental government elected in state 1 6om a bit 

more lobbying by group g. / is the solution to the eight first-order coiiditions (4). 

Define equilibrium lobbying costs as ̂ ^^(7) s . We can now estabhsh 

the equilibrium levels of groj's utility for each interest group and groj'j' welfare for 

each state: 

, v = l 

Similarly, equilibrium levels of ner utility for each group and welfare for each 

state are 

,4. 

f o r / - l , g = l , 3 ; f o r / - 2 , g - 2 , 4 . 
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f o/;cy S'gf fAe FecfgraZ Zevg/. 

We proceed in a similar way when policy is set at the federal level. Z = (/„, ) is the 

vector of lobbying efforts by groups g = 1,...,4 in elections / = 1, 2, f . is the 

probability of electing configuration r y , / = 1,...,8 of governments types given 

lobbying efforts / . Interest group g takes as given the lobbying efforts by all other 

groups and chooses to maximise 

There will be 12 first-order conditions to determine / where, for example, the first-

order condition for is: 

V - - 92 )(^^'2 - ^ '̂6 ) + 
^ w) 

0-9l)92((^g3 - (̂ y7) + 0 - 9|)0-92)(^g4 

Equation (5) has exactly^-the same interpretation as equation (4). We solve these 12 

first-order conditions simultaneously to determine the equilibriiun vector of lobbying 

effort / . Then define equilibrium lobbying costs for each group by 

r. ^ m ' -yj— /« ^ ^ 

The equilibrium levels of groj'j' utility for each interest group and welfare for 

each state are 
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^K" =Z-:Sf(IWf . i=1.2. 

and the equilibrium levels of ne/ utility for each group and ne/ vyelfare for each state 

are 

g = i , . . A 

(0 for z ^ 1, g = 1, 3; for f = 2, g = 2, 4. 

(v) Stage 1: Constitutional Choice. 

States will only agree to yield environmental policy to a federal body if neither 

expects to be made worse off, that is iff . Furthermore this inequality is 

strict for at least one state meaning that at least one state expects to be made better off. 

Note that the ex post individual rationality constraints defined in (2) do not guarantee 

that these ex ante individual rationality constraints will be satisfied, because the ex 

constraints are expressed in terms of government utility, while the g% 

constraints are expressed in terms of expected welfare. 

Given the complexity of this six-stage game it has not been possible to determine 

closed form solutions to the full model; in the next section we set out a special case of 

the model, for which we then report numerical results. 
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4.3 A Special Case. 

In this section we set out a special case of the model, extending the special case used 

in Ulph (1997) by allowing for transboundary pollution. In that model, the two firms 

produce a homogenous good and face a linear inverse demand function with intercept 

and unit slope. There are no costs of production but there are quadratic abatement 

costs, 0.56^ and the damage cost is a quadratic function of total pollution: 

= 0.5(g, + . It is then straightforward to show that utility for state z is: 

C/(g,, ) = 3(2v4 - ) ' +18g,(2v4 - g .̂) - 37g,' - 64^,x,(g, + g / ) ' (6) 

We can use this formulation to calculate emission levels when policy is set at the state 

or federal levels. It is possible to derive explicitly the emission limits for the state case 

but not so for the federal case. However, what we are interested in is not emission 

limits for each configuration of government types but rather expected welfare and 

utilities over a/Z configurations of government types. We now describe how we set the 

various parameters of our model. 

4.3.1 Choica of Parameter Values. 

There are five key parameters in our model, Amanda;. We use three values of 

expected damage costs, 6^= 0.1,0.3 and 0.5, implying that in a completely 

unregulated economy, expected pollution damage costs would lie between 7.5% and 

37.5% of GNP. For the measure of dispersion in damage costs, u, and the dispersion 
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in political weights, A, we use the values 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The final figure, say in 

the case of u, implies that damage costs in the high cost country are seven times 

greater than in the low cost country.^ The main qualitative results reported are not 

sensitive to variations in parameter values, so we report detailed results only for the 

mid-point case where (5̂  = 0.3, u = 0.5, and ,1 = 0.5 and indicate which results do not 

carry over to other parameter v a l u e s F o r the cost of lobbying parameter we have 

chosen the two values A: = 1 and = 10. By varying these we can capture the 

asymmetries of influence which are the focus of the chapter. The parameter reflecting 

transboundary pollution, <%, takes values 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. The first of these 

corresponds to chapter 3, the last reflects the 'global warming' scenario. " 

4.3.2 Interpreting the Results of the Numerical Experiments. 

In Tables 4.1 to 4.5 we present results for a number of 'experiments' using different 

assumptions about lobbying costs for the central case set of parameters: 

J = 0.3; u = A = 0.5 . For each experiment, whether policy is set at the state or federal 

level, we present the following results: the equilibrium lobbying efforts by the four 

interest groups, /11,...,/4F; the equilibrium probabilities of electing a green 

government in.each election: ql,...,qF; the gross and net expected utilities for each 

group, GUI,.. .,GU4, NUl,.. .,NU4; and the gross and net welfares for each state, 

GW1,GW2, NW1,NW2. 

< ^ , A a n d u c a n then be used to calculate + and 

= (1 + A) . 

These produce welfare losses when policy is set at the federal level between 0.8% and 1.3% of GNP, 
which is within the range found by Katz and Rosenberg (1994) who calculated the costs of rent seeking 
as a percentage of GNP for a number of countries, and showed that this varied from 0.19% to 5.43%. 
" Probability, p, is simply set as 0.5. A simply denotes the level of demand for the product and is just 
set equal to 10. 
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The effects of variations in lobbying costs on net utilities and v\felfare can briefly be 

described as follows. Changes in lobbying costs will affect lobbying effort. This in 

turn will affect the probabilities of different configurations of government types, and 

consequently, expected gross utility and welfare. Combining these various effects 

enables us to calculate the changes on expected net utilities and welfare. 

When changes in lobbying costs affect only some groups, the changes in lobbying 

behaviour will have a on the behaviour of groups whose costs have 

changed, and an zMcfzrecf on the response of other groups. In simple 

terms we could say it depends on whether lobbying effort by different groups are 

strategic substitutes or strategic complements: 

In terms of expected utilities there are going to be two types of effects. First, for a 

given level of output by the rival producer, an interest group is going to be better off 

with a government of its own type setting environmental policy, at both the state and 

federal level. Second, though, there are the effects of strategic competition. When 

policy is set at the state level, profits are always higher when the other state's 

government is environmental. The simple reason is that an environmental government 

will restrict the rival firm's output, allowing the domestic firm to expand its output. 

Moreover, having two environmental governments may be better than two industrial 

governments if the environmental governments set emission limits which take outputs 

closer to the level which maximises joint profits. Differences in state govenmient 

types are obviously less important when policy is set at the federal level, but they do 

have some influence through the impact of the incentive compatibility and individual 
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rationality constraints. Of course having policy set at the federal level eliminates 

environmental dumping, which is harmful not just to the environment, but also to 

profits, since it leads to too much output being produced. 

The m^or effect of introducmg transboundary pollution will be that for any given 

level of emissions, while profits remain unchanged, pollution in each state will 

be higher the greater is the extent of transboundary pollution. This will make all 

groups worse o^. Since environmental groups place a greater weight on the 

environment their reduction in utility will be relatively greater than that of industrial 

groups. It is this factor, which at higher levels of transboundary pollution will reverse 

some of the results from the previous chapter. 

4.3.3 Symmetric Cases. 

Table 4.1 shows the results of our benchmark case. Experiment 1, for the symmetric 

case when lobbying costs are 1 for all groups in all elections. We 6rst note the pattern 

of lobbying. When policy is set at the state level (Table 4.1(a)) and or = 0, 

environmental groups lobby both states, but more intensively abroad. Industrial 

groups concentrate their lobbying effort at home. The reason, as noted in chapter 3, is 

the effect of strategic competition: all parties are better off when the rival state has a 

green government, but, given our assumptions about lobbying behaviour, only 

environmental groups can increase the chance of the rival state being envirormiental. 

When a > 0, there is an additional reason for groups to want the rival government to 

be green; to reduce emissions which result in transboundary pollution, but again only 

environmental groups can increase the chances of rival governments being green. As 
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(Z rises, environmental groups increasingly lobby in the rival state, and reduce their 

lobbying at home, eventually to zero. Industrialists respond by increasing their 

lobbying at home. The reduction in lobbying by environmentalists in their own state 

causes the probability of electing an environmental government to fall. 

When policy is set at the federal level (Table 4.1(b)) the basic pattern of lobbying 

remains the same regardless of the value of a, which reflects the fact that the federal 

government deals with the transboundary pollution. Environmentalists lobby in the 

rival state, industrialists lobby at home and all groups lobby at the federal level. Both 

groups expend most of their effort lobbying at the state level but environmentalists 

lobby relatively more at the federal level. This is reflected in the relative probabilities. 

The probability of electing an environmental government at the state level is lower 

than at the federal level. As a increases, lobbying effort increases in all elections, 

except that at high values of or (> 0.6) lobbying at the federal level falls, Grst for 

industrialists, then for environmentalists. However, unlike the state case, the higher 

the value of a the greater the probability of electing an envirormiental government at 

both levels, but significantly so at the federal level. 

In Experiment 2 we assess the effect of increasing lobbying costs symmetrically to 10 

for all groups in all elections. When policy is set at the state level (comparing Table 

4.2(a) and Table 4.1(a)), the m^or change is that all groups reduce their lobbying, 

more so for environmental groups. Since environmentalists were previously lobbying 

more, the increase in implies a greater increase in their marginal lobbying cost. This 

results in a lower probability of electing an environmental government. When <% = 0 

expected gross utilities of all groups fall. The greater possibility of having two 
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industrial governments increases the chances of higher than optimal output, and hence 

lower profits. There is also a loss 6om higher pollution. Despite the increase in 

lobbying costs, the total cost of lobbying is lower for both groups since they expend 

much less lobbying effort. This means that in terms of net utility there is an offse#ing 

benefit. For industrialists this is sufficient to cause net utility for industrialists to rise. 

When or > 0 net utility is higher also for enviroimientalists. This reflects the fact that 

since greater lobbying takes place at higher values of the marginal gain from 

reduced lobbying effort is greater also. At higher values of or this gain widens for both 

groups. The patterns in gross and net welfare mirror those of gross and net utility 

since the same factors are involved. Gross welfare in both states falls while net 

welfare rises. The pattern in gross welfare is also unaffected by transboundary 

pollution whereas the margin in net welfare widens as a increases. 

When policy is set at the federal level, (comparing Table 4.2(b) vyith Table 4.1(b)), 

the increase in A: causes all groups to reduce lobbying in all elections, but the 

probability of a green government rises (slightly) at the state level and falls at the 

federal level. This, together with there being no environmental dumping is reflected 

by lower gross utility for environmentalists and Wgher for industrialists. The 

reduction in total costs of lobbying is an additional benefit for both groups. For 

industrialists then their net utility always rises, while the reduction in lobbying costs is 

usually sufficient to also cause net utility for environmentalists to rise, except when 

there are high values of ,1 and u. Gross welfare always falls but net welfare always 

rises. When a > 0 we see the same pattern as at the state level. Gross welfares and 

utilities are largely unaffected and the disparities in net welf^es and utilities are 

exacerbated. 
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Finally note that in both experiments, all interest groups and both states are better off 

when policy is set at the federal level. Not surprisingly, the gains to having policy set 

at the federal level increase as the level of transboundary pollution increases. 

4.3.4 Asymmetries In Influence At The Federal Level. 

(i) The 'Democratic Deficit' Problem, 

We now try to capture the notion that decision-making is less democratic when policy 

is set at the federal rather than state level. The way we capture such a difference in our 

model is to vary the cost of lobbying at state and federal level and so vary the 

probabilities of electing governments (or more generally 'capturing' agencies) that 

pursue policies in the interest of a particular group. 

Even in the international relations literature it is not clear whether a 'democratic 

deficit' is consistent with more or less lobbying at the federal than state level 

(McGrew (1998)). The view we take is that, provided there were no asymmetries 

between interest groups, lobbying is part of the democratic process and a 'democratic 

deficit' arises at the federal level if there is less scope for lobbying at the federal than 

state level. In essence decisions at the federal level are taken by 'technocrats' with no 

consideration for the views of different groups in society.'^ T It is reasonable to ask 

whether it is truly more democratic if policy decisions are taken under the influence of 

lobbying pressure. Certainly, this is a view put forward both in the debate over the 
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Emopean Union and its implications for national sovereignty and also in the 

globalisation debate. In the latter, development and environmental NGOs consistently 

refer to bodies such as WTO of being undemocratic since they do not take enough 

account of the views of civil society (which the NGOs believe to be representative of 

ordinary citizens). There is some support for this view in the political competition 

literature where it has been shown how competition amongst lobby groups can lead to 

optimal policy outcomes. 

Thus we shall take as our base case Experiment 1, where there are low costs of 

lobbying (A: = 1) for all groups in all elections, and compare this with Experiment 3 

(Table 4.3) where Vg -1,...,4, =1, z = 1,2; = 10, so all groups now face higher 

costs of lobbying at the federal level. Obviously we only compare Experiments 1 and 

3 when policy is set at the federal level (i.e. we compare Table 4.3 and Table 4.1(b)). 

For 0! - 0, the lobbying effort of all groups in all elections is reduced, very slightly at 

the state level, markedly at the federal level (very similar to Table 4.2(b)). Expected 

gross utilities of environmentalists fall, and expected gross utilities of industrialists 

rise, reflecting the lower probability of having an environmental federal government. 

Expected gross welfare also falls, again reflecting the fact that industrial governments 

generally increase environmental damage without necessarily increasing proGts. 

Finally, the reduction in lobbying effort reduces total lobbying costs for both groups. 

For industrialists this reinforces the increase in gross utility. For environmentalists 

An alternative view is that the 'democratic process' consists of elections in which lobbying plays no 
influence so that the probabilities reflect the underlying distribution of environmental and industrial 
preferences in the population. This view leads to precisely the opposite effects of those we report. 
' ' See for example, Becker (1983) and Wittman (1989). 
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this benefit outweighs the lower probability of a green federal government. In terms 

of net utility then, when <% = 0, all parties are better off with a democratic deficit. 

As (z increases, the same qualitative effects are at work, but for higher values of a the 

reduction in lobbying costs for environmentalists is not sufficient to offset the 

reduction in the probability of electing a federal government. This is rather different 

from the outcome in Experiment 2 where increasing lobbying costs in all elections led 

to environmentalists being signiGcantly better off The difference here is that because 

the reduction in lobbying costs takes place only at the federal level, the saving from 

reduced lobbying effort is lower and not sufficient to compensate for the reduction in 

the probability of electing a federal enviroimiental government. 

The lack of access to policymaking at a supra-national level appears to be good for 

industrialists and good for environmentalists where transboundary pollution is low, 

but bad for environmentalists when transboundary pollution is high. In terms of net 

welfare though, both states seem to be better off, certainly not worse off. Note again 

that, despite the democratic deficit, all interest groups and both states are better off 

when policy is set at the federal level than at the state level. 

(ii) Producer Bias. 

We now explore the implications of the claim that industrialists exert more influence 

than environmentalists, particularly in the discussions about supra-national bodies like 

WTO. In Experiment 4 environmentalists face higher lobbying costs than 

industrialists but only at the federal level. Thus, we assume Vg = 1, / = 1,2 , 
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= 10, g = 1,2 and =1, g = 3,4. and compare it with the base case (i.e. compare 

Table 4.4 with Table 4.1(b)). 

For a = 0, all groups reduce their lobbying in all elections: for environmentalists, very 

slightly in state elections but considerably in federal elections. The greater probability 

of having industrial governments at all levels implies laxer standards which increase 

profit levels but also increases environmental damage. This hurts enviroimientalists 

more than it hurts industrialists. As a result, expected gross and net utilities fall for 

environmentalists but rise for industrialists. Gross welfare is slightly reduced but net 

welfare is higher. 

With (Z > 0 all the above effects go through, except that the magnitude of the gains 

and losses to industrialists and environmentalists are greater, and at high levels of 

transboundary pollution the losses in net welfare for environmentalists now outweigh 

the gains to industrialists, so that net welfare is lower. That is, high levels of 

environmental damages can outweigh gains 6om extra profits. This may give some 

credence to the fears of environmentalists that, with global pollutants, if policy is set 

at a federal level, their lack of influence may be damaging. It is important to note 

again though, that all interest groups, even environmentalists, and both states are 

better off when policy is set at the federal level. 

(Hi) 'North-South Divide'. 

Finally, we study the effect of introducing significant differences between states in the 

costs of lobbying at the federal level, which we shall take to characterise the 
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differences between the 'North' where lobbying is relatively cheap (perhaps reflecting 

longer-established interest groups, easier access to funds etc) and the 'Soutli' where 

lobbying is relatively expensive. We shall take state 1 to be the North and state 2 to be 

the South. In Experiment 5 the higher lobbying costs for the South are incurred only 

in federal elections so we assume that Vz = 1,2 ̂ g, = 1 for g = 1,..,4 but = 1 for g = 

3,4 and ^ yr = 10 for g = 1,2; again we compare this with the base case (i.e. compare 

Table 4.5 to Table 4.1(b)). 

We begin with the results for a = 0. At the federal level Southern groups reduce their 

lobbying sharply, whilst Northern groups increase their lobbying (strategic substitutes 

effect dominates strategic complements). There is a small reduction in the probability 

of an enviroimiental government at the federal level and this is reflected in lower 

expected gross utility for both environmental groups and higher gross utility for both 

industrial groups. Indeed, in terms of net utilities these effects are dominated by the 

reduction in total lobbying costs. Reduced lobbying by the South results in a net 

utility gain for its groups whilst increased lobbying from the North results in a net 

utility loss. This pattern is repeated with welfare. Gross welfare is slightly lower for 

both nations but the North experiences a net welfare loss whilst the South, a net 

welfare gain. When the asymmetry between the North and the South occurs only at 

the federal level, since there is no great change in the balance of lobbying between 

groups there is no great change in the probabilities of different configurations of 

government types. Thus the main effect on net utilities and welfare comes from the 

change in lobbying costs, which benefit the South and harms the North. 

Lobbying and hence probabilities are virtually unaffected at the state level. 
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The introduction of transboundary pollution increases the size of these effects, but not 

the pattern, so results of this experiment are robust to this introduction. Finally, we 

note again that all interest groups and both states, even in the South, are better off 

when policy is set at the federal level. 

(iv) Summary. 

hi this section we have considered three forms of asymmetry in lobbying costs at the 

federal level: a democratic deficit (less lobbying at federal than state level), producer 

bias (environmentalists have higher lobbying costs than producers at federal level) 

and North-South divide (the South faces higher lobbying costs at federal level than the 

North). Witliout transboundary pollution, the democratic deficit increased net utility 

for both industrialists and environmentalists, producer bias reduced net utility for 

environmentalists and increased it for industrialists, but with net welfare increasing, 

while the North-South divide increased net welfare for the South and reduced it for 

the North. Where these results are counter-intuitive, it is because the effects- of 

asymmetric lobbying costs on gross utilities and welfare are small, and outweighed by 

benefits of reduced lobbying costs, so groups (environmentalists, the South) can 

benefit Srom having less influence. With transboundary pollution the effects of 

asymmetries on both gross utilities and welfare and on lobbying costs get bigger, with 

effects on environmentalists being particularly marked. Now, at high levels of 

transboundary pollution, a democratic deficit does reduce the net utility of 

environmentalists, and producer bias does reduce net welfare. So some of the 
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conclusions from chapter 3 do get reversed when we introduce transboundary 

pollution. 15 

In chapter 3 we also considered producer bias and North-South divide where asymmetric lobbying 
costs between groups existed at both state and federal elections. These produced somewhat different 
results than with asymmetries only at the federal level but it turns out that the results carry through with 
transboundary pollution. To save space, we do not report the details of these. 
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4.4 Conclusions. 

In this chapter we have analysed the question of how asymmetries in political 

influence between different special interest groups or between different nation states 

may affect the desirability of setting environmental policy at the supra-national rather 

than national level, especially when these asymmetries in influence occur at the supra-

national level. More particularly, we have been concerned with the robustness of 

conclusions we reached on answers to this question in chapter 3 when we extend the 

rationale for having environmental policy set at the supra-national level 6om simply 

dealing with strategic trade incentives for nation states to set too lax environmental 

standards to also allowing for transboundary pollution. Our general finding is that 

introducing transboundary pollution increases the level of political lobbying, and that 

the various asymmetries in lobbying costs we analyse have bigger effects in terms 

gross and net utilities and welfares. However, in only two cases does this lead to any 

change in overall conclusion: with high levels of transboundary pollution then a 

democratic deficit at the supra-national level of decision-making can make 

enviroimientalists worse off^ not better off^ while producer bias at the supra-national 

level can reduce net welfare. However, our main finding in chapter 3 is strengthened 

by the introduction of -transboundary pollution. That is, although transboundary 

pollution increases the effects of asymmetries in lobbying costs at a supra-national 

level, it also substantially increases the gains to having policy set at this level. 
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Table 4.1 (a) Low Cost Symmetric Case At State Level (Experiment 1) 

Alpha 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

/ II 1313 L063 0.530 0.000 0.000 &000 

121 4 J 6 7 5.694 7 J 1 0 8.678 1 0 J 1 9 11.713 

/3I 3.436 4 J 0 3 5 2 ^ 7 6 J ^ 7 7 2 5 7 8.436 

Ml &000 &000 &000 0 000 0.000 &000 

in 4 J 6 7 5.694 7 J ^ 0 &678 1&119 1L713 

/22 L313 L063 &530 &000 0 000 0.000 

12,2 &000 0.000 0 000 &000 0.000 0.000 

/42 1 4 3 6 4 3 0 3 5 2 1 7 6Ji97 7.257 8 436 

ql 0.608 &594 &582 &574 0 J 7 4 &574 

q2 0.608 0.594 &582 0.574 0 .574 0.574 

gul 1245.572 1186.289 1122.337 1055.981 990 .087 922.200 

gu2 1245JJ2 118&289 1122337 1055.981 990 .087 922.200 

gu3 138L891 1363^00 1342360 1318.620 1293Ji72 1266213 

gu4 138L891 1363.800 1342360 131&620 1293J;72 1266213 

mil 1234280 116&513 1096.919 1018324 938 .890 853 604 

nu2 12342^0 I 1 6 9 J 1 3 1096.919 1018324 938 .890 853.604 

nu3 1375.989 1354.543 132&750 1299.416 1267.240 1230.630 

nu4 1375.989 1354.543 1328.750 1299.416 1267.240 1230.630 

g w l 1313.732 .1275.044 1232.349 1187300 1141.830 1094.206 

gw2 1 ^ 3 . 7 3 2 1275.044 1232.349 1187.300 1141.830 1094206 

nvvl 1296.538 1249.012 1193.320 1130.439 1064.301 99&028 

nw2 1296.538 1249.012 1193.320 1130.439 1 0 6 4 3 0 1 99&028 
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Table 4.1 (b) Low Cost Symmetric Case At Federal Level (Experiment 1) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

n i 0.000 &000 &000 &000 0.000 &000 

/21 3 ^ 5 6 4 J ^ 5 5 ^ 9 4 &907 &043 9U68 

/31 4IW1 5 ^ 5 7 6J^3 7 2 1 3 8 J 2 9 9 1 7 3 

/41 0 000 &000 0.000 0.000 &000 &000 

m 3.656 4 J 2 5 5 J 9 4 6.907 8.043 9J^5 

/22 &000 OIWO 0.000 0.000 0.000 &000 

/32 &000 0 4 0 0 &000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

/42 4.081 5 J ^ 7 6J183 7.213 &229 9 1 8 0 

/IF 1.173 1.522 1.845 2 J 3 6 2JI68 2 3 6 4 

/2F 1.173 1.522 1.845 2 J 3 6 2 J 6 6 2 3 1 5 

GF 0.990 L206 1.361 L454 L385 0.990 

/4F 0.990 L206 1.361 1.454 1 J 8 7 L080 

qi 0.478 0.482 &486 &490 0.495 0.500 

q2 &478 0.482 0 486 &490 0.495 OJOO 

qF 0 ^ 2 9 0.542 0^57 0.574 0.603 0 649 

gul 1372J90 1344.065 131&279 1295J93 1275.000 1252J19 

gu2 1372J90 1344.064 131&278 1295 192 1274.981 1251.721 

gu3 1427.915 141Ck031 1391.585 1373J55 135&414 1343J88 

gu4 1427.914 1410.030 1391.584 1373.153 1 3 5 6 3 9 4 1342J98 

nul 1364.818 1331.745 1299.791 1269.060 1239.853 1207.638 

nu2 1364.818 1331.744 1299.790 1269.058 1239.839 1207.013 

nu3 1419.098 1396.007 1371.546 1346.083 1321.598 1301.024 

mi 4 1419.098 1396.005 1371.545 1346.082 1321.573 1300.082 

gwl 1400.053 1377.048 1354.932 1334.174 1315.707 1298.053 

gw2 1400.052 1377.047 1354.931 1334.173 1315.687 1297.259 

nwl 1383.864 1350.704 131(x405 1280.969 1245.744 1210.608 

nw2 1383.863 1350.703 1316.404 1280.968 1245.725 1209.836 
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Table 4.2 (a) High Cost Symmetric Case At State Level (Experiment 2) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

in 0 3 5 3 0.292 CU49 0.000 0 .000 0.000 

121 1.235 L565 1 9 8 0 2 4 5 1 2 . 9 0 2 3.402 

131 0.843 IJiOO 1 3 7 6 1.676 2 . 0 0 4 2 3 7 1 

/41 &000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 

/12 L235 1.565 1.980 2.451 2 . 9 0 2 3.402 

/22 0 3 5 3 0 2 9 2 0 149 &000 0 . 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 

132 &000 &000 &000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 

/42 0.843 l.lOO 1.376 L676 2 . 0 0 4 2 3 7 1 

ql &584 &576 0 J 6 8 0.563 0 . 5 6 5 0.566 

q2 &584 0.576 0.568 0 563 0 . 5 6 5 0.566 

gill 124L517 1182.475 1118.795 1052.591 986 .606 918.674 

gu2 1241.517 1182.475 111&795 1052.591 986 .606 918.674 

gu3 1379.927 1362182 134L003 1317.413 1 2 9 2 3 9 3 12651^7 

gu4 137&927 136Z182 134L003 1317.413 1 2 9 2 3 9 3 1265457 

mil 1233.267 1169 802 10991^3 1022556 944 .497 860.802 

nu2 1233267 1169 802 1099.073 1022556 944 .497 860.802 

nu3 1376J72 1356136 1331.541 1303372 1 2 7 2 3 1 5 1236.947 

nii4 1376372 1356136 1331.541 1303 3 7 2 1272.315 1236.947 

gwl 1310J22 1272.329 1229.899 1185.002 1139.500 1091.865 

gw2 1310.722 1272.329 1229.899 1185.002 1139.500 1091.865 

nvvl 1298.917 1253.609 1200.714 1140.926 1 0 7 7 3 1 3 1005.883 

nw2 1298.917 1253.609 1200.714 1140.926 1077.313 1005.883 
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Table 4.2 (b) High Cost Symmetric Case At Federal Level (Experiment 2) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0^1 1 

/II &000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

/2I 0.896 1.216 1 J 4 2 1.884 2 .236 2.588 

/3l 1.023 1J48 L662 1.980 2.295 Z592 

/41 &000 0.000 &000 0.000 0 .000 &000 

/12 0.896 1216 L542 1.884 2 .236 2 590 

0 2 0 000 0.000 &000 0.000 0 .000 &000 

/32 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 0 .000 0.000 

/42 1.023 1 3 4 8 1.662 L980 2 .295 2 5 9 4 

H F Oj^9 0 J ^ 9 0 4 5 6 0.545 0 .619 0 628 . 

O F 0.259 0 3 5 9 0/456 &545 0 .619 0.615 

O F 0.209 0.269 0 3 1 3 0.341 0 .323 &219 

/4F 0.209 0.269 0 J 1 4 0 J 4 1 0 J 2 4 0.239 

qi &484 0.486 0.488 0.492 0 .495 0.500 

q2 0.484 0.486 0.488 &492 0 .495 0 500 

qF 0 J 1 7 0 J 2 8 0 J 4 0 0.554 0 .576 0 606 

gill 137Z020 1341716 1317.675 1294.255 1273.453 1249.984 

gu2 1372.019 1343.715 1317.674 1294.254 1273.435 1249239 

gu3 142&062 1410.277 139L944 1373.629 1357.009 1344^62 

gu4 1428 062 1410.276 1391.943 1373.628 1356.990 1343.424 

mil 1367.671 1335.676 1304J54 1275IG6 1246.542 1214.478 

nu2 1367.671 1335.675 1304.753 1275.024 1246.528 1213.862 

iiu3 1422.613 1400.828 1377.638 1353.442 133&142 1310.334 

nu4 1422.612 1400.827 1377.637 1353.441 133&119 1309.503 

gwl "1400.041 1376.997 1354.810 1333.942 1315.231 1297.073 

gw2 1400.040 1376.996 1354.809 1333.941 1315.212 1296.332 

nwl 1390.243 1359.507 1327.583 1294.526 1261.453 1227.739 

iiw2 1390.242 1359.506 1327.582 1294.524 1261.435 1227.033 
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Table 4.3 The 'Democratic Deficit' (Experiment 3) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

f l l OIWO &000 &000 &000 0 .000 &000 

3.649 4 J 1 3 5 J 7 8 6 887 8 .020 9 J 4 9 

G l 4.075 5 J 4 8 6 J 7 0 7 J ^ 8 8 .212 9 J 6 2 

/41 0.000 0.000 &000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 

Z12 3.649 4 J 1 3 5 J 7 8 6.887 8 .020 9J^5 

/22 &000 0.000 &000 0.000 0 .000 &000 

G2 &000 &000 &000 &000 0 . 0 0 0 &000 

/42 4 1 ^ 5 5 J 4 8 6J[70 7 J ^ 8 8 .212 9 1 6 7 

/IF &259 &359 &456 &545 0 . 6 1 9 0 628 . 

12¥ 0.259 0 3 5 9 &456 0.545 0 . 6 1 9 0.615 

/3F 0 209 &269 &314 0.341 0 3 2 4 &219 

/4F 0.209 0.269 0 3 1 4 0 3 4 1 0 . 3 2 4 0 2 3 9 

ql 0 478 0.482 0.486 0.490 0 .495 0 ^ 0 0 

q2 0.478 0.482 0.486 0.490 0 .495 0.500 

qF 0.517 0.528 0.540 0 ^ 5 4 0 .576 &606 

gu] 1372.005 1343.706 1317.671 1294J^5 1273.455 1249 984 

gu2 1372.005 1343.705 1317.670 1294.254 1273.436 1249240 

gu3 142&054 1410.270 139L940 1373.628 1357.009 1344J62 

g i i 4 1428.053 141&269 139L939 1373.627 1356.990 1343.424 

nul 1365.014 1331.954 1299.940 12691^6 1 2 3 9 3 7 8 1206.107 

nu2 1365.013 1331.953 1299.939 1269.055 1 2 3 9 3 6 3 1205.497 

nii3 1419.534 1396.659 1372.411 1347.140 1322.771 1301.955 

nu4 1419.533 1396.658 1372.410 1347.139 1322.748 1301.118 

gwl ""1400.029 1376.988 1354.806 1333.942 1315.232 1297.073 

gw2 1400.029 1376.987 1354.805 1333.940 1315.213 1296.332 

nwl 1384.518 1351.624 1317.546 1282254 1246.916 1210.989 

n\v2 1384.517 1351.623 1317.545 1282.253 1246.898 1210.284 
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Table 4.4 Producer Bias (Experiment 4) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

/II 0.000 &000 &000 &000 0 .000 0.000 

/21 3 J 3 1 4 ^ 5 4 5 J 8 9 6.685 7 .846 9 065 

/31 3.985 5IG8 &028 %044 8 .080 9 110 

/41 0.000 0.000 &000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 

/12 3 J ^ 1 4 J ^ 4 5 589 6.685 7 . 8 4 7 9.069 

111 &000 0.000 &000 &000 0 . 0 0 0 &000 

/32 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 000 

/42 3.985 5.028 6.028 7.044 8.081 9 J n 4 

/ IF 0.239 0 3 3 3 0.426 &515 0 601 &635 . 

/2F 0.239 0 3 3 3 0 / G 6 &515 0 .601 0.622 

O F 0.930 1.135 L290 1395 1 3 6 5 1029 

MF 0.930 L135 L290 1.395 1 3 6 7 1.123 

qi 0.476 0.480 0.484 0.489 0 . 4 9 3 0.499 

q2 0.476 0.480 &484 0.489 0 . 4 9 3 &499 

qF 0 3 4 1 0 3 3 8 0 3 4 1 0 3 4 9 0 3 7 1 0/417 

g u l 1369221 1338.982 1310.677 1284^14 1 2 6 L 8 3 8 123&853 

gu2 1369.220 1338.981 1310.677 1284.813 1261.826 1238342 

gu3 143&140 1413.424 1396.032 1378394 1361.482 1346.684 

gu4 143&139 1413.423 1396.031 1378.393 1361.470 134&177 

mil 1362.702 132&058 1294.150 1261.141 1229.247 1195.713 

nu2 1362.701 1328.057 1294.149 1261.139 1229.239 1195322 

nil 3 1421:767 1400.138 1377.030 1352.613 1327.904 1304.655 

nu4 1421.767 1400.137 1377.029 1352.611 1327.888 1304.011 

gwl "'1399.680 1376.203 1353.355 1331.604 1311.660 1292.768 

gw2 1399.680 1376.202 1353.354 1331.603 1311.648 1292.260 

nwl 1384.789 1351.994 1317.825 1282.149 1245.491 1207.600 

nw2 1384.788 1351.993 1317.824 1282.147 1245.478 1207.073 
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Table 4.5 'North - South' Divide (Experiment 5) 

Alpha 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

/ I I &000 0.000 &000 &000 0 .000 &000 

12\ 3.655 4 J 2 3 5 J 9 1 &903 8 .039 9 1 6 7 

O ] 4 080 5J^5 6 J ^ 0 7.210 8 .226 9 1 7 2 

/41 0.000 0.000 0.000 &000 0 .000 0.000 

/12 3.655 4 J 2 3 5.791 6.903 8 .039 9 1 7 3 

122 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.000 0 .000 &000 

G2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 

/42 4.080 5 J 5 5 6 1 8 0 %210 8 .226 9 1 7 9 

/IF L489 1.955 2 3 8 9 2 7 8 1 3 095 1 0 8 0 

/2F CU49 0^95 0 2 3 9 0.278 0 309 0 302 

/3F L245 1.534 1.741 1.866 L 7 7 6 L268 

/4F &125 0.153 0 J 7 4 0 J ^ 7 0 J 7 8 0 1 3 8 

qi 0.478 &482 0.486 0.490 0 .495 0 500 

q2 0.478 0.482 0.486 0.490 0 .495 OJOO 

qF 0.527 0 J 4 0 &554 &571 & 5 9 9 0.645 

gill 1372J56 1344.001 131&172 1295.031 1274.738 1252301 

gu2 1372J55 1344IW0 1318.171 1295IW9 1274.718 125L508 

gii3 1427.941 1410.074 139L647 1373237 1356.515 1343.637 

gu4 1427.940 1410.073 1391 646 1373.235 1356.495 1342.851 

nul 1364369 1330.937 1298.550 1267.337 1237.636 1205.489 

nu2 1365.365 1332.656 1301.117 1270.815 1241.929 1209.039 

nu3 1418.843 1395.610 1371.033 1345.500 1321.106 1300.768 

nu4 1419.541 1396.667 1372.395 1347.066 1322.502 1300.633 

gwl "1400.048 1377.037 1354.910 1334.134 1315.626 1297.969 

gw2 1400.048 1377.036 1354.909 1334.132 1315.607 1297.179 

nwl 1383.164 1349.510 1314.673 1278.703 1243.115 1208.287 

nw2 1384.859 1352.287 1318.604 1283.748 1248.824 1212.493 
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Chapter 5 

Limiting Political Discretion and International 

Environmental Policy Coordination with Active Lobbying. 



Abstract. 

One of the concerns of the anti-globalisation movement is that trade liberalisation 

may lead to a race-to-the bottom between nation states in environmental standards. To 

counter this may require action by supra-national agencies, but this raises further 

concerns that such agencies may be less well informed about environmental issues in 

nation states than national agencies, and, more significantly, may be more prone to 

capture by special interest groups than national agencies. This raises two sets of 

constitutional choices fbr nation states: whether to set environmental policy at the 

national or supra-national level, and whether to take steps to limit political discretion 

by agencies at national or supra-national level. In chapter 2 we introduced a model to 

capture these concerns and showed that it would always be better, in terms of 

expected welfare, to set policy at the federal level, whether or not political discretion 

was limited, and that it would never pay to limit political discretion at the supra-

national level unless it was also limited at the national level. In the model used in that 

chapter, limiting political discretion would imply harmonisation of environmental 

policies, even if, ex post, there were differences in environmental damage costs in 

different countries. However, in that chapter there was no explicit modelling of how 

special interest groups anight capture agencies - there were simply exogenous 

probabilities that agencies might be captured by one group or another. In this chapter 

we extend the model of chapter 2 to allow for the probabilities of capture to depend 

on tlie level of lobbying effort by special interest groups. The costs of such lobbying 

are treated as pure waste. We show that the results of chapter 2 are broadly robust to 

the introduction of active lobbying. While we show that for some parameter values it 

would pay to limit political discretion at the supra-national level but not at the 
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national level, these cases are relatively rare, and moreover states are almost 

indifferent about whether or not to limit political discretion. So it remains the case that 

states would never have a strong preference for limiting political discretion at the 

supra-national level but not at the federal level. 
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5.1 Introduction. 

The anti-globahsation movement has raised two concerns about the alleged impact of 

globalisation on the environment. The first is that liberalisation of trade and capital 

flows encourages a "race-to-the-bottom" in environmental standards' as independent 

nation states compete to attract footloose plants, especially those of multinational 

companies^. Assuming this concern was substantiated, this would lead naturally to a 

call to coordinate national environmental policies to overcome wasteful policy 

competition, perhaps through some supra-national agency such as WTO or, a putative 

World Environment Organisation (WEO). But this raises the second concern. It is 

claimed that that, in comparison to national agencies, supra-national agencies may be 

less well informed about environmental issues in nation states, and, more importantly, 

that they are less democratically accountable and are more likely to be captured by the 

interests of multinational companies and the countries of the developed world. 

To limit the political influence of special interest groups it is sometimes argued that it 

is necessary to limit the discretion of agencies by mandating them to adopt simple 

measures, such as international harmonisation of environmental policies. Economists 

usually argue against such policies on the grounds of inefficiency, for if nation states 

differ in terms of their endowment of environmental resources or their preferences for 

a clean environment, then efficiency requires that these differences be reflected in the 

' Without the emotive language of ' race- to- the-bot tom' we are concerned wi th a situation where nation 
states acting independently would set weaker environmental standards than if the acted cooperatively. 
This need not imply that there are no environmental standards at all. Moreover , such a situation, 
sometimes called 'environmental dumping' can arise even if, as we shall assume, plants are immobile 
for the usual rent-shifting arguments. Of course it is well known that a necessary, but by no means 
sufficient, condition for environmental dumping to be plausible is that markets for international trade 
are imperfectly competitive. 
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environmental standards they set, whether cooperatively or non-cooperatively. 

However, if, as is likely to be the case, information about such differences is not 

public knowledge, then it may be difficult to tell whether the claim by a nation state to 

be allowed to set laxer environmental standards is based on a real difference in, say, 

preferences for a clean environment, or the result of special interest groups pressing 

for weaker standards. So policies such as harmonisation, which would be inefficient if 

one assumes welfare-maximising governments, may be justifiable if they limit the 

scope for political influence by special interest groups. 

The concern about a race-to-the bottom in environmental standards can be criticised 

as having weak tlieoretical and empirical support^, but we shall suppose that it has 

substance and address the implications of the second concern for the setting of 

environmental policy. In chapter 2 we address directly the question of whether the 

need for international coordination of environmental policies of nation states to 

overcome damaging policy competition requires harmonisation of policies to limit 

political influence. Borrowing the language of fiscal federalism, we suppose that 

environmental policy can be set either by (nation) states, or by a federal, government 

(or supra-national agency). If policy is set by states they will engage in wasteful 

policy competition. To capture information asymmetries, we suppose that only when a 

state government comes to power does it learn the true value of environmental 

damage costs in that state. In particular this information is not available to either 

voters or to- the federal government. Whether policy is set at the state or federal level, 

this asymmetry of information will affect how policy is set. To capture the impact of 

' In this chapter we deal only with local environmental problems. In chapter 4 we showed that 
introducing transboundary pollution leaves the results broadly unaffected. So we believe that the main 
results of this chapter would go through with transboundary pollution. 
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special interest groups we suppose that there are two special interest groups -

environmentalists and industrialists - who (respectively) put too high or low a weight 

on environmental damages, and that there are elections to choose governments at both 

state and federal level. However the governments that are elected act not to maximise 

social welfare, but to further the interests of whichever one of the two interest groups 

got them elected. 

Prior to elections taking place, and state governments learning their ti^ie damage 

costs, the people in the two states have to make two, independent, constitutional 

choices. The Grst is whether to have policy set at the state or federal level. The second 

is whether, in the language of Boyer and Laffbnt (1999), to have 'social pooling' or 

'political discretion'. Political discretion means simply that policy will be set by the 

appropriate governments (state or federal depending on the first constitutional choice) 

acting in the interests of whichever group elected them, but recognising that state 

governments will know the true value of damage costs in their own state. Social 

pooling restricts government behaviour by requiring the appropriate governments 

(state or federal) to implement environmental policies which maximise social welfare 

but using the expected value of damage costs in each state, which is the only 

information about damage costs available at the time these constitutional choices are 

made. Since it is assumed that anfe both states have the same expected damage 

costs, social pooling implies harmonisation. Thus, relative to social pooling, political 

discretion igains by allowing policies to be fine-tuned to reflect the actual damage 

costs prevailing in the states, but loses because governments act to benefit only part of 

society, not all of society. The people in the two states make the two constitutional 

' See recent surveys by Ulph (2000) and Rauscher (2001) for further discussion of the theoretical and 
empirical literature. 
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choices based on expected social welfare (taking expectations over which types of 

governments will be elected and which level of damage costs states might have). 

Chapter 2 proved three results: (i) it always pays to set policy at the federal rather than 

state level; (ii) whether policy is set at the state or federal level, social pooling will be 

preferred to political discretion when there is a relatively large difference between the 

preferences of different interest groups and a relatively small difference between the 

potential damage costs states might have; (iii) it is never the case that social pooling 

would be preferred to political discretion if policy is set at the federal level, but 

political discretion would be preferred at the if policy is set at the state level. Wliat 

this means is that the need to set policy at the federal level to overcome policy 

competition could not be used to justify harmonisation of envirormiental policies if 

such policies had not already been harmonised (albeit at a laxer level) when policy 

was set at the state level. 

Now in chapter 2 there is no active lobbying behaviour by special interest groups in 

tlie sense that in any election the probability of electing a government which favours a 

particular interest group is given exogenously. Chapter 3 uses much of the same 

analysis as chapter 2 but-allows for active lobbying in the sense that special interest 

groups can now influence the probability of electing a government that will act in 

their interests by undertaking expensive lobbying costs. Moreover, by varying the 

costs of lobbying for different groups in different elections, we captured a range of 

asymmetries in the political process, for example allowing industiial groups to have 

more influence than environmental groups if policy is set at the federal level, allowing 

interest groups in one state ('the North') to have more influence on policy at the 
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federal level than interest groups in the other state ('the South'). Now in this set-up, 

expending lobbying effort only makes sense if there is political discretion (for with 

social pooling governments are mandated to implement the same policy no matter 

which type of government is elected). Therefore in chapter 3 we assumed there would 

be political discretion and considered only one constitutional choice: whether policy 

should be set at state or federal level. We showed that no matter what the costs of 

lobbying might be and what the pattern of asymmetries might be, it was always better 

to have policy set at the federal level. So, at least within the context of the model we 

employed, the benefits of eliminating wasteful policy competition outweigh whatever 

flaws one might think the democratic process has at the both state and federal levels. 

In this chapter we extend the analysis of chapter 2, in particular the constitutional 

choice between social pooling and political discretion, to allow for the active lobbying 

behaviour modelled in chapter 3. We show that the results of chapter 2 are broadly 

robust to the introduction of active lobbying. By this we mean that while there are 

now parameter values for which it would pay states to choose social pooling if policy 

was set at the federal level, but to choose political discretion of policy was set at the 

state level, these cases are relatively rare (less than 1% of all parameter values we 

searched) and in these cases states are almost indifferent between social pooling and 

political discretion. Thus it remains the case that there are no parameter values we 

have found for which states would have a significant preference for social pooling at 

the federal4evel and a significant preference for political discretion at the state level. 
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5.2 The Model. 

5.2.1 The Economic Setting. 

We consider a partial equilibrium model of an industry with two identical firms each 

located in a different state, denoted z = 1,2. These two states form a federation. The 

two firms produce a good, which is sold outside tbe two states. Firm z has total 

revenue and cost functions: ^(a;.,x ),C(%.)respectively, with standard properties. 

The production of the good causes emissions of a pollutant. These emissions can be 

abated but only at a cost. By appropriate choice of units, emissions by firm z are: 

Xy - 6, where 6, is its abatement level; total abatement costs are the strictly convex 

function B{bj) . The only instrument available to control pollution by each firm is an 

emission limit, denoted g,. Firm z takes as given its emission limit and the output of 

the other firm and chooses its own output (Cournot competition) and abatement to 

maximise profits, net of abatement costs: ,Xy,g,) = ) - C(z,) - - e,). 

Assuming that both emission limits bite, the resulting equilibrium profit function for 

firm z is denoted n(g;,ey). 

Pollution damage in each state is caused only by emissions in the state (local 

pollution). The damage cost function in state z is denoted J'yZ)(gy) where is a 

parameter and D is a strictly convex function. Welfare in state z is given by 

^ (e, , := n (e , , e^) - ( e j . 
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To captuie asymmetries of information between state and federal level, we suppose 

that the damage cost parameter, , in each state becomes known only to the state 

government once it is in power'*. To keep things simple, we suppose that in state z =1, 

2, can take one of only two values, and with probabilities ̂  and 

1 - ^ respectively, independent of what happens to damages in the other state. Note 

that this implies that, anre, both states are identical. We denote the expected value 

of damage costs by s + (1 - -

5.2.2 The Political Setting. 

In each country there is an environmental lobby group and an industrial lobby group; 

we denote the environmental lobby groups in states 1 and 2 by g = 1, 2, respectively, 

and the industrial lobby groups in states 1 and 2 by g = 3, 4, respectively. The two 

types of lobby group are distinguished by the importance they attach to environmental 

damage. This is represented by a parameter in the utility fimction which can take 

two values. Environmentalists attach greater weight to environmental damage than in 

the welfare fimction 1, g = 1,2) whilst industrialists attach less weight than 

it has in the welfare function^ (% = < L g - 3,4). The utility of group g in state z is 

given by 

In some cases it may be inappropriate to assume that a federal government is less well informed than 
a state government about damage costs even if pollution is local. However even if that were true, there 
remains the issue of whether the information could be made verifiable in court . If not then the federal 
government will still need to design its environmental policy to be self-enforcing. This may change the 
formulation of the problem but not we believe the basic results of this chapter. We are grateful to Joe 
Swierbinski for this point. 
' We could think of the weight attached to environmental damages in the welfare function, 1, as the 
weight that might be attached by a utilitarian welfare function which added the utilities of all groups in 
a state, and if preferences are symmetrically distributed this would be the same as the utility of the 
median voter. 
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[/(g,. , g y , ) 5 n(g, , gy ) - ) . 

Elections are held to elect the policy makers in bo± states and at the federal level^ and 

electoral competition takes place between two parties that are representatives of the 

interests of the .lobby groups It follows that the policy maker will be biased towards 

greater or less environmental protection than represented in the welfare function. So, 

state government f will set its policy to maximise its "utility function" 

[/(g., g,, ) = n(g,., g .̂) - ( ^ ; D ( g , ) , 

where once again can be either high or low depending on whether the government 

of state z is environmentally or industrially biased. Similarly, a federal government 

will set policy using its utility function 

( g , , g; , , %/r ) = n ( g , , g; ) + n ( g 2 , g, ) - Xyr ) + (̂ 2 D ( g 2 ) ) . 

Whether the outcome of an election produces an environmental or industrial 

government is a random process. The probability of electing an environmental 

government is"denoted by for elections in state 1, state 2 and the federal 

level respectively. Each of these probabilities is influenced by the amount of lobbying 

Although we refer to there being governments at state and federal level, we have in mind that the 
"federal government" may refer more generally to some supra-national agency such as N A C E C or a 
putative WEO which is unlikely to be "elected". In this more general context we interpret "elections" 
as some process by which special interest groups try to "capture" the agency; this process is uncertain 
and depends on lobbying efforts by special interest groups just as described in the electoral process. 
' Having a government in power, which acts solely in the interests of the group that it represents, 
corresponds to what Roemer (1999) calls the "militant" view of how special interest governments 
behave. 
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done in each election by each special interest group^. We assume that each group can 

lobby in each election, but the environmental special interest groups lobby only for an 

environmental government and similarly for industrial special interest groups. Groups 

choose their lobbying effort to maximise their expected utility net of the costs of 

lobbying. We shall need to distinguish between and Mgr utilities of special 

interest groups, where net utilities are gross utilities minus the costs of lobbying. In a 

similar way we shall distinguish between gross and net welfares of states. 

To complete our broad description of the model, we assume that prior to any of the 

above activity taking place there will be two choices. The first is 

whether environmental policy should be set at the state level, in which case policy 

will be set by the state governments acting independently to maximise utility, so we 

will have a non-cooperative equilibrium and environmental dumping; or whether it is 

to be set at the federal level, in which case the federal government acts to maximise its 

utility, but there will be no environmental dumping. The second, independent, 

constitutional choice is between political discretion and social pooling. Under political 

discretion, state or federal governments will set policies to maximise utility, but the 

state governments will know their true damage costs. Under social pooling state or 

federal governments are-mandated to implement policies which would maximise 

social welfare, based on the expected value of damage costs, . Since, as noted, both 

states have the same expected damage costs, social pooling will result in the same 

Note that if policy is set at the state level, then we need to track the types of governments elected in 

the two states. There are four configurations of state government types which we denote by 

= where: T, with 

respective probabilities: 1, where g , = 9 , 9 2 : 6 2 = ( 1 - 9 1 ) 9 2 ; 

= ( l - g , ) ( l - 9 2 ) . [f policy is set at the federal level then we need to know the configuration of 

government types elected in the two states and the federal government. There are eight configurations 
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policies being set in each state (harmonisation). These two constitutional choices will 

be based on the expected Mgf which each state expects to derive 6om the 

subsequent political process. 

5.2.3 The Game. 

Formally we have a six stage game: in stage 1 there is a constitutional choice whether 

to set policy at state or federal level; and whether to have social pooling ̂ or political 

discretion. In stage 2, lobby groups decide how much lobbying effort to undertake in 

each election; in stage 3 elections are held; in stage 4 state governments learn their 

true damage costs; in stage 5 either state or federal governments set emission limits; 

finally in stage 6 firms set their levels of output and abatement. We now describe each 

stage in more detail. 

(1) Stage 6: Firms Choose Outputs and Abatement. 

Firm / takes as given its emission limit, e^, and the output of the other firm, x •, and 

chooses its own output, , and hence abatement, 6, = - g,., to maximise profits, net 

of abatement, costs: ,Xy,gy) = ^(%,.,%y)-C(x,.)-B(x,.-e,). The first-order 

condition is: - C ' - ^ ' = 0, i.e. marginal revenue equals marginal cost plus 

marginal abatement cost. Solving the pair of first-order conditions for the two firms 

yields the equilibrium outputs A"(g,,gy), y = 1,2, / # y, and substituting back into the 

profit function yields the equihbrium profit fimction n(g, ,g ) . From the equilibrium 

denoted: = ( y , , X ] , y , w h e r e T, / / / , / / . ) » etc. with probabilities: 
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profit function we can derive the equilibrium (gross) welfare function for each state 

( e , . = n (g,, gy) - . Similarly, it is possible to define the 

equilibrium (gross) utility functions for each interest group: 

L/^(g,,ey,^;,%^)sn(e,,eJ-;^'g<^,D(eJand for each government; these have similar 

properties to the equilibrium welfare function. 

(ii) Stages 4 & 5: State Governments Learn Damage Cost And Set Emission 

Limits. 

We take these stages together since at the end of stage 4 each state government knows 

only its own damage cost parameter and this affects how governments set their 

emission limits. We consider separately the four cases depending on the constitutional 

choices at stage 1: whether policy is set at the state or federal level; and whether there 

is political discretion or social pooling. 

For any given configuration of government types F,, j' = 1,.. .,4 the emission limits in 

the two states are set as the equilibrium of a Nash game in which each state 

government knows its own damage costs but not those of its rival. So each state has to 

take as given the emission limits set by the other state depending on whether it has 

high or low damage costs. This means there are four equilibrium emission limits to be 

determined: g^(r,,(^^), g^(r^(^^), g2(r,,^^), g^(r,,(^^), and correspondingly four 

= where g , = 9 , 9 2 9 / , , 6 2 = 9 i 9 2 ( l - 9 f ) , e t c . 
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first-order conditions to determine them. For example, if state 1 has low damage 

costs, it will take as given the low damage cost and high damage cost emission limits 

of state 2 and choose ej (r^,, ) to maximise expected utility: 

There will be three other similar first-order conditions: for state 1 with high damage 

costs, state 2 with low damage costs and state 2 with high damage costs. 

Knowing the four equilibrium emission limits we can now calculate for configuration 

j' expected (gross) welfare of each state z, , and expected (gross) utility for each 

group g, [/ . For example, for environmentalists in state 1, we have 

(̂ 1,1 — ) + (^ ^ ((^//) 

Irrespective of the configuration of government types, F,,, governments in each state 

are mandated to maximise expected welfare based on the expected value of damage 

costs. Thus the government in state /' = 1, 2 takes as given the emission limit set by the 

other state,' gy, and sets its own emission limit g. to maximise [/(e\,gy,($^,l), for 

which the first-order condition is fFj (e ,̂,gy,< )̂ = 0. In the resulting Nash equilibrium it 

Where: 

(m (r,. ), ̂ 2 (r, ), . /;/)+ (1 - ( e , (r,, ), ̂ 2 (r,.. ) and 
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is clear that since the two states are anre identical, the equilibrium emission limits 

will be equal, = g . Expected (gross) social welfare for state z in configuration 

is simply = similarly, for each special interest group g in 

configuration j' expected (gross) utility is simply = (7^ = [ / (g ,e ,^ , /g ) . 

f ZeveZ - f Dzj'c/'g/zoM. 

For any configuration of three government types, y =1,...,8, the federal 

government needs to provide incentives for the state governments to reveal their 

private information. These incentives consist of both the choice of emission limits and 

the use of financial transfers, M We also assume that there is a cost of raising public 

funds to pay these transfers such that to raise 1 unit of the numeraire for public funds 

costs (1 + cr) units. Thus the federal government solves a standard mechanism design 

problem in which it asks state governments to announce their damage cost parameters, 

and depending on their announcements it will set each state an emission limit and a 

financial transfer. These are chosen to maximise the expected utility of the federal 

government, net of the cost of raising public funds, subject to both a set of incentive 

compatibility constraints,, to ensure the state governments reveal their true damage 

costs, and a set of individual rationality constraints, that no state government with its 

given political weight and damage cost parameter would be worse off than in the case 

where environmental policy was set at the state level. It is because these incentive 

compatibility constraints and individual rationality constraints are expressed in terms 

of the utilities of the state governments, and hence depend on the type of state 

^ ( ^ 1 (r, , ^ (Ty, ), , /;/ )+ (1 - (7 (e, (F, , g,, ), 6; (F, , g/y ), g;, , . 
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governments elected, that the choice of emission limits depends on the types of all 

governments, and not just on the type of the federal government. 

Formally, the federal government must choose the set of policy instruments 

, e l , e L , to maximise: 

- (1 + cr){j9Mj + (1 - + (1 - } 

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints: 

10. 

> 

(7(ej//., , / , ) + (1 - > 

+ (1 - ^1 , , r , )+ 

, ̂ "2) + (1 - , / 2 )+ 

(la) 

(lb) 

(Ic) 
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/; ^ (Id) 

and the individual rationality constraints: 

[/(^L, aL, , X,) + (1 - ; , ) [ / (g^, , /2) + > [7,., (c ,̂ ) (20) 

, / : ) + (1 - , 4 ; / , , Xz) + ^ ^2. ) (2d) 

The utilities on the right-hand side of the individual rationality constraints are derived 

6om the solution to the model when policy is set at the state level as set out in section 

2.3.1 above; ± e conGguration of types of state governments whose utilities are 

used on the RHS of equation (2) is the same as the conGguration of state government 

types found in configuration Tŷ  for which the mechanism design problem is being 

solved. 

To save notation we omit the dependence of these policy instruments on the configuration of 

government types Fy . 

" Our justification for imposing these constraints even though a prior constitutional stage has decided 
that policy should be set at the federal level is that it may represent less formal structures such as the 
EU. Here, even at the implementation stage, state governments may an incentive to defect 6 o m the 
constitutionally agreed decision. Actually, these constraints are fi-equently not binding, so we do not 
believe our result would be sensitive to dropping them. 
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Incentive compatibility constraints (la) and (lb) are for state 1 with low and high 

damage costs respectively, while (Ic) and (Id) are for state 2 with low and high 

damage costs respectively. Similarly individual rationality constraints (2a) and (2b) 

are for state 1 with low and high damage costs, while (2c) and (2d) are for state 2 with 

low and high damage costs respectively. 

So for any configuration of government types, ^ we solve the mechanism design 

problem above. We can then calculate expected welfare for each state i =1,2, , and 

expected utility for each group g =1,...,4, (7^^. The calculation of the expressions is 

straightforward, but we omit the details because they are cumbersome to write out. 

Again, irrespective of the conGguration of government types, , the federal 

government is mandated to maximise total expected welfare based on the expected 

value of damage costs. Thus the federal government chooses to maximise 

^(g , *,e2*,^) + ^(62*,^]*,(^), for which the first-order condition is 

M^i(g,*,g2*,(^) + l^(g2*,e,*,(?) = 0. Again it is clear that since the two states are 

identical gz an^g, the solution rnust require g*, = g*2 = g*. Expected (gross) social 

welfare for each state / in each configuration/is simply = PF(g*,g*,i^); 

while expected (gross) utility for interest group g in configuration / is simply 
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If we compare the two constitutional choices involving social pooling, it is clear from 

the properties of the welfare function that e' < g, ^ , so that if social pooling is 

chosen at the constitutional stage, then it always be better to have environmental 

policy set at the federal level. Note the important point that social pooling implies that 

environmental pohcies will be across the two states, no matter what the 

gx level of damage costs turns out to be in the two states. 

(ill) Stage 3; Elections. 

Let be the amount of lobbying done by group g in election z = 1, 2, F, and assume 

that the probability of electing an environmental government in election / is given by: 

= where (3) 

Note that in the absence of lobbying the probability of electing an environmental 

government is 0.5. It is straightforward to show that that 0 < g, <1 and that: 

_ ( I - ? / ) . 2 (1-? , ) . 

'(2 + 4 ) ' (2 + 2 , ) ' ' 

^ _ g, _ 2g,. 

g — 1,2, 

^7,, (2 + 4 ) ' (2 + 4 ) ' 
g = 3 , 4 . 
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So g, is an increasing, concave function of lobbying efforts by environmental groups 

and a decreasing convex function of lobbying efforts by industrial groups. 

Since these probabilities depend on choices of lobbying at prior stages of the game, 

and these choices, in general, will differ depending on which of the four constitutional 

choices have been made. If policy is set at the state level, we shall denote by 

g^ andg, the probabilities of configuration of government types F,, j = 1,...,4 

occurring with political discretion and social pooling respectively. The previous 

section allows us to calculate expected (gross) welfares and utilities with 

political discretion, and with social pooling. So we can now take expectations 

over all possible configurations to derive the expected gross welfare and utility for 

each state and group with political discretion and social pooling respectively as: 

.Y=4 '̂=4 .v=4 ' .Y=4 
- I » y—-V . - .1-1 — w -—' » • - • ' -—• 

ir,=ZeM^ = 
.Y=1 .V=l .Y=] .V=l 

Similarly, if policy is set at the federal level, we denote the probabilities of 

configuration of government types, Fŷ  , / = 1 , . . . , 8 occurring v̂ îth political discretion 

and social pooling by (gy and g *y respectively. So we can calculate expected (gross) 

welfares and utilities across all configurations Fy., / = 1 , . . . , 8 with political discretion 

and social pooling respectively by: 

t ' Z s A , : ; V , - f s ' , u \ 
/ = ! / = ! / = ! / = ! 
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(iv) Stage 2: Lobbying. 

Assume that if group g expends lobbying effort in election z then it incurs a cost 

where is a parameter which, as we shall see, can be varied to allow for 

the three asymmetries referred to in the introduction. We now determine the levels of 

lobbying effort by each special interest group in each election, and hence the 

probabilities of different types of government being elected for the four possible 

constitutional choices. 

f oZzc}' ar fAe Aafe ZeveZ - f oZzY/ca/ 

It is clear that since the type of federal government has no influence on utilities or 

welfare, and since lobbying is costly, each interest group g will not lobby at the 

federal level. Denote by Z ,/4i,/42) the vector of eight lobbying efforts / 

by interest group g =1,...,4 in the election in state / = 1,2. Denote by ^ , ( 0 ths 

probability of electing configuration T, of state governments, given Z . Then each 

special interest group vyill take as given the lobbying efforts by all other groups and 

choose Zg, and Ẑ^ to maximise 

/=2 

Z a ( O £ ' ' , , - 2 ; [ 0 . s i „ ( 4 ; ) ] . 
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There will be eight first-order conditions, where e.g. the frst-order condition for / , 

is: 

{ ( W „ - t7„ ) + (I - ( W . , - w, , ) = A,, . (4) 
^ gl 

(4) has a standard interpretation. The RHS is the marginal cost of lobbying by group g 

in state : and the LHS is the marginal benefit, where the term in square brackets is the 

difference in expected utility to group g from having an environmental rather than 

industrial government in state and the remaining term is just the marginal effect on 

the probabihty of having an environmental government elected in state 1 6om a bit 

more lobbying by group g. / is the solution to the eight first-order conditions (4). 

Define equilibrium lobbying costs as = . We can now establish 

the equilibrium levels of grofs utility for each interest group and groj'.y welfare for 

each state: 

g'U.-A. 

s=4 

z '= l ,2 . 
, v = l 

Similarly, equilibrium levels of net utility for each group and net welfare for each 

state aie: -

forz= l , g = l , 3 ; f b r z = 2, g = 2, 4. 
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f oZzcy 5'gr a/ Zevg/ - 5'ocW f oo/mg. 

The lobbying equilibrium is trivial for social pooling. Since for each group g 

[7 ,̂ =[7g j' = l,...4 , i.e. expected utility is the same for all configurations of 

government types it makes no sense to incur any lobbying expenditure to change the 

probabilities of different electoral outcomes. So ^/ = 0 Vg, z, and hence g , = 0.25 

^1, . . . ,4 . Thus g = 1 ' - 4 ; = # z = 1,2. 

f oZzcy 5'ef Fec/graZ ZeveZ - f oZzr/ca/ Dz'j'crgrfOM. 

We proceed in a similar way when policy is set at the federal level. Z is the 

vector of lobbying efforts by groups g = 1,...,4 in elections z = 1, 2, F. is the 

probability of electing configuration r y ^ , / = 1,...,8 of governments types given 

lobbying effbits Z . Interest group g takes as given the lobbying efforts by all other 

groups and chooses Z ,̂,/ to maximise 

/=8 
1 /V A — _ 

y=i /=] 

There will be 12 first-order conditions to determine Z where, for example, the first-

order condition for Z,,̂  is: 
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- ^ g ; ) + 9jG-92)(^i.2 -^g6) + 
^ V) 

(1-9, )9. ) + (1 - 9, )(1 - 9, X^,- - f>,.) ) 

Equation (5) has exactly the same interpretation as equation (4). We solve these 12 

first-order conditions simultaneously to determine the equilibrium vector of lobbying 

effort / . Then define equilibrium lobbying costs for each group by 

The equilibrium levels of groj'j utility for each interest group and welfare for 

each state are: 

' " . 2 . 

and the equilibrium levels of ner utility for each group and welfare for each state 

are 

for f = 1, g=: 1, 3; for / = 2, g = 2, 4. 
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f o/zcT)/ 6'gr af ZevgZ - 5'ocW f ooZmg. 

For the same reasons as with social pooling at the state level, it will not pay any group 

to incur any lobbying expenditure, so Z\ -OVg,z ; =0.125, / = 

g = 1,...,4; ' = 1,2. 

(v) Stage 1: Constitutional Choice. 

Which of the four possible constitutional choices - political discretion at the federal 

level, political discretion at the state level, social pooling at the federal level, or social 

pooling at the state level - will be selected depends on the net expected welfare for 

each state: . The choice will be the one which gives both states the 

highest net welfare. 

5.2.4 Summary. 

In this section we have set out our model which captures the key features of strategic 

environmental policy competition with two levels of government, informational 

asymmetries between the two levels, elected governments who pursue the objectives 

of special interest groups, lobbying by these groups to influence the outcome of the 

elections and constitutional choices to determine both the best level at which policy 

should be set and the extent to which political influence should be constrained. Given 

the complexity of this six-stage game it is not possible to And a closed form solution 

for the general model, so in the next section we set out a special case, for which we 

can derive some results. 
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5.3 A Special Case - Results Without Lobbying. 

5.3.1 Special Case. 

In this section we set out the special case we employed in earlier chapters. The two 

firms produce a homogenous good and face a linear inverse demand function with 

intercept and unit slope. There are no costs of production but there are quadratic 

abatement costs, 0.56^ and the damage cost is a quadratic function of total pollution: 

) = 0.5(g.)^. It is then straightforward to show that the utility fimction for state z 

is: 

= +18e,(2^-e^.)-(37 + 64(^,/,X' (6) 

We assume that jc = 0.5 and that = (1 + = (1 - where 0 < 1 <1, and 1 

is a measure of the dispersion of damage costs around expected value. Similarly we 

assume that = l + u; = l - u where 0 < u < 1 and u is a measure of the 

dispersion of political weights for environmental damage costs. 

5.3.2 Results Without Active Lobbying. 

We summarise the results obtained in chapter 2 when there is no active lobbying, 

which would arise if the costs of lobbying, , are sufGciently high to make lobbying 

uneconomic. In this case, there is no distinction between gross and net utilities or 

'• Also that chapter assumed that the social cost to raising public funds is suff ic ient ly high to prevent 
financial transfers. 
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welfares, and because states are g% identical we can simplify notation and denote 

the welfare levels for each state under the four constitutional choices: social pooling at 

federal and state level, political discretion at state and federal level by 

PFX($'),)F((^),^(<$',A,u),M^(<^,A,u)respectively; this notation shows that with social 

pooling expected welfare depends only on expected damage costs while with political 

discretion it also depends on the degrees of dispersion of damage costs and 

preferences of special interest groups. In chapter 2 we proved the following results^": 

Result 1. j o c W a r e ay 

^poZzc)/ zj' af fAg ̂ c^graZ /gvgZ f/zan zf zj- j'gf of f/zg /gvgZ. 

Result2. (FzfAjDo/zrzcaZ /̂z.ycT'ĝ zoM, jfa^g^org 

af Zgâ f wĝ Z z/̂ po/zcy z,; .ygf of f/zg^cfgm/ /gvgZ f/zan z/̂  zY ẑ  ̂ ĝ̂  af 

Âg j'ror/e Zgvg/. 

These results show that the benefits 6om eliminating policy competition between the 

states are greater than welfare losses due to either informational problems or activities 

of special interest groups. 

R e s u l t : ^ > 0; ^ < 0; ^ > 0; ^ < 0; 
6A 

> 0 . 

These results were proved analytically using approximation arguments and so strictly hold for small 

values of A a n d O ; however they were also confirmed by numerical results fo r a wide range of 

parameter values. 
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PPTzefAer po/zcy jgf or /Ag oryga^gm/ /gveZ, expecfe^f w/e^rg 

j)o/zYica/ cfiĵ crê toM mcrea^ye^ wzfA f/ie cfz6(pgrj'zoM in ckzTMagg 

c/gcreajgj' ifzfA /̂zg (f/jpgr^zoM (^;7/-^rgMcg^ q/"^^gciaZ m^gfgj'f growpj'. 

This result shows that the benefit fiom political discretion in being able to Ene-tune 

policies to actual damage costs increases as the dispersion of damage costs increases, 

while the cost of political discretion firom having policy influenced by special interest 

groups also increases as the dispersion of preferences of special interest groups 

increases. The slope of iso-welfare contours for political discretion in space 

when policy is set at the federal level, F , is greater than the slope of iso-welfare 

contours when policy is set at the state level, F . 

Result 4. #(^,0,0) = M^'(j'); ^(3^,0,0) = V^ . 

fFTzgfAgr ^o/zcy ĝ̂  a/ rAg yg^fgra/ or j'̂ afg ZeveZ, ôZzYzcaZ /̂zjcrg/̂ zoM 

}'zgZ66' fAg j'a/Mg weZ/arg ^oczaZ ôoZzMg wAen r^g cfij^pgr^zow q/ 

ĉ ofMogg C O / 7 r ^ r g M c g j ' q/jpgcza/ zn^grggroz/pj' org zgro. 

Result 4 is obvious. Putting together Results 3 and 4, for any value of ($' we can think 

of a constitutional indifference curve in (A,u) space between political discretion and 

social pooling when policy is set at the federal level, and similarly when policy is set 

at the state level. These indifference curves show the combinations of (A,u) for which 

political discretion and social polling yield equal welfare. Results 3 and 4 show that 

these indifference curves pass through the origin, are upward sloping and that the 

federal indifference curve lies everywhere above the state indifference curve (see 

Figure 5.1). For points lying above these indifference curves (i.e. when there is a 
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relatively large dispersion of preferences of special interest groups and relatively low 

dispersion of damage costs), social pooling is preferred to political discretion, while 

for points lying below these indifference curves, political discretion is preferred to 

social pooling. We can then define four possible regimes: I social pooling is preferred 

to political discretion at both state and federal level; II political discretion is preferred 

to social pooling at both state and federal level; III political discretion is preferred to 

social pooling at the federal level, but social pooling is preferred to political discretion 

at the state level; IV social pooling is preferred to political discretion at. the federal 

level but political discretion is preferred to social pooling at the state level. Then the 

fact that the federal level indifference curve lies everywhere above the state 

indifference curve (other than at the origin) yields: 

Result 5. rAgfg are no ybr wAzc/z f/ze 

Recalling that social pooling implies harmonisation of policies, what this result says is 

tliat the need to have policy set at the federal level rather than the state level to 

overcome policy competition could never lead to the harmonisation of policies if they 

had not already been harmonised (albeit at a laxer level) when policy had been set at 

the state level. 

In the next section we discuss how these results- are affected by assuming that 

lobbying costs are low enough to ensure that lobbying takes place. 
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5.4 The Effects Of Introducing Active Lobbying. 

5.4.1 General Considerations. 

Introducing active lobbying has two main effects. Firstly, unless the lobbying 

equilibrium produces symmetric lobbying effort between environmentalists and 

industrialists, the probability of electing an environmental government in any given 

election will no longer be 0.5, and hence the probabilities of different configurations 

of government types will change. This will affect both the utilities of 

different interest groups and state welfares. An interest group is better off if 

there is an increased probability of a configuration which has a government of its own 

type in office through simple direct preference association. This is true whether policy 

is set at the federal or state levels. When policy is set at the state level though, there 

are the additional, indirect, effects of strategic competition. In terms of profits, both 

domestic firms are better off if the government of the rival state is environmental. An 

environmental government will impose tougher emission standards and so restrict its 

domestic firm's output, allowing the rival firm to expand its output. Furthermore, if 

both states have enviroimiental governments then the tougher standards will result in 

both firms reducing output but in so doing so will move output closer to the monopoly 

level, raising the profits of both firms. Also, of course, the reduced output means 

lower pollution levels so that there is a double gain and welfare is unambiguously 

raised. The- state configuration where there are two industrial governments in power 

will obviously have the opposite effects. When policy is set at the federal level then 

the configuration of state government types will become less important although they 

will have some influence through the impact of the incentive compatibility and 
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individual rationality constraints in equations (1) and (2). The problem of 

environmental dumping is internalised when policy is set at the federal level and this 

results in both lower pollution of course but also higher profits by restricting output 

and reducing excessive competition. 

The second effect is simply that lobbying costs are pure waste and so reduce net 

expected utihties and welfare. 

We now note how lobbying effort and the cost of lobbying vary with the various 

parameters within our model. Firstly, < 0 , that is lobbying 

effort is a decreasing concave function of the lobbying cost parameter. The sharp 

reduction in lobbying effort means that lobbying costs fall as A: increases. 6 2 , > 0 

for low values of ^ but for higher values 5 2 , < 0 . This reflects the fact that if 

damage costs are either very low or very high there is not much variation in policies 

across diHerent government types (in the first case even environmentalists would not 

want much regulation, in the second even industrialists would want tight regulation). 

If A = u = 0 so that the states are identical, no lobbying is worthwhile and so Result 4 

will still hold. 92, /5u > 0 so, as we would expect, as the ideological positions of the 

two groups become more polarised more lobbying takes place. Finally, except for 

rather low values of J ' , / 9/1 > 0, so greater dispersion in damage costs between 

the two states will induce greater levels of lobbying. 

Now we are interested in how far (he results derived for the case of no lobbying carry 

over when there is active lobbying. It is immediately obvious that since there is no 
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lobbying with social pooling. Result 1 carries over even if lobbying costs are low, so 

with social pooling it is always better to set policy at the federal level. The results we 

are interested in then are whether it always better to have policy set at federal level 

than at the state level with political discretion and active lobbying, and the 

comparison between social pooling and political discretion when there is active 

lobbying with political discretion, and in particular whether Result 5 still holds. We 

discuss these in reverse order. 

As noted we are going to have to rely on numerical solutions to the full equilibrium 

with political discretion and active lobbying. We set the parameter for the level of 

demand, ^ = 10, and the social cost of raising public fiinds (T = 0.3. Neither is a key 

parameter. For expected damage costs we work with values J = 0.1, 0.3, ..., 0.9, 

which as noted in chapter 3 would imply that in a world with no environmental policy 

damage costs would lie between 7.5% and 67.5% of profits (GNP). Two other key 

parameters are u the dispersion of damage costs and political weights attached to 

damage costs respectively. Since we want to map out the indifference curves between 

social pooling and political discretion in A - u space, or equivalently calculate the 

proportions of A - u space that lie in each of the four Regimes I to IV, we take a fairly 

fine grid on these parameters, with each taking the 39 values 0.025, 0.05, ...,0.975, 

giving a grid of 1521 points. The final key set of parameters are the lobbying costs 

We work mainly with values of 1 and 10. In the case of symmetric lobbying, 

A,,, = A:, and parameter values = 0.3, A = u = 0.5, these values of produce welfare 

losses when policy is set at the federal level between 0.8% and 1.3% of GNP, which is 

well within the range found by Katz and Rosenberg (1994) who calculated the costs 

of rent seeking as a percentage of GNP for a number of countries, and showed that 
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this varied from 0.19% to 5.43%. However, in some cases we have explored a wider 

range of values for A:. 

5.4.2 Social Pooling or Political Discretion ? 

In this sub-section we ask how active lobbying affects the comparison of expected net 

welfare between social pooling and political discretion. More specifically we are 

interested in what happens to the indifference curves between social pooling and 

political discretion in A - u space, or equivalently the proportions of A - u space that 

lie in each of the fbur Regimes I to IV. As already noted, expected net welfare with 

social pooling remains unaffected, so the question is how active lobbying affects 

expected net welfare with political discretion. 

(i) Symmetric Lobbying. 

We begin by considering symmetric lobbying costs Vg,/. To understand 

what happens to expected gross and net welfare, we need to begin by summarising the 

pattern of lobbying that arises, as reported in chapter 3. When policy is set at the state 

level, environmental groups lobby both states, and in fact lobby the other state more 

intensively, while industry groups lobby only their own state. The rationale for these 

patterns follows &om the point made above, that, whether policy is set at state or 

federal level, domestic profits are always higher when the other state government is 

environmental. To encourage this outcome, domestic environmental groups lobby for 

the rival state environmental party, but domestic industrialists desist from lobbying 

for tlie rival industrial party. The second thing to note is that lobbying effort by 
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environmentalists exceeds that by industrialists. This reflects the fact that having 

environmental governments can be beneficial to industry if that results in industry 

output which gets closer to the monopoly level. Of course, this results in the 

probability of an environmental government being markedly higher than 0.5. 

When policy is set at the federal level the difference in lobbying effort between the 

groups is not so pronounced. Environmental groups now lobby only in the rival state 

while industrialists still lobby only in their own state. All groups shift some of their 

lobbying effort to the federal level but environmental groups relatively more so. 

Industrialists now do more lobbying at the state level than at the federal level, while 

environmentalists lobby more than industrialists at the federal level. This results in 

increasing the probability of electing an environmental government at the federal level 

but reducing it at the state level. The rationale behind the pattern of lobbying is 

similar to before. Environmental groups realise it is the federal government which 

determines policies and so they concentrate their efforts at that level. Industrialists 

though realise that an environmental government at the federal level will impose 

tougher emission limits but in so doing increase the firms' market power and so are 

less inclined to exert extra resources at that level. 

To assess the implications of introducing symmetric lobbying for the choice between 

social pooling and political discretion consider Table 5.1, where we use the parameter 

values =0.3, and, for the symmetric lobbying case, A: = l . In the first column we 

show the percentage of the 1521 combinations of ^ a n d u which lie in each of the 

four Regimes I ... IV with No Lobbying, and, as we discussed earlier, there are no 

values which lie in Regime IV. Columns 2 and 3 present the results for symmetric 
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lobbying. In the third column we present the corresponding percentages for the case 

of active lobbying. But to understand the changes we have broken the overall ch^ge 

down into the two effects identified in 5.4.1. Thus in column 2 we show what happens 

if we ignore the costs of lobbying and consider only what happens to gross welfare 

due to the change in probabilities of different configurations of government types due 

to lobbying. To get to column 3 we then include the costs of lobbying and calculate 

net welfare. Finally, to help understand what is happening we show in the last two 

rows of columns 2 and 3 the average % change in expected welfare w^th political 

discretion when policy is set at the federal and state level respectively, averaged over 

all values of A and u . 

Thus, moving from column 1 to column 2 we see that the introduction of active 

lobbying increases expected gross welfare because it increases the probability of 

electing green governments. This increase in expected gross welfare is greater when 

policy is set at die state level than at the federal level, partly because the increase in 

probability of electing a green govenmient is greater but also because having a green 

government matters more when there is strategic competition between states. In terms 

of what happens to the indifference curves between political discretion and social 

pooling, both move upwards, but more so for the state than the federal level (Figure 

5.2(a) shows the indifference curves for No Lobbying and Symmetric Lobbying with 

gross welfare). This means that Regime I (social pooling preferred at both levels) is 

reduced somewhat, while Regime II (political discretion preferred at both levels) 

increases quite markedly; this is because, without lobbying, the indifference curve at 

state level lay below the Indifference curve at federal level, so the marked increase in 

the state level indifference curve has a big impact on Regime II, which lies below the 
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two indifference curves, and less impact of Regime I, which lies above both 

indifference curves. Regime III (political discretion preferred at the federal level, 

social pooling at the state) gets squeezed sharply, and now there is a similar 

proportion of Regime IV (social pooling preferred at the federal level, political 

discretion at the state level), again because the state indifference curve has now 

moved above the federal indifference curve in places. 

When we introduce lobbying costs and move from column 2 to column 3 ^ e see that 

lobbying costs have reduced expected welfare when policy is set at the federal level 

on average by 1.8 %, and by 2.25% when it is set at the state level. This reflects the 

fact that lobbying costs are greater when policy is set at the state level than at the 

federal level, as explained above. These ejects on the different Regimes now go in 

exactly the opposite direction to those spelt out above. In net terms, welfare falls 

relative to no lobbying, and there is a bigger reduction in welfare when policy is set at 

the federal level than at the state level. The overall effect then is that Regime I 

increases sharply. Regime II stays about the same, Regime III is squeezed, and there 

still remain a small proportion of Regime IV cases, less than 1%. (Figure 5.2(b) shows 

the indifference curves for No Lobbying and Symmetric Lobbying with net welfare). 

So we do get an overturning of Result 5 in when there is active lobbying: it is now 

possible to have parameter values for which social pooling is preferred when policy is 

set at the federal level while political discretion is preferred when policy is set at the 

state level, implying that harmonisation may be required when policy is moved 6om 

the state to federal level. However, these cases are relatively rare. Moreover, as Figure 

2b makes clear, these cases lie on the borderline between Regime I and Regime II, so 
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the diHerences in net expected welfare between social and political discretion are very 

small; whether policy is set at state or federal level, both states are almost indifferent 

between social polling and political discretion. 

We have carried out similar analyses for a wide range of parameter values: 

J = 0.1, 0.3,...,0.9,/: = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,1,10,100 and the same pattern of results obtains. 

The proportion of cases which lie in Regime IV with active lobbying never exceeds 

1 %, and for ^ > 10, we get no Regime IV cases. 

We now consider a number of asymmetric cases. For these cases we restrict attention 

to just two values for 1 and 10, with some groups in some elections facing the lower 

parameter value and others the higher parameter value. The rationale for these 

differences in lobbying costs is set out for each of the three asymmetries we model in 

this chapter: democratic deficit, producer bias at federal level and producer bias at 

state and federal level. In chapter 3 we also modelled a further asymmetry in lobbying 

costs: between special interest groups in different states (North-South divide). 

(ii) A 'Democratic Deficit'. 

One of the concerns of the anti-globalisation movement is that power has shifted from 

nation states to unelected bodies such as the WTO, so there is a 'democratic deficit' at 

this federaT level. As noted in chapter 3, it is difficult to capture this concern in our 

Aamework, partly because it is not always clear &om the political science literature 

whether a democratic deficit imphgs more or less involvement in the decision making 

process by special interest groups. In this section we model the view that lobbying is 
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part of the democratic process and a 'democratic deficit' arises at the federal level if 

decisions are taken by 'technocrats' without much scope for influence by different 

groups in society. It is reasonable to ask whether it is truly more democratic if policy 

decisions are taken under the influence of lobbying pressure. Certainly, this is a view 

put forward both in the debate over the European Union and its implications for 

national sovereignty and also in the globalisation debate. In the latter, development 

and environmental NGOs consistently refer to bodies such as WTO of being 

undemocratic since they do not take enough account of the views of c|vil society 

(which the NGOs believe to be representative of ordinary citizens). There is some 

suppoit for this view in the political competition literature where it has been shown 

how competition amongst lobby groups can lead to optimal policy outcomes. 

So we capture a democratic deficit at the federal level by assuming 

Vg = 1,...,4 = 1, / = 1,2; = 10. Thus, all groups face the same costs of lobbying at 

the state level as in the symmetric lobbying case but now face higher costs of 

lobbying at the federal level. The results for this case are shown in Columns 4 and 5 

of Table 5.1. Obviously the results when policy are taken at the state level are the 

same as in the symmetric case, so it is the impact of the change in lobbying costs at 

the federal level that we need to consider. 

Lobbying efforts of all groups in all elections are reduced, slightly at the state level, 

more markedly at the federal level, so the probabilities of electing environmental 

governments fall slightly at the state level and more sharply at the federal level, 

relative to the Symmetric Lobbying case, although the probabilities are still higher 

See for example, Becker (1983) and Wittman (1989). 
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than in the No Lobbying Case. Thus the increase in gross welfare when pohcy is 

taken is taken at the federal level is positive relative to No Lobbying, but somewhat 

lower than in the Symmetric Lobbying. This means that the upward shift m the federal 

level uidifference curve with gross welfare is slightly less than in the Symmetric 

Lobbying Case, so Regime I is somewhat bigger than with Symmetric Lobbying, and 

the squeeze on Regime HI is also somewhat greater than with Symmetric Lobbying. 

The welfare costs of lobbying when policy is set at the federal level are somewhat 

lower than with the Symmetric Lobbying case (-1.14% compared to -1.21%), so on 

average net welfare is higher than in the symmetric case, though lower than with No 

Lobbying'^, increasing Regimes I and III slightly relative to the Symmetric Case. 

The results of this way of modelling a democratic deficit are very similar to those of 

Symmetric Lobbying - so the higher cost of lobbying at the federal level has only 

very small implications for the choice between social pooling and democratic deficit. 

Perhaps surprisingly, relative to Symmetric Lobbying, states are slightly more likely 

to prefer political discretion at the federal level, because the costs of lobbying at the 

federal level have fallen. As noted in chapter 3, if we had taken the opposite view of 

the democratic deficit - that it implies too much lobbying by special interest groups at 

the federal level - the results would simply have gone in the other direction. But in 

either case the democratic deficit, as we have modelled it, does not have marked 

implications relative to the Symmetric Lobbying case. 

In Table 5.1 we have presented results for the case where = 0.3, but we get very 

similar conclusions for all the other values of expected damage costs that we have run. 

This is only true on average; for very high values of Z and u welfare is higher than with no lobbying. 
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(iii) Producer Bias - Federal Level. 

It can be argued that the real concern of the anti-globalisation movement is not that all 

interest groups have less influence in bodies like WTO, but that groups like 

environmental NGOs have much less influence there than groups like TNCs. We 

capture this concern by assuming that only environmental groups face higher lobbying 

costs at the federal level, i.e. = =1, z = l,2;^but that 

A: =10 for g = 1,2 and = 1 for g = 3,4. The results for gross and net welfare are 

shown in Columns 6 and 7 of Table 5.1. 

As with the Democratic Deficit, the results when pohcy is set at the state level are 

exactly the same as vyith Symmetric Lobbying, and so it is only the impact on results 

when decisions are taken at the federal level that we need to report. Compared vyith 

Symmetric Lobbying, the higher costs of lobbying by environmentalists means that 

they reduce their lobbying in all elections, slightly in state elections, more markedly in 

the federal election. Industrialists also reduce their lobbying slightly (strategic 

complements), and now the probability of electing environmental governments is less 

tlian 50%. Thig means that when policy is set at the federal level, gross welfare now 

falls relative to No Lobbying. la terms of indifference curves with gross welfare, the 

federal curve falls slightly, the state curve still rises significantly. So Regime I is still 

significantly smaller than vyith No Lobbying but larger than with Symmetric 

Lobbying, and Regime III again gets significantly squeezed and Regime IV is slightly 

bigger than vyith Symmetric Lobbying. 
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The reduction in lobbying by all groups means that lobbying costs are now only about 

1.08% of welfare when policy is set at the federal level, so despite the fact that gross 

welfare has fallen, the fall in net welfare, relative to No Lobbying, turns out to be 

almost exactly the same as with the Democratic Deficit, so not surprisingly the size of 

the four regimes is almost identical to that with the Democratic Deficit. 

So, we get the perhaps rather surprising conclusion that having higher lobbying costs 

for only environmentalists at the federal level produces outcomes very, similar to 

having higher lobbying costs for all groups at the federal level, at least in terms of the 

implications for the choice between social pooling and political discretion. Again our 

results are robust to different values of expected damage costs. 

(iv) Producer Bias at State and Federal Levels. 

The three cases of active lobbying we have considered so far — Symmetric Lobbying, 

Democratic Deficit and Producer Bias at Federal Level - have all produced very 

similar results in terms of the implications for the constitutional choice between social 

pooling and political discretion at state and federal level. The reason is that the major 

changes from the No Lobbying case have been determined mainly by what has 

happened when policy is set at the state level, and this has been the same for all diree 

cases of active lobbying; the differences in lobbying costs at the federal level do not 

have muchimpact. The next model of active lobbying we consider extends the notion 

of producer bias by now assuming that environmentalists face higher costs of 

lobbying than industrialists in all elections. SpeciGcally we assume that 
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Vz, -10 , g = 1,2; =1, g = 3,4. The results for gross and net welfare are shown 

in columns 8 and 9 of Table 5.1. 

We begin by explaining what happens when policy is set at the federal level. This is 

similar to what happened when producer bias was only at the federal level, except that 

now environmentalists face higher lobbying costs in all elections, and the individual 

rationality constraints will reflect the different utility levels when policy is set at the 

state level (as described below). The effect of the higher lobbying cost in all elections 

is that enviroimientalists now reduce their lobbying markedly in all elections and the 

industrialists also cut their lobbying but not by as much. So the probability of electing 

environmental governments falls sharply at state and federal level, and expected gross 

welfare falls relative to the No Lobbying case, and by a somewhat greater amount 

than when producer bias occurred only in federal elections. However, comparing 

columns 8 and 9, there is now a much smaller cost of lobbying — only 0.7% of welfare 

- so that despite the bigger reduction in gross welfare compared with Producer Bias 

only at the Federal Level, the reduction in net welfare is now much smaller. 

The major difference from having producer bias in federal and state elections arises 

when policy is set at the state level. Again environmentalists substantially reduce their 

lobbying at state level, and industrialists respond by slightly cutting theh lobbying 

effort. The probability of electing environmental governments falls sharply, to under 

40% in rnany cases. But the increased probability of having two industrial 

governments in power, which leads to a lot of strategic competition, means that 

expected profits fall sharply and expected damage costs rise, and even industrialists 

are made worse off. So expected gross welfare falls sharply policy is set at the state 
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level. Again the reduction in lobbying means that lobbying costs are now only 1.2% 

of welfare, compared to 1.5% in previous cases we have studied, but combined with 

the large reduction in gross welfare, net welfare is now substantially lower than in the 

No Lobbying case. 

These effects mean that in terms of both gross and net welfare, the indifference curves 

between social pooling and political discretion fall when policy is taken at both 

federal and state level, with the falls being much more pronounced when policy is set 

at the state level. Compared to the No Lobbying case, in terms of gross welfare, 

Regime I now rises, and Regime 11 falls sharply reflecting a stronger preference for 

social pooling. Regime HI also expands, since the indifference curves are getting 

further apart (see Figure 5.3); but now since the fall in welfare is bigger at the state 

than federal level, there are no Regime IV cases. In terms of net welfare, the falls in 

the indifference curves are even bigger, so Regime I gets even bigger. Regime II even 

smaller; but since the relative falls in welfare are not as marked as with gross welfare, 

Regime III falls slightly 6om the No Lobbying Case; but again in terms of net 

welfare, there are no Regime IV cases. 

Thus when we get bigger falls in welfare at the state than at the federal level. Result 5 

is reinforced. Again these results are robust to different values of . 

(v) Summary. 

When we introduce active lobbying with symmetric lobbying costs, then we have 

shown that we do get some overturning of the results with No Lobbying, in particular 
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it is now possible for some parameter values to get outcomes in Regime IV where 

social pooling is preferred to political discretion when policy is set at the federal level, 

but political discretion is preferred to social pooling when policy is set at the state 

level. But we do not see this as a serious violation of Result 5, because these cases are 

relatively rare, and the differences in expected net welfare between social pooling and 

political discretion are tiny. Because the m^or effect on net welfare of introducing 

active lobbying occurs when policy is set at the state level, introducing asymmetries 

in lobbying costs when policy is set at the federal level (as we did with Democratic 

Deficit and Producer Bias at the Federal level) produces results almost identical to 

Symmetric Lobbying. However when we introduce asymmetries in lobbying costs at 

the state level, as with Producer Bias at State and Federal levels, we get more 

pronounced changes in the results relative to Symmetric Lobbying, but this leaves 

Result 5 unaffected - we get no Regime IV cases. 

So our overall conclusion is that Result 5 - our key result on constitutional choice 

between social pooling and political discretion with No Lobbying - is actually very 

robust to the introduction of active lobbying, even if there are asymmetries in 

lobbying behaviour. There are no cases for which there would be a strong preference 

for social pooling over political discretion when policy is set at the federal level and a 

strong preference for political discretion over social pooling when policy is set at the 

state level. 
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5.4.3 Policy Set at Federal or State Level? 

The odier aspect of constitutional choice we want to explore is whether policy should 

be set at the state or federal level. As we've already noted, when there is social 

pooling, there will be no lobbying activity no matter what lobbying costs are, so 

Result 1 is unaffected by the possibility of lobbying - with social pooling welfare will 

always be higher when policy is set at the federal level. So the only question is 

whether Result 2 - with political discretion welfare is always higher when policy is set 

at the federal level - carries over from no lobbying to active lobbying. This is the 

question we asked in chapter 3, and, based on numerical simulations, our conclusion 

was that Result 2 is robust to the introduction of active lobbying, even if there are the 

kind of asymmetries in lobbying costs modelled in this chapter (including the North-

South Divide asymmetry). In the numerical simulations we reported for the choice 

between social pooling and political discretion we used a much wider range of 

parameter values than in chapter 3, and our conclusion remains that for all the kinds 

of lobbying modelled in section 5.4.2 we have not found any parameter values for 

which, with political discretion, it would be better to set policy at the state level rather 

than the federal level. 
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5.5 Conclusions. 

Once again we have tried to address concerns raised in the anti-globalisation 

movement that liberalisation of trade and capital markets might lead to a race-to-the-

bottom in environmental standards. If this is the case, then to overcome it may require 

a supra-national body to oversee the setting of environmental standards. This in itself 

though is problematic. There are concerns that both national governments and supra-

national bodies can be captured by special interest groups, particularly TNC's. 

Furthermore, a supra-national body may be limited in the information it has about 

damage costs in individual states. To overcome asymmetries of information and the 

potential political influence of these special interest groups it might then be necessary 

to adopt what look like rather inefficient policies: e.g. requiring all states to adopt 

environmental standards as if they faced identical damage costs (equal to the best 

estimate of what damage costs might be) rather than allowing individual states to fine-

tune their policies to what they know about their own damage costs. 

In chapter 2 we set out a model which captured the above concerns: the potential for 

strategic environmental competition which can be mitigated by having policy set at a 

supra-national ('federal')- level; asymmetries of information about damage costs 

between agencies (governments) at nation state and supra-national levels, only 

agencies at the state level learn the true value of their damage costs; agencies at 

national and supra-national levels can be captured by special interest groups. States 

then have two 'constitutional choices'. The first is whether to have policy set at the 

national or supra-national level. Secondly, whether to allow policy to be set by these 

agencies (with the advantage that state agencies will know true damage costs but with 
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the disadvantage of capture) - what we call political discretion - or to mandate that 

these agents implement policies based on the only information available at the 

constitutional stage i.e. maximising welfare based on expected damage costs - what 

we called social pooling. We showed that it was always better to set policy at the 

supra-national rather than national levels and that it was never the case that it would 

be desirable to use social pooling at the supra-national level and political discretion at 

the state level. 

In chapter 3 we introduced a model of lobbying behaviour in which the probability of 

capture now depended on the amount of lobbying effort expended by different interest 

groups. We explored the question of whether vyith political discretion it remained the 

case that it was always better to set policy at the supra-national level, and concluded 

that it was, even with quite marked asymmetries in lobbying costs and lobbying 

behaviour. 

In this chapter we used the model of lobbying behaviour to test whether the 

conclusions of chapter 2 about social pooling and political discretion were robust. We 

have found that they are in the sense that while there are some parameter values for 

which it might be desirable to have social pooling at the supra-national level and 

political discretion at the nation state level, these cases are rare and have very small 

differences in expected welfare under social pooling and political discretion. So it 

remains the case that there are no parameter values for which there would be a strong 

preference for social pooling at the supra-national level and a strong preference for 

political discretion at the nation state level. We also confirmed the results of chapter 

3 for a wider class of parameter values. 
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So the use of pohcies such as harmonisation cannot be rationalised on the grounds 

that there is now a need to set policy at a supra-national level, and that harmonisation 

is a way of limiting discretion by agencies that might be captured by special interest 

groups; if that is true at the supra-national level, it should have been true when policy 

was set by nation states. 
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Figure 5.1. No Lobbying Case. 
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Regime III 

Regime II 

Federal Indifference Curve 
Social Pooling = Political Discretion 

State Indifference Curve 
Social Pooling = Political Discretion 
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Figure 5.2a. Gross Welfare For Low Cost Symmetric Case. 
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Figure 5.2b. Net Welfare For Low Cost Symmetric Case. 
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Figure 5.3. Producer Bias At State And Federal Levels. 
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Table 5.1: Effect of Active Lobbying on Different Regimes (S = 0.3, k -1) . 

Type of 
Lobbying: 

No 
Lobbying 

Active Lobbying 
Type of 

Lobbying: 
No 

Lobbying 
Symmetric Democratic 

Deficit 
P r o d u c e r Bias 
Federa l Level 

Producer Bias 
Both Levels 

Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net 

Col. No.; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

% of A - u 
space in 
Regime: 

I 5 ^ 8 51.7 75.6 52.0 75.1 53.2 7&2 6 ^ 3 7 4 j 

II 1 7 ^ 31.3 17.6 31.3 17.6 3 L 3 1%6 11.0 8.4 

f l l 2 Z 8 9.1 6.3 8.9 6.8 7.6 6.7 25.7 rA4 

IV 0.0 7.8 0.5 7.8 0.5 8.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 

% Change in 
Welfare -

Federal 

-1.19 0.01 -1.13 -0 .06 -1.14 -0.08 -0.78 

%Change in 
Welfare -

State 

1.18 -0.35 I J ^ -0.35 1.18 -0.35 -1.45 -2.65 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Areas for Further Research. 



In this thesis we take a political economy approach to the setting of global 

environmental policy in a federal structure. This allows us to generate two routes by 

which fears of a 'race to the bottom' in international environmental standards or 

environmental dumping can be rationalised: strategic competition between two 

national governments in a world without trade barriers and the capture of 

policymakers by special interest groups. Policy can either be set non-cooperadvely at 

the level of the nation state or cooperatively by a supra-national agency. Setting 

policy non-cooperatively results in emission standards which ai'e laxer thap first best. 

Setting policy cooperatively internalises this externality but there exists a further 

problem of asymmetric information between national governments and the supra-

national agency about damage costs; these are private information that becomes 

available only to national governments and only when they come into power. 

Chapters 2 and 5 consider some basic constitutional issues. A fundamental issue is the 

subsidiarity question: whether policy should be set at the national or supra-national 

level. Chapter 2 extends the previous literature by removing the assumption of welfare 

maximising governments and shows that it is always better to set policy at a supra-

national level. The benefits of cooperating and eliminating incentives for damaging 

strategic competition outweigh the problems of asymmetric information associated 

with policy being set a higher level of government. The remaining chapters show that 

this result is robust to the introduction of active lobbying. A second constitutional 

issue is whether to allow politicians to set policy at their discretion or whether to tie 

their hands via social pooling which maximises the ex-ante expected value of damage 

costs. Politicians are assumed to be acting in the interests of or captured by special 

interest groups that place more or less weight on the environment than would a social 
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welfare maximiser. The benefit of discretion is that elected politicians have 

information regarding the actual level of damages but the drawback is that they are 

subject to this political influence. In our model social pooling also implies cross-state 

harmonisation of policies. This enables us to look at a third issue: whether policies 

should be harmonised at a supra-national level. The argument is that harmonisation at 

a supra-national level removes incentives for strategic competition when setting 

policy at the national level. In the context of this model we are looking to see if social 

pooling (harmonisation) would be preferred at the supra-national level if political 

discretion is preferred at the national level. In chapter 2 we show that social pooling is 

more appealing when the political parties are relatively more extreme and that social 

pooling is preferable when the difference in state's damage costs diverge. However, it 

is shown that social pooling (harmonisation) is never worthwhile at the supra-national 

level if it is not also better at the state level. In chapter 5 it is shown that these results 

are broadly robust to the introduction of active lobbying. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with addressing the concerns that arise when policy is 

actually set at a supra-national level. Although international coordination of policies 

may bring about some benefits by eliminating strategic competition, its critics argue 

that it raises its own set of concerns. SpeciRcally, it is claimed that ceding policy to a 

supra-national authority means a loss of democracy with policy making moving from 

elected national officials to un-elected and possibly unknown bureaucrats. Anotber 

concern is-that policy making at a supra-national level is captured by powerful 

multinationals which have larger funds or greater expertise in gaining access to the 

policy making process. In a similar vein, it is argued that industrial, predominantly 

Noi-them nations exert an overwhelming influence in agencies such as the World 
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Trade Organisation. To address these concerns the model in chapter 2 is extended by 

allowing for industrial and environmental lobby groups in each country. Lobbying 

affects the probability of determining the political type of the national and supra-

national governments. Lobbying activity is costly for all groups but by varying the 

costs amongst groups it is possible to model asymmetric influence or access to policy 

makers. By building into the model the concerns of critics such as the anti-

globalisation lobby it is possible to assess how some of their arguments feed through. 

In chapter 3 the only motivation for international coordination of policies remains the 

removing of incentives to engage in environmental dumping. In chapter 4 a further 

motivation is to deal witl: problems associated with transboundary pollution. In these 

chapters it is shown that it is possible to have too much access to policy makers. For 

example, if lobbying is relatively cheaper for industrial groups then it may encourage 

them to expend greater than optimal levels of lobbying expenditure, resulting in lower 

utility than under symmetric lobbying influence. The main result of these chapters 

though, and also the thesis, is that despite the numerous distortions at work -

asymmetric information, political bias, lobbying and transboundary pollution -

welfare is higher when setting policy at a supra-national level. This suggests tbat the 

debate on trade and environment should shift away from whether international 

coordination of environmental policies should take place and instead focus on how to 

improve the operation and procedures of bodies such as the WTO, UN or any future 

World Environmental Organisation. 

There are a number of avenues that remain open for possible further research. The 

model that is used in this thesis assumes that lobby groups — both industrial and 

environmental — are strictly national in nature (even though they are able to lobby 
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abroad). Clearly this is restrictive and it is readily seen that groups increasingly form 

large coalitions to lobby more effectively, particularly at the supra-national level. For 

example, the global environmental movement now incorporates not only national and 

international environmental lobbies but also other groups such as labour 

organisations. It may be useful to incorporate this trend into the model. 

Another area that could possibly be looked into is the institutional structure. In this 

thesis it is assumed that policy is set solely and exogenously at the state or the federal 

level. Relaxing this assumption would allow for some form of joint policy making; 

this would allow us to look into the interesting and topical question of what is the 

optimal level of power to cede to a federal authority and at what point the loss of 

national sovereignty becomes damaging or beneficial in welfare terms. 

It may also be possible to gain further insight by enriching the political foundations of 

the model. One possible route would be to see how the introduction of citizens with 

heterogeneous preferences would affect the results. In this thesis voters play no m^or 

role. Of course, citizens are not just voters but also consumers and members of the 

labour force. The introduction of consumer surplus and/or payments to labour may be 

interesting, as may the-introduction of an active third interest group. Another 

possibility may be to endogenous parties platform selections. One option would be to 

allow for platforms to be influenced by interest groups. 

Much of the debate over environmental dumping is concerned with the incentives to 

shift capital to the regions with the lowest standards, particularly following the 
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removal of many restrictions on the international flows of capital. It may be useful to 

introduce mobile factors of production. 

Empirical work in this area is scarce and there may be some scope for improvement. 

Finally, the underlying economic model remains quite simplistic and it may be 

worthwhile to test the model by incorporating different functional forms. 
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